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Ever since its establishment, “SuperELLE”,  a trendy fashion publication aiming 
for the youth,  has quickly gained love by young people and acceptance by 
the market, and has become an authoritative media leading the trend of young 
people. Its success has inspired us a lot during our daily work by allowing 
me and my team to constantly refresh our understanding of Chinese youth 
generation and to feel their passion. The culture of young people is diverse, 
rich, full of vitality, stylish, cool and loving, as well as having a steady stream 
of creativity, which has refreshed my perspective towards this new world.

Young people are constantly changing and shaping our world. Who I am 
referring to is not just a small group of those who are spotted and reported 
by the media because of their talent, fame, beauty, wealth, etc., but young 
generation in a broad sense. Whenever I see young people constantly 
emerging on the street, dressed up in different styles but with distinctive signs 
and personality identities; Whenever I see a bullet comment in a video that 
makes people laugh but has a deep insight into the current society; Whenever 
the office is heated up by discussions about a pop cyber celebrity, event or 
simply a meme on the Internet, I can strongly echo with the young people and 
the cultural universe they created where their voices and attitudes toward this 
world with can be heard and seen, showing their determination and interests. 
Nowadays, as rapid changes are happening everywhere in the fields of 
Internet, artificial intelligence, and science and technology, the so-called "old" 
and "new" iterations are accelerating. We chose to plunge into the current of 
eras, swim in the direction where the tide will eventually flow, and strive to the 
top of the wave.

As a fashion publication and media platform, SuperELLE explores and observes 
“youth” from the perspectives of culture, fashion and consumption. In the 
mean time, we cooperated with PwC and GP Capital to hold the "SuperELLE 
The Nation of Youth Trend Ceremony" to initiate a discussion on China’s 
contemporary “Youth" ecology. It’s our friendly signal to all young people, 
an exploration and analysis of Chinese youth culture, and a summary and 
induction of the Chinese young market in regards of new consumption market.

What is youth? The answer to it, I believe, would be concluded through 
the holding of the "SuperELLE The Nation of Youth Trend Ceremony" and 
the release of the "The Nation of Youth 2021 Cultural Insight and Business 
Implication Report", from different perspectives such as culture, social identity, 
and consumption habits. As for how "youth" will evolve in the future, SuperELLE 
is willing to continue to be the watchman in this field, and constantly witness 
new answers being revealed.

Editorial Director 
and Publisher of "SuperELLE“

 

Sujia Zhuge

Watchman 
of the youth

Foreword I



Youth of China: 
Be invincible 
and a new 
chapter 
of the epic 

Foreword II

During the past few years, we have witnessed and deeply experienced 
the changes  that have been brought about by the youth in all aspects 
including the filed of consumption, technology, culture etc. In the consumer 
sector, for instance, the rise of interest-oriented content has brought up the 
domestic e-commerce transactions to a new stage; The year of 2020, which 
is considered as the fundamental year for Chinese brands, has brought 
plentiful cutting-edge domestic brands of unique ideas and solid contents to 
the Chinese audience. In the field of science and technology, the gap between 
imagination and reality continues to be narrowed by the youth’s enthusiasm 
and unstoppable pursuing will, from intelligent household appliances to smart 
cars. Culturewide, creativity of young people makes the culture of " otaku", 
"desire of expression", and "immersive experience" no longer a concept, but 
numerous new real business types with unique charms and attributes.

Those fresh ideas not only enriched people‘s daily life, but also brought vitality 
and miracle back to the investment, financing and M&A market. We have 
observed that an increasing number of investors have begun to pay attention to 
and value the aesthetics needs, demands and attitudes of young people, and 
consider those factors as important references for their investment decisions. 
We have seen that more and more brands which are targeting the youth 
generation have stood out in the capital market, writing their own histories 
miracles. 

My team and I feel honored to witness this rapid growth and the out-standing 
of China‘s youth in the past few years, and are fortunate enough to personally 
participate in this creation filled with sweat and attitude. In 2021, PwC 
launched the “Brand Power Program” in the consumer goods and retail sector. 
Starting from the consumer market and based on PwC’s understanding and 
professional knowledge of the global R&C market, we aim to offer one-stop 
solutions for brands and service providers to enhance brand power by fully 
combining the latest and youngest solutions available, and integrating high-
quality industry resources. The intention of “Brand Power Program” is also in 
line with the concept of this report. I am delightful that our team can participate 
in the compilation of “The Nation of Youth 2021 Cultural Insight and Business 
Implication Report“. Integrated with resources and capabilities of PwC's "Brand 
Power Program", we provide statistics and data analysis support for this report. 
This very report breaks the convention of industry reports, focusing on specific 
segments but instead starting from the perspective of young people. It portrays 
Chinese young generation’s as diversified, open-minded, and confident, 
reflecting their own attitudes.

In retrospect and looking forward, we are full of confidence in the development 
of China's youth. We firmly believe that China's youth is the world's youth, and 
it will subvert, change, create, assist... invincibly.

PwC China

M&A Advisory Partner

  Nicole Sun



The copyright of this repor t  is wri t ten by Super ELLE and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Consultants (Shenzhen) Limited Shanghai 
Branch (hereinafter referred to as “PwC”) in accordance with 
their respective responsible parts, and each individually owns the 
intellectual property rights for its responsible part of this report and its 
subsequent amendments.

The content in this report is for general reference only, and cannot 
cover all relevant matters. It does not constitute an investment or 
service offer, nor does it constitute investment, legal, tax or other 
professional advice or services provided by "Super ELLE" and 
PwC. This report should not be used as a substitute for investment 
advice, legal advice or advisory opinions provided by professional 
consultants. The content of this report is compiled based on information 
available at the time of publication. "Super ELLE" and PwC do not 
make any explicit or implied promises or guarantees regarding the 
accuracy or completeness of the information in the document, nor are 
they responsible for updating the information regarding changes in 
laws and business practices.

Any third parties, including readers of this report, should not make 
any decisions or take any actions based on the contents of this report. 
Otherwise, they shall bear all risks arising from reliance on this report. 
Before making investment decisions, any third parties still need to 
obtain specific professional opinions and make decisions based on 
their own judgments. If any third parties, including readers of this 
report, rely on the content of the report to make any business decisions 
or quote the content of the report for external use, the users shall be 
responsible for the misunderstandings, claims and losses caused, and 
"SuperELLE" and PwC do not take the responsibility.

Anyone who reads this report is bound by this clause and all copyright 
clauses of this report. Without the written permission of Super ELLE and 
PwC, anyone is not allowed to plagiarize, reprint, reproduce, repost, 
disseminate or use any part of the text and pictures in this report in 
any form (whether for commercial or other purposes), and the data 
and opinions of this report shall not be quoted in any media (including 
the Internet). Otherwise, all legal consequences caused by the users 
shall be borne by themselves, and their behaviour is also suspected 
of infringing on the intellectual property rights of "Super ELLE" and 
PwC. Both "Super ELLE" and PwC have the right to pursue their legal 
liabilities in accordance with the law.

The copyrights of all the pictures, tables and text content of the report 
are owned or used with authorization separately by "Super ELLE" and 
PwC. The source of the third-party materials used in the report has 
been marked, and the intellectual property rights of such third-party 
materials still belong to the relevant right holders.

Any individual, legal person, or other organisation that has 
committed infringement must immediately stop the infringement and 
bear full responsibility and corresponding compensation for all 
the consequences caused by the infringement. Otherwise, we will 
pursue its economic and legal responsibilities in accordance with the 
"Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China" and other relevant 
laws and regulations.

Copyright Statement:
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Sujia Zhuge

诸
葛
苏
佳

Editorial director and publisher of “SuperELLE”. Sujia 
Zhuge has more than 20 years of experience in 
fashion media. Under Sujia’s leadership, her team 
under ELLE China has made outstanding contributions 
to localization of authoritative international fashion 
content, cultivation and promotion of Chinese fashion 
designers, and the integration of Chinese culture into 
the fashion world. In 2017, in response to the rise of 
the Chinese market, especially the consumer market of 
the younger generation in China, Sujia and her team 
created SuperELLE, an omni-media platform focusing 
on fashion trends of the youth, aiming to connect 
fashion, trends and art, commercial real estate, and 
urban renewal. In 2021, in cooperation with PwC and 
GP Capital, Zhuge and her team of  SuperELLE started 
"The Nation of Youth" Trend Ceremony project.

Jennifer Ye
叶
旻

Jennifer Ye Consumer Markets Leader , PwC China 
. She has a good understanding of the management 
model and business operations of the retail and 
consumer industry, and focuses on providing retail 
and consumer companies with services including 
corporate r isk assessment,  business process 
combing, internal control system establishment 
and improvement. In recent years, she has actively 
promoted the implementation of PwC's new retail 
solutions, such as empowering smart stores through 
data, and integrating business and finance. She 
has rich practical experience on how to help retail 
consumer goods companies effectively promote digital 
transformation and deal with various pain points.

Zong Han

韩
纵

As a consulting editor of "SuperELLE", Zong Han 
joined in with his cross-cultural and cross-industry 
background and worked with the "SuperELLE" 
editorial team led by SuJia to create special projects, 
including being the guest editor of the "SuperELLE" 
art magazine, presenting content that integrates 
international and Chinese contemporary art with 
the lifestyle of Chinese young people; Creating the 
framework of "The Nation of Youth" Trend Ceremony 
project from the dimensions of cultural creativity 
and business innovation. Zong Han has worked 
in investment institutions, domestic and overseas 
contemporary art galleries, non-profit art institutions 
and media; Currently, as a cross-industry entrepreneur, 
he is committed to carrying out comprehensive 
aesthetic economic innovation in the new retail 
ecosystem.
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叶
永
辉 Waldemar WF Jap is Consumer & Retail Leader, PwC 

China. He is a senior expert in the consumer and 
retail sector, focusing on consumer areas such as food 
and beverage and personal care, providing clients 
with consumer insight and brand building, marketing, 
channel management and digitalization, market entry 
and development strategy, sales and distribution, 
M&As and cooperation and other aspects of advisory 
and services.

Qijie Xia

夏
祺
洁

As the special consultant of "The Nation of Youth" 
project, Qijie Xia has more than ten years of private 
equity investment and management experience, 
and has participated in and led a total of nearly 
Rmb10 billion fund management. Qijie focuses 
on consumption upgrade, cul tural education, 
technological innovation and other fields. She has led 
and participated in projects such as the investment 
in ROSAT, Xili Intelligent Technology (SH.688616), 
12 Dong Culture, Dongsuo Food, pidan Pet, Gaoke 
Petrochemical (SZ.002778), Shangyang Technology, 
B.L.B.M, Lanboto, Aikucun to help the brand 
establishment and enhance its value.

M
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a

马
牧
原

Muyuan Ma is in charge of the content in ELLE 
China’s fashion sector. She has more than ten years 
of experience in the media and fashion industry. For 
a long time, she has been focusing on the localized 
creation of international fashion content and actively 
nurturing Chinese local fashion forces as well as  
promoting the practice of ESG issues in the fashion 
industry. Meanwhile, Muyuan is the core start-up 
member of the brand new trend media "SuperELLE" 
and the content leader of "The Nation of Youth 2021 
Cultural Insight and Business Implication Report". 
Based on insights into Chinese youth culture and 
young consumer groups, she led the team to create 
diversified trendy cultural content to shout out for the 
young group.

Nicole Sun is the M&A Advisory Partner. Based 
on her continuous focus on the consumer sector, 
she launched the “Brand Power Program” project 
in PwC which focuses on empowering consumer 
brands by enhancing their core strengths. The 
program, based on PwC's platform network and its 
understanding of the consumer market, integrates 
high quality service providers in the industry, offering 
brands comprehensive support covering advisory, 
business empowerment, and projects execution. As a 
representative of youth power among PwC partners, 
she led the team to jointly compile the "The Nation of 
Youth 2021 Cultural Insight and Business Implication 
Report" with SuperELLE.

Nicole Sun

孙
盼

Roger Liu is Private Equity Leader PwC Mainland 
China and Hong Kong, leading the private equity 
fund transaction business and the private enterprise 
transaction business of China’s market. He has long 
focused on M&A transactions and trends in the 
consumer and retail sectors. By integrating high-
quality resources in the industry and combining the 
latest consumer trends and dynamic in the market, he 
helps retail and consumer goods companies unlock 
new consumer codes and grasp market trends.

Roger Liu

刘
晏
来
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Portraits of 
China's youth 
in 2021
What is “Youth"?

The UN "Definition of YOUTH" report states 
that “YOUTH is best understood as a period of 
transition from the dependence of childhood 
to adulthood’s independence.... Yet, age is the 
easiest way to define this group...”

Looking back into the past and forwards, it’s 
reasonable to assume that age range of “youth” 
differs throughout human histories aligning with 
changes of life expectancy of each generations.

F rom anc ien t  Greece  and Rome to  t he 
15th century, due to the low level of social 
development, poor health and living conditions, 
less access to effective medical services, and the 
impact of infectious diseases such as the Black 
Death, people’s average life expectancy was 
around 20 to 35 years. From the 15th to the 
19th century, due to medical care improvement, 
sanitation facili t ies, immunizations, clean 
drinking water and better food nutrition, average 
life expectancy was extended to 30-40 years; 
In the 20th century, people became aware of 
bacteria and infectious diseases. By improving 
sanitary conditions and drinking water systems, 
the ability to prevent and control diseases was 
greatly enhanced. Despite experiencing two 
world wars, around the 1950s, the average life 
expectancy of humans increased significantly to 
45 to 50 years. In modern society, the average 
life expectancy has exceeded 70 years, which is 
nearly twice the average life expectancy before 
the 19th century, and more than 20 years longer 
than that of 60 years ago.
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Statistically, the UN defines "young people" 
as persons between the ages of 15 and 24. If 
they were placed in this interval before the 15th 
century, 15-19th century, 1950 and 2019, they 
would have spent around 70%, 55%, 40% and 
25% of their lifetime respectively.

Focusing on China, the "youth" in the ancient 
Chinese society was basically defined as 14 
to 20+ years old, symbolized as "energetic", 
reflecting the age structure standard of the 
agricultural society. In modern times, the 
mainstream Chinese outlook on youth is closely 
integrated with revolutionary narratives. Those 
who have aspirations are not restrained by their 
age. The "youth" in the cultural context means 
being able to follow the trend and dare to 
change and innovate. In 1949, the Government 
Administration Council of the Central People's 
Government officially set May 4th as Youth Day. 
In 2008, with the approval of the Legislative 
Affairs Office of the State Council of the People's 
Republic of China, 

young people from 14 to 28 years old across 
China are entitled to a half-day off on Youth Day. 
In 2017, the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of China and the State Council issued the 
"Medium and Long-term Youth Development Plan 
(2016-2025)", which is specifically applicable 
to people aged 14 to 35. This age group is also 
the category of "youth population" defined by 
the National Bureau of Statistics.

Young people are characterized most significantly 
by their irrepressible curiosity about the world, 
bold and fresh mindset and the ability to act. 
The German Merck "State of Curiosity Report 
2018" surveyed more than 3,000 employees in 
more than 5,000 industries in China, Germany 
and the US, with a result showing that compared 
with "Gen X" (born in 1965-1980) and "Baby 
Boomers" (born in 1946 -1964), "Millennials" 
(born in 1981-1996) and "Gen Z" (born in 
1997-2012) have higher overall employee 
curiosity scores. At the same time, they scored 
higher in recognizing the gap and working hard 
to fill the gap, enjoying fun from exploration, 
and being willing to take on the anxiety and 
insecurity when exploring new areas.

In addition, young people enjoy a certain degree 
of social welfare, such as sufficient tolerance 
given by the society. The China Youth & Children 
Research Centre once published "Making 
cities more friendly to youth development: A 
study on the impact of social quality on youth's 
sense of gain“, pointing out that “inclusive 
social environment creates conditions for the 
independent development of youth personality, 
respects the growth of youth personality, and 
positively drives the generation of youth’s sense 
of gain”. The ECOSOC also proposed in its 
report on youth policies and programs, “Inclusive 
formal and non-formal education enables 
individuals to grow and develop through high-
quality education, regardless of one's gender, 
social origin, language, economic status or 
ability.

The young are characterized 
most significantly by 
their irrepressible curiosity 
about the world, bold and fresh 
mindset and the ability to act
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In the global context, 
The Youth of China are special

The youth of China has not 
only become a core consumer 
to drive the market, but also a 
trend leader in the market.

Creating an inclusive education environment 
needs to include isolated and marginalized 
youth. To this end, inclusive policies and 
programs need to be implemented to remove 
barriers, engage young people, and respect their 
diverse demands.

Furthermore, young people are by no means 
"carefree“. The BBC survey found that young 
generation sense a higher level of loneliness 
than older ones and even those living alone. This 
result is captured in almost every country. There 
are many reasons for loneliness. Some analysis 
pointed out that it is because the youth are in a 
transitional period when they are about to leave 
home, build their own identity, and make new 
friends. Various changes have given birth to inner 
loneliness. However, scientific investigations also 
showed that young people are more willing to 
disclose to others their loneliness.

Confusion and anxiety seemed to be clearly 
carved on the youth's face. Psychological 
research pointed out that young people have 
not yet formed a stable self-concept, and they 
are in a status of "role chaos", while various 
"uncertainties" in their lives have intensified their 
confusion. Anxiety has been a common pain 
point for humans in recent years, and it is also 
the most frequent psychological problem among 
young people. In March this year, the "Report 
on the Development of China's National Mental 
Health (2020)" was released, and Zhiyan Chen, 
a professor at the Institute of Psychology, CAS, 
pointed out that, “The average level of anxiety 
among 18-34-year-old youths is higher than that 
of other age groups in adulthood. This suggests 
youths are more prone to mental health problems 
and there is an imperative need to pay attention 
to the prevention and intervention of youth mental 
health problems.”

The UN "Youth Strategy" points out that the 
world today has the largest number of young 
population throughout history at some 1.8 billion, 
and 90% of whom live in developing countries. 
Under globalization, young people are more 
closely connected with each other than ever 
before, constantly coming up with ideas, and 
promoting social progress. "Youth is the future" 
is a universal creed. The international community 
has also reached consensus and launched active

cooperation in encouraging young people to 
speak out, protect their rights, and promote their 
access to quality education, health and well-
being. Countries around the world have been 
paying great attention to their youths and have 
insights into their living conditions from multiple 
angles and dimensions.

Focusing on China, based on the macro 
definition of China’s youth population, the post-
85s to post-00s are the representatives of the 
current Chinese youth (1986-2007). Among 
them are the "Millennials" (born in 1981-1996) 
and the "Gen Z" (born in 1997-2012) who 
grew up alongside the Internet. This group has 
also become a vivid and live image for people 
to understand the social, economic and cultural 
development of contemporary China.

According to the UN statistics, the "Millennials" 
in China approximated 320 million. They grew 
up under the "one-child" policy, which became 
the focus of parents and grandparents. They 
formed a "421-style" family structure, where 
their elders spare no effort to provide them with 
livelihood security. Education is the main concern 
of the whole family, so this generation receive 
better education than previous ones. According 
to a report in China Daily in 2019, 25% of 
them achieved bachelor's degree or above. 
Thanks to the reform and opening up, they are 
fully enjoying the benefits of China’s economic 
growth. According to media data, two-thirds of 
all Chinese passport holders are "Millennials." 
Whether they are studying or travelling, their 
horizons and footsteps have expanded from 
China to the world.

Right now, the "Millennials" are moving up the 
corporate ladder. According to the Manpower 
report, by 2020, "Millennials" would account 
for 1/3 of the global commuters. Nearly 20% of 
Chinese "Millennials" believe that they will "work 
to death", and this worry is not unreasonable.
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The Seventh National Census Communiqué 
announced  recently showed that in 2020, the 
total number of elderly people aged 60 and over 
in China reached 264 million, accounting for 
18.7% of the total population. According to the 
interpretation of the "Economic Daily", during 
the "14th Five-Year Plan" period, the annual 
net increase in the elderly population almost 
directly surged from the lowest value in the 21st 
century (appearing in 2021) to the highest value 
(appearing in 2023). With the aging population, 
labour and employment pressures have become 
increasingly significant. Xinhua News Agency 
has published the "employment value" of all 
age groups:  The post-80s require material 
security, the post-90s pay attention to their own 
development, and the post-95s adopt "self-
enjoyment" as their career guideline, which also 
reflects the different choices of young people that 
varies with generation.

The “Millennials” are in marriageable age, but 
data has shown that this generation, both male 
and female, is delaying marriage. According to 
the statistics from the CASS, from 1990 to 2016, 
the average age of first marriage grew from 22 
to 25 among Chinese female, and from 24 to 
27 among Chinese male. To a certain extent, 
it reflects the objective social environment and 
economic pressure faced by "Millennials", as 
well as their views on marriage and life.

The "Global Times" quoted a report by CNN, 
stating that, "They no longer see marriage as an 
obligation, but a personal choice. They believe 
that marriage is a manifestation of emotional 
bonds, not just a means of reproduction."

In contrast to the challenges faced by the 
"Millennials", the younger "Gen Z" are now 
releasing their vitality.

According to the UN, the total number of people 
born in China from 1995 to 2009 exceeded 
250 million. Their parents generally received 
middle or high level of education and continue 
to be active in the workplace. Therefore, "Gen 
Z" is a generation that grew up amid the 
booming Chinese economy with an abundant 
material life.

They are true digital natives, who consider 
the Internet and digital mobile devices an 
integral part of their lives. According to PwC's 
observations based on public information, the 
proportion of "Gen Z" Internet active devices 
in the entire network and the proportion of 5G 
mobile phone users have reached nearly 30%. 
It can be said that they are people who live on 
the “cloud”, and the online world is also their 
spiritual carrier. Online creation has become one 
of the means to express and realize their self-
worth.
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As a result, UGC-based apps such as TikTok, 
Kuaishou, and Bilibili have a large number of 
extremely active "Gen Z" users.

The common ground between the "Millennials" 
and the "Gen Z" is their strong potential in 
consumption. Similar to the “Baby Boomers” 
in the US who boosted the entire US economy, 
the youth in China have not only become the 
core consumer group to drive the market, but 
also trend leaders in the market. They are seen to 
be rational consumers, with an attitude of self-
control and self-definition.

In addition, Chinese youth have personally 
experienced China’s take-off and have a 
profound sense of national and ethnic pride. 
They witnessed the return of Hong Kong in 
1997, the return of Macao in 1999, China's 
accession to the WTO in 2001, the successful 
hosting of the Olympic Games in Beijing in 2008 
and the 2010 Shanghai World Expo…… After 
the impact of COVID-19, the world has seen the 
effectiveness of China's governance. Chinese 
young people have become more confident and 
their attitudes towards the West have changed. 
According to a survey conducted by the "Global 
Times" in more than 100 cities including Beijing, 
Shanghai, and Shenzhen, among people 
between the ages of 15 and 35, the proportion 
of Chinese young people who regard Western 
countr ies as equals  has increased by 6 
percentage points in the past 5 years, and that 
of those who "look up" to Western countries has 
dropped by around 30%. Yi Shen, a professor 
at Fudan University, believes that this reflects 
that Chinese young people have a broader 
international perspective, and they have a true 
and fair evaluation of Western countries based 
on facts. It also reflects the objective reality of 
China's continuous rise.

There is no end for the youth, and the youth is 
always in "the present continuous tense".

What are today's Chinese youths paying 
attention to? Where do the righteous ardour and 
energy focus on? Why can the youth outperform 
previous generations? Under the wave of the 
consumer era, what kind of value symbols are 
they looking for? They have too many fascinating 
questions waiting to be answered. Thus, "The 
Nation of Youth 2021" was born.

As a media plat form for carr ying youth 
culture, and adhering to the responsibility of 
dissemination, "SuperELLE" continues to record 
the dynamics of young people around the world 
and portray the new generation of Chinese 
vogue. As an institution that pays close attention 
to cutting-edge consumer trends, PwC fully 
integrates its understanding of the latest models 
of the global consumer market and high-quality 
resources in the professional field to help brands 
and service organizations grow, and continues 
to convey the important corporate mission 
of "resolving important issues and creating 
social integrity". This time, in cooperation with 
PwC, "SuperELLE" has decided to analyze 
the tremendous energy of the young generation 
from a unique perspective - "Youth". 

This group of pioneers at the forefront of the 
era is eager to express themselves, revealing 
their "Independent Minds" from the inside out; 
they deepen the value of "self". Instead of 
simply acting alone, they perceive the world, 
find belonging, and condense into "Community 
Love"; In the digital age, they make judgements 
through "Experience First" and create with "High 
Tech". While guarding their "Strong Spirits", they 
practice "Diversity Matters", thus demonstrating 
the complete "Cultural Confidence".

Moreover, "SuperELLE" and the PwC team also 
found a channel to vividly observe the "Youth" - 
young people's consumption. On the journey of the great rejuvenation of the 

Chinese nation, previous generations experienced 
the May Fourth Movement and the Awakening 
Age. They were energetic, high-spirited, and 
dared to take the lead. In the grand cause of 
national construction and national liberation, 
there were generations of young people. After 
the reform and opening up, younger generations 
took over from previous generations and moved 
forward courageously, aiming to shape the 
glorious future of tomorrow's China.

The future of China is shaped 
by the youth of China

Youth of China have personally 
experienced China’s take-off 
and have a profound sense of 
national and ethnic pride
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French philosopher Jean Baudrillard proposed in 
"The Consumer Society" that consumption is not 
only a moral and ideal value system, but also a 
social structure of communication and exchange. 
The current consumption is no longer a simple 
purchase, but a value system that connects 
people and social structures. In this case, as the 
most noted members of contemporary society, 
young people’s consumption concepts and 
behaviors undoubtedly show their personal 
judgments and demands on the world, value, life 
and self. In addition to the “big data” era, those 
numbers also portray the image of the younger 
generation to a certain extent.

"SuperELLE" cooperated with PwC in a long-term 
survey, statistics and research, with objective 
and detailed data and analysis, to understand 
the youth and gain insight into their generation. 
Meanwhile, in this era of talents, a group of 
outstanding young people have emerged. 
"SuperELLE" also invited representatives from 
various occupations to share their wonderful 
youth stories.

This is a report on consumption figures that 
breaks through the traditional "old-fashioned", 
and it is also a bold attempt. It is planned to 
continuously analyze "youth" via an annual 
publication.

We try to understand what the world looks like 
today, and try to explore what are the forces 
shaping the future at this moment.



1 2
In the era of rapid development of Internet technology, new 
things and consumer hotspots are fast - changing. The younger 
generation of Chinese who were born and grew up under such 
a background shows distinct personality dif ferences. They pay 
for brands and products that share the same values with them, 
hoping to quickly and directly dif ferentiate themselves through 
appearance.

This generation of Chinese young people were born with self -
confidence and pride. They clearly realise that they were “born 
dif ferent". Therefore, while expressing their individual values, 
they are actively looking for a sense of identity and belonging. 
The decen t ra l iza t ion and deau thor iza t ion o f  soc ia l  media 
have made everyone's expression more free. Social interaction 
happens where  a group of people or a community are attached 
through their shared emotions and resonated values, therefore, 
various groups of interest are created

The Power of 
Personalized 
Expression:

The Power of 
Socializing for 
Belongings:

Consumption becomes a way for the youth 
to express their values

The youths seek spiritual and cultural sense 
of belonging

3 4The Power of 
Experience for 
Self-entertainment:

The Power of 
Technological 
Imagination:

Immersive experience makes life beyond 
imagination

Players' mindset made of digitalization

For China's younger generation who were born and grew up 
alongside the Internet, nothing is easier than online shopping, 
socialising, enter tainment and other activit ies online as their 
dai l y  rou t ines.  Exper iences o f f l ine has become more than 
precious and unique. More and more young people values 
more on experiences than products itself. Pleasures brought by 
experiences are like a mental f low, transforming pure material 
consumption into spiritual needs, and from visual experiences to 
emotional ones.

Compared with consumers of other age groups, the younger 
generat ion has a natural af f ini t y for brands that can show 
"High Tech". "High Tech" implies a possibilit y, an expression 
of young people’s f ree imagination. I t is precisely based on 
this expression that the vision of the future can be outlined one 
by one. Understanding this expression is the driving force for 
the cont inuous technological innovat ion of the indust r y and 
enterprises.



The Power of 
Physical and 
Mental Health:

5

7

6
It’s never too young to be afraid of getting 
old

Content big bang in the Internet

Residents from modern cities tend to be more aware of health 
care issues ever since a young age, in order to make up for and 
support a life of "high ef ficiency, overloaded information, and 
intensive experiences for a long time. What this life style results 
in is the so-called “punk health care” trend, connecting the triple 
care of young people's "body, mind, and spirit". Ranging from 
diet, f i tness, healing to emotions, segments wor th over 100 
billions in market value and countless new-born consumer brands 
are emerging.

With the development of digital and Internet technologies, the 
diversity of the younger generation has gradually emerged. We 
focus on the young generation's consumption of online content, 
their understanding of "new idols", and the transformation of 
financial management concepts to explore the causes behind and 
the many possibilities that will be brought forth.

The Power 
of Cultural 
Confidence:

The open attitude from the descendants of 
the dragon

The youth who grew up in the era of rapid economic development 
i n  Ch ina,  e sp e c ia l l y  t ho s e  b o r n  i n  o r  a f t e r  1995,  ha ve 
unprecedented curiosity and desire to explore local culture and 
even traditional culture. From Hanfu to Chinese makeup, from 
Chinese-style comics to Chinese fad, the cultural self-confidence 
al lows young people to absorb and learn f rom the wor ld’s 
ou t s tanding cu l tura l  achievements,  whi le a t  the same t ime, 
expressing their own views and understanding. 

The Power of 
Diversified 
Growth:
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Market Size of Chinese Cosmetics 2015-
2025 (RMB billion)
Source: Euromonitor, PwC Analysis

 
CAGR: 17.00%

2015

25.31 28.46

2016

34.56

2017

45.13

2018

59.25

2019

59.62

2020

70.7

2021E

82.89

2022E

95.38

2023E

108.27

2024E

121.7

2025E

"Gen Z" has a clearer 
understanding and cognition 
of their own pursuits. They 
like to try new things and 
pursue a high-quality life.

In the age of rapid development of Internet technology, new things can emerge and vanish in an 
instant. Born and raised under this background, the young generation in China have shown different 
personalities -- they take on new things easily, but at the same time, jump into something else quickly. 
This results from their desire to be noted, to express themselves, to be accepted, to break stereotypes 
and the refusal to be identified as ordinary in this diversified social the rapidly changing era. They 
pay for brands and products aligned to their values, with a hope to directly express a different “me” 
through appearance. Among them, makeup and sneakers have become the areas where the young 
generation, represented by the post-1995 and post-2000 generations, are most willing to spend 
money, and their strong interest in makeup and skin care has contributed to the industry revolution, 
and the "sneaker" culture, which was a niche in the past, has also become more widely seen by the 
public. Brands began to think about the product update speeds, social attributes, practical values 
and value orientations, and spread the attention of young people to develop in multiple lines, so that 
young people can find self-value resonance and touch in each market segment.
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Less money for greater good, 
wearing makeup is the new 
norm among young people to 
express their personalities.

1TREND
For China's young consumer groups, the significance of 
makeup is not only for the social etiquette in traditional 
concepts. If you can spend less to achieve more, express 
your attitude, and garner the attention of others, then 
why not? Take "Gen Z" as an example, a group of young 
people who crave attention and self-expression. Their 
changing demands for makeup and skin care are also 
driving the continued growth of the cosmetics market in 
China. According to PwC Analysis, China's cosmetics 
market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 17.00% from 
2015 to 2025, to reach a size of Rmb121.7 billion in 
2025. The young generation is the major contributor 
in this vast market. 
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“Why do you need makeup?” vs. “Does it even need a reason?”a. 

Among the young generation in China, the prevalence of makeup among "Gen Z" has surpassed 
that of their parents. Meeting someone or attending a social occasion is not the only reason for 
putting on makeup, the youth can do so simply for going downstairs to take out the trash, picking 
up the delivery, or taking selfies at home and uploading them to social networks. For "Gen Z" there 
doesn't necessarily have to be a reason for putting on makeup; it can be simply based on "mood". 
Other reasons include "partying" and “job requirements".

According to PwC, "Gen Z" purchases makeup and skin care products once every one or two 
months on average, while some consume more than once every month.
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Half clown 
makeup

No.5

Not only put on makeup, but also “play around” with it

According to PwC statistics, TikTok's 
popular makeup keywords are ranked by 
view popularity

Western 
style

No.1

Replica makeup
No.2

“Innocent Tipsy” 
Makeup challenge

No.3

National 
Chinese 

style

No.4

Opera
 

No.6

“Serenade of Peaceful Joy” style

No.7

Light 

Western 

style

No.8

Chinese 
style

No.9

Japanese style

No.11

South 

Korean 

style

No.10
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Young people not only need to put on makeup, but also “play” with makeup. Makeup style is 
increasingly diversified. In the past, makeup was simple and elegant, but now it serves a means to 
express oneself. Among the “Gen Z”, diverse makeup styles have become the embodiment of different 
personalities -- bold Western-style, fresh and cute Japanese and South Korean style, reserved and 
dignified Chinese-style, wild Thai-style makeup, as well as the those named by scenes such as “nude" 
makeup, “provocative and pure" makeup...... Beneath every eyeliner, blush, and highlighter shadow 
are individuals eager to express their inner selves.

b. 
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When it comes to makeup products, the younger generation 
values “safety"

Low 
sensitivity

safety

Non-
comedogenic

Relief

Sedation

d. Boys wear makeup too; why not?
 

About: Dewy Lab
A Chinese clean beauty brand, is dedicated to creating makeup products with both "pure ingredients" and "excellent makeup effects", aiming 
to become the leader and advocate of clean beauty in China. The brand strictly follows the world's highest safety standards, and all products 
comply with the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Council of the European Parliament (EC) and the National Medical Products 
Administration totaling 2800+ cosmetic restricted ingredients standards*.

c.

Since makeup is applied to the face, it is necessary to check the safety. Safety and reliability are 
the two most important factors among the young in their selection of makeup products. They have 
a higher standards. To attract the younger generation of consumers, brands use zero-residue, 
clean beauty, organic beauty, and Xie Zi Hao products as their promotional points. As a result, 
the concept of Clean Beauty, which does not contain harmful substances, is gradually spreading 
among “Gen Z” young consumers and becoming the new focus of the industry. PwC has seen an 
increasing popularity of related searches online

Amber Zhou, the founder of the domestic clean beauty brand Dewy Lab, said: “Dewy Lab is a 
domestic clean beauty brand that entered Tmall very early. Its products do not contain any harmful 
and controversially harmful ingredients. It advocates animal test-free, pet-friendly, environmentally 
friendly, and packaging friendly production methods that reduce carbon footprints. All products are 
in line with in total of 2800+ Standards set out by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the 
Parliament of European Council (EC) and the National Drug Administration for restricted ingredients 
in cosmetics." 

Applying facial masks, foundation, drawing eyebrows have nothing to do with gender, since people 
all have the love for beauty. Young male's demand for beauty and skin care continues to increase, 
and they are becoming one of the main consumers of beauty makeup. The younger boys care more 
about their appearance today. They actively look for solutions to skin problems such as pigmentation, 
acne, and aging, and they are comfortable to refine their looks by wearing makeup. According to 
Euromonitor and public information, the Chinese male cosmetics market will expand at a CAGR of 
6%-8%, and the scale exceeds 16 billion in 2020. It is expected that the market size will exceed 
20 billion by 2023. CCTV news reports also have data showing that the number of male users who 
refused to use cosmetics in an interview in 2019 decreased by 2/3 compared with 2016.

Numerous male idols who use makeup have become popular topics on the Internet, and more and 
more young boys feel anxious about their appearance. Male beauty makeup bloggers
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e. Everyone is a KOC when it comes to beauty products 

 

About: Dear Boyfriend
A cutting-edge one-stop professional 
grooming brand for men (body care / skin 
care / styling / men's beauty / lifestyle), 
committed to helping every Boy upgrade to 
a brand-new "BOY" in an all-round way, 
and to show calmness, self-confidence, 
vitality, courage, and freedom from the 
outside to the inside by improving their 
appearance.

Views of content comparison: Men’s beauty and Overall beauty
Source: Mass Arithmetic 2020.Q3, PwC analysis

Skin Care

36%

58%

31%

80%

39%

82%

109%
104%Overall 

beauty
market 

bloggers have become popular on the Internet, sharing beauty and skincare tips for male, and 
continuously driving the growth of men's beauty. However, consumption habits of men when they 
purchase beauty products are still featured as simplicity, directness, convenience, and instancy when it 
comes to their own skin problems.

The male beauty blogger Fendy (Er Huo) said, "No matter cyber celebrity bloggers on major platforms 
or popular male idols, their images stress male audience unknowingly, and prove that men can also be 
exquisite, or we can be  more handsome with simple makeup. It is normal for a male to apply makeup 
nowadays. But they prefer ‘fast! effective! precise!’ products. The simpler the better as the products can 
solve skin problems for men."

Cherry, director of domestic male grooming brand Dear Boyfriend, said: " Currently, the acceptance 
of grooming products by young Chinese men has increased significantly. They pay more attention to 
their appearance, and don't agree that skin care or makeup is exclusively for female.  However, due 
to the relative lack of knowledge of grooming products, most men who have a demand for skin care or 
grooming do not know how to select  products properly and wisely. Unlike girls, they don’t spend much 
time on recommending, searching, and rejecting through various channels every day. Girls are more 
inclined to product subdivision due to their strong sense of participation in skin care and makeup, while 
boys have one-stop product consumption thinking.  "Men are born with a simple, direct hunting style that 
makes them incredibly loyal to brands." 

Social media is now constructing an interpersonal network for young people. Using social networks 
to share product experience and try-on images is no longer exclusive to beauty KOLs. In this area, 
everyone in the young generation can be a KOC, and seeks identity by entering a circle to gain 
attention and find friends. Plus, they are not satisfied with a single content model. What they like is to 
watch insights sharing, color try-on, unboxing, imitation makeup and other content publishing. Among 
these contents, "useful and interesting" are valued the most.

The upgrade to 5G era has accelerated the speed and quality of information transmission. In particular,  
“Gen Z” among the young people have heavily relied on their mobile phones. In addition to the 
conventional methods of obtaining information, social media comprehensively form a new method for  
this generation’s beauty to develop consumption habits via pictures, short videos, and online videos.

Men’s 
beauty
market

Cosmetics Beauty Set Fragrance
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A conversation with Christy 
Sun, CMO of Yatsen, the parent 
company of Perfect Diary

TALK:
“Novelty from new product" is a pain 
point for young beauty consumers

A conversation with Christy Sun, CMO of Yatsen, 
the parent company of Perfect Diary
The Nation of Youth: How has the attitude of 
young people towards beauty products changed?
Christy: "Gen Z" has a clearer judgment and 
cognition of their own pursuits. They like to 
try new things and pursue a high-quality life. 
In the past, there was a saying in the beauty 
industry that “A woman put on makeup to 
please her loved one,” but now most young 
people put on makeup to “please themselves”. 
They don't care about others’ minds; they just 
want to make themselves more beautiful and 
confident. Aesthetics is subjective and more and 
more pluralistic. Everyone can have their own 
unique beauty. In addition, because they were 
born and grew up in the golden age of China's 
development, they generally have a high sense 
of national pride. During this period, outstanding 
Chinese brands appeared in all walks of life, 
thus fostering their sense of identity with domestic 
brands. 

The Nation of Youth: What marketing methods 
are young people more likely to be attracted 
to? Which is more likely to be favored by them, 
online or offline? 
Christy: The interests of young people are more 
diversified. Perfect Diary combines the brand 
concept and the interests of young people, 
and constantly strives to develop high-quality, 
creative, and surprising products. For example, 
the joint crossover has been popular among 
young people in recent years. Whether online 
or offline, only brilliant marketing methods can 
gain the favor of young people. Young people 
spend a longer time online, but offline can create 
consumption scenarios, and there are makeup 
artists who pass on makeup and beauty skills to 
customers to create “experiential consumption”. 
Now more and more brands have off l ine 
physical stores or pop-up stores. People are no 
longer buying only commodities but paying more 
attention to the experience in the consumption 
process.
The Nation of Youth: Is the "content + product" 
model still the favorite model of young people?
Christy: How to develop high-quality, innovative

and surprising products are always the most 
important part of Perfect Diary, and the content 
is how to deliver product value to consumers. As 
a member of the new generation of cosmetics 
brands in China, how to deliver high-quality 
products developed by us based on China's 
strong infrastructure to young consumers through 
good content is equally important in the fiercely 
competitive environment of the beauty industry." 
The form of "content + product" is still loved by 
young people, but high-quality premium content 
can better attract young people's attention and 
convey the value of products and brands in the 
future.

The Nation of Youth: How has the "content" in 
the "content + product" marketing model for 
young people changed?
Christy: The content has gradually shifted 
from breadth to depth, with more refined and 
more diverse forms. For example, our in-house 
creative team has produced a 3D modelling 
animation video introducing how the lipstick is 
made. Its refreshing presentation and interesting 
content have won praise from many consumers 
and become a popular content. In addition, in 
terms of content polishing, it is better to express 
emotions guided by the brand or company's 
culture and values. Based on the vision of 
"everyone can easi ly become beautiful", 
the micro-film "Mom Escape" customized by 
Perfect Diary at the beginning of the year tells 
a mother and daughter from misunderstanding 
to reconciliation. Finally, the daughter gave 
the mother a small lipstick to express love. It 
made many fans and passers-by have a good 
impression of the brand.

About: Yatsen
Guangzhou Yatsen Global Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as 
Yatsen) was established in 2016 and officially listed on the New 
York Stock Exchange in November 2020. The company owns 
Perfect Diary, Little Ondine, Abby's Choice, Galé nic, DR.WU 
(Mainland China business), Eve Lom, Pink Bear, other high-growth 
companies and cosmetics and skin care brands. In 2020, the scale 
of DTC consumers of Yixian e-commerce reaches approximately 
32.3 million. With the mission of “creating an exciting new journey 
of exploring beauty for Chinese and even global consumers”, 
Yixian e-commerce is moving towards the strategic goal of 
becoming a “new era of beauty and brand incubation platform”.
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Sneaker culture: from "a niche 
market" to "commodity" 
among young people

2Trend

In 1985, Nike used the celebrity effect for the first time by 
naming a series of sneakers after the basketball superstar 
Michael Jordan, which led to the ban of AJ sneakers from 
NBA. The constant talks surrounding Michael Jordan and 
the AJ series thereafter aroused people's attention and 
a pursuit of AJ sneakers. The sneaker culture was hence 
boosted. Sneakers are not only popular for a short time, 
but also a carrier of trend culture. With the development 
of basketball, culture has spread, and sneakers have been 
given new connotations. Trend, personality, ego, and 
persistence are all the labels of sneakers.

Since then, the sneaker culture has spread from the US 
to Japan, and it has flourished globally. With the growth 
of China’s economic upward period, the material needs 
of post-95s has greatly been fulfilled. Thanks to the 
popularization of the Internet, China’s sneaker market is 
growing rapidly. According to sports brand giants and 
international fashion shoe trading platforms, it is estimated 
that China will replace the United States as the world's 
largest fashion shoe market in the future.
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Age distribution of trendy 
e-commerce App users

Proportion of post-90s 
consumers on Dewu App

Source: Aurora Big Data

83.4%
under 25 yrs：

14%
26-35 yrs：

2.5%
36-45 yrs：

0.1%
over 46 yrs：

2022F

1151

2021F

1052

1260

2023F

1379

2024F

1510

2025F

1653

2026F

Source: Statista, PwC analysis

CAGR: 9.5%

Source: People.com report

75%

2021-2026 (Forecast) China's trendy shoes 
market size (Rmb100 million)

a. Younger sneakerheads 
According to Aurora Big Data, a good 83.7% of trendy e-commerce App users (including four 
e-commerce platforms such as Dewu, Shihuo, nice and Douniu) are under 25 years of age. 
Consumers who fancy sneakers are getting younger and younger.
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b. Sneakers become a social currency for young people

There are many reasons why sneaker consumers are younger. Many Chinese and foreign sports brands 
see young people or young communities as their main promotion targets. As for the post-95s and post-
00s who have grown up alongside China’s economic boom, a pair of sneakers priced at over RMB 
1,000 values far more than the price itself --- the street culture to which the sneakers belong is to convey 
a sincere and upward lifestyle. Jiahuan Xia, the manager of the sneaker consignment & brand store 
Solestage, when asked what strategy he has in promoting the sneaker culture, said: “Sneaker culture is 
actually a youth culture. We don’t do so-called ‘promotion’ just because a pair of shoes is particularly 
expensive. What we promote is the personality and attitude of young people as well as the story behind 
the brand and sneakers. "

Why do Chinese young people, represented by the post-95s, pursue the trend of sneakers so much? In 
addition to the abundance of material life and the acquisition of information from multiple channels, the 
small category of sneakers which can directly express the unique personality of the wearer is one of the 
key factors. Sneakers in Hip-hop culture represents "being different", an expression of rebellion. China’s 
senior Sneakerhead Aka Shen pointed: “In the current environment, sneakers are more of a social 
attribute for young consumers. They represent a focus on fashion, the hottest events, the trendiest stuff 
like entertainment stars. Due to the rapid development of the sneaker market in recent years and the high 
premium of limited-edition sneakers, in addition to social attributes, sneakers also consider the role of 
social currency. “A glance at the shoes will tell you how rich a person is.” is the most direct monologue 
for “Gen Z” , so young people are increasingly eager for high-priced, limited-edition sneakers."

About: Solestage
The offline fashion culture gathering place, also the only fashion store 
in China that accepts consignment. In 2012, it opened its first store in 
Fairfax, Los Angeles, USA, establishing a leading position in the North 
American fashion circle, and then returned to Shanghai and Beijing to 
open stores.
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Givenchy 2021春夏广告
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3Trend
Classic brands on the road to 
attracting the youth
Since Georgian youth Demna Gvasalia entered the 
French fashion brand Balenciaga in 2015, he has 
continued to create phenomenal products such as Triple 
S (known as “Dad shoes" by the public), oversized shirts, 
etc., and doubled the sales for the brand within three 
years. French, Italian, and other classic high-end fashion 
brands have tasted the sweetness of young and trendy 
fashion, and are eager to start a new trend change.
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11%
Gen Z： 

4%
Gen Z： 

The 
number of 
consumers

GMV

189% 16%
Middle -aged ：

55%73%
Millennials:

125%

117% 21% 86%75% 82%

According to PwC, luxury consumers are becoming younger, which is an irreversible trend. In 2020, 
against the backdrop of the overall decline of the global luxury market, the domestic market in 
China increased by nearly 50%, thanks to the acceleration of domestic consumption repatriation, the 
emergence of “Millennials” and “Gen Z” as the main consumers, the process of digital consumption 
and the duty-free policy in Hainan Island.

According to the “China Luxury Market in 2020: Unstoppable” report released by Bain and Tmall 
Research, on the Tmall platform, "Gen Z" and "Millennials" have accounted for nearly 80% of the 
total consumption in the luxury market, of which "Gen Z" is the fastest-growing consumer group. 
To fulfil the demand of new consumer groups, classic fashion brands have started to change their 
executives.

Source: Bain, Tmall Research, China Luxury Market in 2020: Unstoppable

GMV and generations distribution of luxury 
fashion and lifestyle brands on Tmall

Millennials: Middle -aged ：
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About: Matthew M. Williams

Matthew M. Williams
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Virgil Abloh, the founder of fashion brand Off-
White, was appointed as the artistic director of 
Louis Vuitton's menswear ready-to-wear in 2018. 
He is also an architect and a DJ. He once had 
an internship with rapper Kanye West in Fendi, 
which enabled him to start the fashion creation.

British designer Kim Jones may have trained in 
traditional fashion to become a creative director 
of brands such as Dunhill and Louis Vuitton, but 
he has always been a fan of streetwear and an 
art collector, which is why when he took over at 
Dior Menswear in 2018, he started the annual 
artist collaboration series, and collaborated with 
the most popular artists in the current art world, 
such as KAWS, Hajime Sorayama and Daniel 
Arsham.

French fashion brand Givenchy, founded in 
1952, ushered in the brand's seventh head in 
2020 --- the 34-year-old American youth Matthew 
M. Williams. In the history of Givenchy's brand, 
there is a classic fashion moment in which 
the founder Hubert de Givenchy created an 
elegant little black dress for Hepburn. It has also 
experienced the subversion and transformation 
of crazy genius designers such as John Galliano 
and Alexander McQueen, as well as the dark 
trend brought by Italian designer Riccardo 
Tisci…..

Nowadays, Matthew M. Williams shares a lot 
in common with Dior menswear art director Kim 
Jones, and Louis Vuitton menswear art director 
Virgil Abloh: they are all “slash youth” with 
multiple jobs, skillfully hanging around in the 
trendy world; They have created the "explosive 
styles" belonging to this Internet era, constantly 
crossing boundaries with art, music, and sports; 
At the same time, they are also disruptors and 
innovators in the high-end fashion industry. In 
the past, the haute couture circle emphasized 
privileges, separating the "fashion elite" from the 
"civilians"; in the era of social networking, the 
"influence" advocated by trend culture broke the 
fashion circle and even opened up the relatively 
isolated relationship between high-end fashion 
and the mass society itself. What the current 
fashion industry needs is not “design masters”, 
but “super players” — a fashion brand that 
can connect different circles and cross-border 
multiculturalism. Only such a fashion brand can 
help the current young generation of consumers 
express themselves and build their own missions 
through fashion.

Born in Chicago, US,  in 1986. He grew up in the "surf culture of 
Pismo Beach, California", worked as a DJ, became a key member 
of Kanye West's creative team in his early 20s, and later became 
Lady Gaga's personal stylist. He launched his personal brand Alyx 
in 2015 and became Givenchy's seventh creative director in June 
2020.
comply with the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Council 
of the European Parliament (EC) and the National Medical Products 
Administration totaling 2800+ cosmetic restricted ingredients 
standards*.
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TALK:

The Nation of Youth: Can you tell us a little bit 
about how you got into fashion?
Matthew M. Williams  I did not receive formal 
trainings. In fact, I first entered the music industry 
and worked as a DJ for a while. By chance, I 
created fashion styles for many musicians, and 
later joined Kanye West's creative team Donda, 
and also designed costumes for Kanye West 
and Lady Gaga. This experience has cultivated 
my unique vision of fashion and enriched my 
understanding of fashion. The fashion design in 
my eyes is not only about the pieces of work, but 
also the information conveyed behind them, and 
this is also the appearance of the fashion I love. 
Speaking of my first experience with fashion 
design, it was in Los Angeles. I tried to make 
costumes for my football coach and his players. 
I traveled all over the city looking for inspiration, 
and finally created a series of denim items. Since 
then, I have determined that this is what I want to 
do in my whole life.

The Nation of Youth: In your opinion, what 
is “fashion”? Do you think if there is a clear 
distinction between "high-end fashion" and 
"street fashion"?
 Matthew M. Williams: In fact, Givenchy is one 
of the first fashion brands to seek inspiration 
from the “streets” to design clothing, but at the 
same time, it still maintains the supreme high-
level custom craftsmanship. "Luxury" and "street" 
are almost two opposite poles, I like the tension 
brought by the explosion between the two. It 
fits well with my aesthetics and inspires my 
enthusiasm to create. I think many designers look 
for inspiration and often find it from the "streets". 
The "street" is full of opportunities to encourage 
people to express their personalities in their own 
ways. Therefore, I prefer to view it as a two-way 
inspiration. After all, my design is to fit people in 
the real world,

in connection with their real urban life/ From this 
point, there is no need to deliberately distinguish 
between "high-end fashion" and "street fashion". 

The Nation of Youth: The “Givenchy little black 
dress” worn by Audrey Hepburn has left a deep 
impression on people. Do you think that such a 
“French elegance” style can still be attractive to 
the current young generation?
Matthew M. Williams: I believe that fashion itself 
reflects the current world. It needs to advance 
with the times and be closely connected with 
people's real life. In Givenchy, you can really 
feel this connection. If our works can help people 
find their own style, express their ideas, or exude 
their own charm during the journey of life, even 
if we are just a small landscape in this journey, 
we successfully achieve the mission. There is 
no doubt that “elegance” is very important 
to Givenchy, and I also think that it is always 
connected with young people, no matter how 
it appears. Your hairstyle, dress, makeup can 
reveal your "elegance", and even as long as 
you show your confidence, elegance will follow. 
All I do is to try hard to show these ways of 
expressing "elegance". This process itself is full 
of modernity.

The Nation of Youth: High-end fashion is often 
considered to have the attribute of "dream-
making", which is derived from a concept to a 
product. You have mentioned many times that 
you prefer to design a product from itself rather 
than a certain theme and emphasize pragmatism. 
Do you think there is a conflict?
Matthew M. Williams: My design emphasizes 
inclusiveness. In my work, people of all ages can 
find the one that fits them. I treat my work with a 
very honest attitude. When designing menswear, 
I imagined it as the way I would wear it; When 
designing womenswear, I pursued the feeling 
of making myself stunned. I think this kind of 
immediate and intuitive emotional response is 
very important. 

A conversation with Matthew M. 
Williams, Creative Director of 
Givenchy

Fashion should embrace personality 
and authenticity
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On the other hand, I really hope that through 
Givenchy's platform, we will create a positive 
impact on the fashion industry and the world 
as a whole. We especially emphasize the 
sustainability of the fashion industry. In a sense, 
I think that a practical and straightforward work 
does not necessarily lack dreamy beauty. Take 
a car that is full of sense of the future as an 
example—on the one hand, it can be a means of 
transportation for people's daily commute, on the 
other hand, when it is parked there, it can still 
reflect people's most pioneering dreams. Fashion 
has the same characteristics. I tried to combine 
the two elements: a piece of clothing can be the 
best choice for your daily wear, and at the same 
time, it can represent the wild imagination of the 
new era.

The Nation of Youth: In the album of your new 
series, we saw supermodels Kendall Jenner, Bella 
Hadid, as well as rapper Playboi Carti. What 
were your criteria in your choice of models this 
time?
Matthew M. Williams: I hope that the final film 
will show the diversity and equality of the world. 
Models need to be expressive, have a distinct 
personality and attractiveness, and all those 
come naturally.

The Nation of Youth: Some people have 
suggested that you are not so much a traditional 
fashion designer as a trans-boundary fashion 
"entrepreneur". How do you feel about this 
name?
Matthew M. Williams: Any name is fine! My 
joy comes from continuously creating fashions 
and constantly building dreams. That's the most 
important thing.

Better material life, mobile Internet and content explosion... In this growing 
environment, the young generation uses appearance to express themselves, 
from beauty to clothing to sneakers. "What do I use" and "What do I 
wear" are best interpretation of their personalities and values, because 
this is the most real and the most direct expression. There is no doubt that 
this is an era of "me", above all social identities. Young people always 
add an "I" to the definition of others-in addition to what the role requires 
of them, they never forget what "I" expect of me. The increase of this “I” 
brings different values from the past and also brings more possible ways of 
communication for the brand.

The explosive power of individual expression ultimately requires group 
identity as its foothold, which means that the traditional "niche market" 
or "subculture" gets a strong push to the center stage. When the brand 
conducts product research or promotion, it should not be limited to the 
traditional target audience needs, but also provide a channel connecting 
products with consumers in a wider range of market segments. These 
consumers often have unparalleled loyalty and belief in the value 
expression they identify.

“Decentralization” of the consumers 
and interests
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To keep the youth, you need 
to create more concentrated 
content of long-tail feature 
and a community with users 
of various styles

From the post-85s, post-90s, post-95s and even post-00s, this generation of Chinese young people 
are born with self-confidence and pride. They are clearly aware that they are "born different", so 
they are actively looking for a sense of identity and belonging while expressing their personal values.

This sense of belonging is no longer divided by region or blood as it used to be; The decentralization 
of social media makes everyone's expression more free, and the objects of social communication 
are attached to the people or organizations with sympathetic emotions and values, thus creating the 
unique circle of this era.

On the other hand, smart devices such as mobile phones and tablet computers have become an 
extension of the body, and being constantly connected has become a norm and standard. It is the 
daily communication, information acquisition, entertainment consumption, and sharing of life among 
young people, and even the foundation for shaping the world and values.

According to the observation and analysis by PwC, the average daily time of “Gen Z” young people 
using social media in China is around 2 hours. Compared with adults with fixed jobs and more 
modular time allocation, young people have more free time at their disposal, and the constant online, 
continuous browsing, and sharing status create social fragmentation trend. WeChat, Weibo, Tik Tok, 
Bilibili are booming, Qzone and Douban Group have "unabated" hotspots, soul and Wanba have 
become increasingly popular recently; young individuals seek identity in the flat virtual community 
and give new birth to a new retail ecosystem with strong social orientation composed of communities, 
social media, and e-commerce.

At the same time, PwC observes that through policy encouragement and retaliatory consumption 
after the epidemic, social experience has shown a trend of returning to offline, new entertainment 
formats represented by secret room or LARP and the light catering businesses represented by coffee 
shops and bistros have shown explosive growth in the past year. On the other hand, continuous 
online social media has enabled offline consumers experience getting feedback from others’ 
recommendations online, forming a benign closed loop.
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1Trend

Online interest-based community: 
The spiritual utopia of the youth
In traditional society, people are mainly connected by 
consanguinity (kinship), geography (residence) and 
business (job). Interest-based community refers to a 
community that gathers spontaneously for common 
interests, and its members have similar or even the same 
identity, discourse system and behavior habits. And 
"virtual community"  based on networking is the social 
cluster in virtual space, also the new space for network 
popularization and interaction and communication for 
people; but nowadays, social media users based on 
interests have given rise to new interpersonal interaction, 
identity and cultural identity. A social community centered 
on interests, emotions and values is born, and has 
become an indispensable component in the fragmented 
social interaction of young people. It not only has the flat 
freedom in the Internet era, but also has the cohesion of 
traditional communities. It is relatively closed and easy to 
produce the effect of viral transmission.
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30yrs&above:

51%

below20yrs:

9%

20-29yrs:

40%

below20 yrs：

22%

20-29yrs：

43%

30yrs&above:

35%

From interest group to a community of shared values  and emotions

Virtual and multiple identity in fragmented social interactions 

 

In fact, at the beginning of the popularity of social networks, interest-affinity social networking has 
already developed quickly. From chat rooms and BBS to Douban groups, Weibo and WeChat 
communities, and now Soul and Clubhouse, interest-affinity social networking not only meets the desire 
of young people to express themselves, but also meets the young people's need for social contact with 
strangers:  By joining an online community of interest, young people find a sense of belonging, satisfy 
their curiosity, and try to expand their social circle. And the constant online fragmentation of social, 
almost became touchable spiritual companionship, making members of interest groups connected more 
closely than ever.

With the popularity of social media, the world is 
getting flatter.  When sharing one's daily life with 
strangers becomes a habit, the boundary between 
different circles becomes gradually transparent, but it 
also invisibly intensifies the conflict of each circle. In 
reality, the circle is relatively fixed, and the exchange 
cost is very high. For the young groups who have not 
much social resources but are too precocious, this 
sense of separation is destined to be even stronger. 

At the same time, the ego of the young ethnic group 
is fragmented. Interests, tastes, career directions, etc. 
have not yet been solidified. It is difficult to generalize 
with one or two simple fixed labels. As a result, the 
same individual presents completely different social 
personality characteristics on different social media. 
This kind of almost role-playing’s "virtual multiple 
identities" is not essentially a play or deception, but 
only different aspects of the same individual. The 
appearance of this is the remonstration of young 
people to traditional social identities and social roles. It 
is also an attempt to solve problems.

Compared with older ethnic groups with stable social 
relationships and social acquaintances, the social 
relationships of young ethnic groups in real life are 
relatively simple and cannot meet the spiritual needs 
of this generation. According to observations by PwC, 
as the digital natives, the “Gen Z” among the young 
people take social interaction with online strangers as 
a matter of course, and do not have too much defence 
against strangers. It is not only an attempt to break 
through the original circle, but also a search for identity 
and spiritual resonance. Take Wanba and Soul App as 
examples, which focus on socializing with strangers: 
young users under the age of 30 account for 78% and 
91% of the total users. The “constant online” status 
blurs the boundary between the real and the virtual 
world. For “Gen Z”, they may be able to experience 
more true feelings in the virtual world.

b. 

Source: Baidu Index, PwC Analysis

Age distribution of stranger social 
software users

Age distribution of Soul App users

Wanba App users’ portrait

a. 
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 In the process of the interest-based community, Douban is a unique existence. Originated in 2006, 
it started with books, videos, and music, but has always been committed to the establishment of 
a cultural community. The "Douban Group" has gathered a large number of "artistic youths" who 
have moved from the early BBS and chat rooms. However, after the early users were "trapped" by 
real life and entered the next stage of work and marriage, Douban encountered a traffic crisis; In 
recent years, as China's top one book, audio and video database, it has been rejuvenated, and 
the once tepid "Douban Group" has once again become a spiritual hub for young people. Young 
people can easily find the same kind through their favorite movies, drama series, books and music, 
as well as various interest groups, exchange and discuss their favorite writers and directors, small 
things they insist on doing, recent small discoveries, and opinions on social events, even gossips of 
the entertainment circle. They hug together to keep warm, explore and think together, embrace new 
things, and feel the power of companionship, mutual assistance and progressing together.

Compared with the online interest-based community of the last decade, today’s interest-based 
community has a trend of more vertical segmentation and a longer tail. Taking the fashion field as 
an example, subcultures such as Hanfu, JK uniforms, and Lolita clothes are extremely popular among 
young people and have a strong impact on mainstream culture. The subdivided interest circles have 
also become the spiritual and cultural “tribes” pursued, recognized, and belonged to by the young 
generation, and can even “Ben Xian” to a certain extent, that is, feeding back to real life. And a 
complete set of language systems and behaviour patterns generally recognized and followed by 
community members has risen to a unique and niche cultural symbol, forming a strong sense of ritual 
through offline gathering, which also strengthens the sense of identity and belonging of community 
members.

Among young people, “Gen Z” has a more obvious preference to videos than the post-85s and post-
90s, and the ability to browse video content and use video language to create content should not be 
underestimated. Bilibili, which started with barrage videos and two dimensions of anime, has hugely 
contributed in such video wave. Based on a summary of public data, PwC found that compared with 
other platforms, nearly 80% of the users of Bilibili are under the age of 30, which is the gathering 
place of “Gen Z”. The unique barrage mechanism allows users in each zone to communicate using 
Chinese Internet slang that only they can understand. Bilibili has gradually developed areas beyond 
two dimensions of film and television, entertainment, music, dance, food, technology and so on. After 
all, a community that can carry more long-tail segmented content and accommodate users of different 
styles can ultimately retain the hearts of young people.

The gathering of “netizens” based on similar interests to form a community, which in turn generates 
identity and value identification, is a spiritual comfort to real life and a “utopia” for young people in 
a high-pressure society to escape reality.

 The community of young people has become a cultural tribe 
with a sense of ritual

c.
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2Trend
Social networking builds a new 
retail ecosystem 
for young people
The interest-based community has long been proven to be 
an important driving force behind the transformation of 
consumption. Driven by fragmented social interactions, 
young people's consumption patterns are also changing. 
It takes only a few minutes to buy products recommended 
by friends in the circle or favorite KOL. Young people 
consume impulsively because of interests, and they also 
build circles through consumption. Not to mention, the 
best way to extend consumer satisfaction is to share 
afterwards: Circle of friends, social media, close friends 
or netizens far away, a sentence of "envious", "good-
looking", "I want to buy it too", consumption based on the 
same recommendations for a  particular product brings a 
supreme sense of recognition and satisfaction.
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Being
recommended

Look through previous buyers’ review

Interact with previous buyers and ask about the product 

Collect other relevant information about the product

Source: public data, PwC analysis

The consumption driven by the interest-based community has a certain degree of spontaneous 
autonomy, which is somewhat related to the flat structure of the original ecological interest-based 
community. The vertical community operation involving merchants or platforms is an effective 
recommendation mechanism formed by the active intervention of the supply side after sniffing business 
opportunities. The first wave of young people’s consumption upgrades is content consumption. Simple 
products are packed with exquisite graphics and texts to trigger the deep buying needs of young 
consumers; while the dominant core of the new retail ecology is social interaction: Live streaming 
with goods and other forms triggers “impulsive consumption": For example, Xiaohongshu celebrity 
bloggers’ recommendation and Taobao's large platform traffic supported live streaming are both 
excellent instances of young people's social consumption. According to statistics from PwC, users 
often end up being recommended through the following behavioral paths:

In addition, there is a more niche community 
e-commerce model among the young group, 
that is, to create a vertical theme of multi-person 
chat group purchase, such as food, tourism, 
baby care, beauty makeup, etc. A dedicated 
person is responsible for operation, maintaining 
popularity and stickiness, and selling products 
in conjunction with the group purchase mini 
program (such as "Qunjielong", etc.) in 
Moments. Its model is similar to the community 
group purchase currently targeted by major 
fresh food e-commerce companies, but its social 
core for young people is very significant: group 
purchase in WeChat groups or in Moments 
is feasible because of the frequent interaction 
between group members, established in the 
trust built between the group leader and group 
members on WeChat. The preference and trust 
of young consumers for the interaction of KOL 
and KOC content have led to the fermentation 
of vertical community. A whole set of organic 
system has formed a new retail biosphere 
belonging to the young people of today.

Search on different e -commerce platforms 

Place an order 

Collect content

Ask relevent friends for suggestions 
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Back to offline: to see and to 
be seen, young people occupy 
public space
In the first half of 2020, the epidemic in China was controlled, and 
local governments introduced a number of policies, such as street 
economy and night market economy, which not only promoted the 
recovery of the real economy, but also encouraged people to gather 
in real life. At the same time, with the closure of the country and the 
intensification of retaliatory consumption, people are increasingly 
willing to step out of their private space and conduct activities in the 
public space. Among them, the active participation of young people 
has played a revitalization role.

Besides the physical retail industry, the catering industry is one of the 
most rapid growth of the offline economy and the most representative 
of the industry. After experiencing the period of “quarantine”, 
people‘s demand for face-to-face offline social communication has 
increased significantly, and food itself also carries the function of 
“social currency”. Many young people hold the “photogenic spot” 
attitude for food or dining space. Based on publicly available data, 
PwC found that there are more than 13.3 million notes related 
to food in Xiaohongshu. The social loop formed by offline food 
exploration and online food sharing gives users more driving force 
when "exploring" and "sharing".
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Jeffery Yao is one of the principals of Bar a Vin, a well-known French bistro in Shanghai. He has 
previously worked in several popular casual western restaurants that specialize in wine. At the end of 
2019, he and his partners established their first store on Jiashan Road, focusing on Japanese style, 
French cuisine and open-rack wines at affordable prices. Based on previous successful experience, 
the opening of the restaurant has become a popular place for young people to come. In mid-2020, 
he took over another restaurant on Changle Road, Le Saleya de Bar a Vin, which serves exquisite 
western cuisine and slightly higher-priced wines. Despite the highly-priced menu, the number of seats 
has almost doubled. It is hard to book a seat in both restaurants.

Jeffery noticed that after the outbreak, consumers‘ interest in wine has skyrocketed, and people in 
almost every table order wine. His customer base is also changing, with mature wine lovers in their 
30s and 40s gradually being replaced by younger people in their 20s and 30s. Many of them are 
aware of its existence through social media, vertical communities, and KOLs. “Many of them don't 
drink much wine, but their curiosity leads them to try different wines. Many of our customers become 
regulars."

The Highway Store, another craft beer shop on Changle Road, is a mythical presence among 
Shanghai's young drinking social resorts. Compared with Saleya, a street corner away, the “Highway 
Store” has no seating, but its 20-square-meter storefront attracts hundreds of young drinkers in 
evening: Groups of people standing on the roadside or simply sitting on the curb, the bizarre 
and humorous utopian scene staged on the roadside of Shanghai, may be a kind of collective 
performance art of the young generation against the material society.

Whether it’s a slightly “western” restaurant with a 750ml bottle of wine suitable for sharing, or 
a rough, working-class beer party on the side of the road, people gathered in the public space 
is a kind of  "see and be seen "experience. Choosing a party in the commercial space of one’s 
personality is also for one's intangible social grade label with peers. 

According to data from iimedia, in the past five years, the scale of new liquor retail customers in 
China has soared from 130 million in 2016 to 536 million, while the market size of new liquor retail 
has grown from 30 billion at that time to nearly 140 billion today, which is faster than the growth 
of the number of users. The young generation does not reject the pleasure of alcohol, but rather 
consider it as a fun addition and a social tool. Between 2019 and 2021, the number of downtown 
pubs alone nearly tripled, and young people's demand for alcohol was far beyond that.

Alcohol is powerful tool when it comes to social offline among 
the youth

a.  

About: Bar a Vin
The Tipsy Bistro tucked away in a Shanghai alley, featured by Japanese and French cuisine and affordable wine sold in the open shelf. The 
principle Jeffery Yao's philosophy is "not so popular but not so 'natural' either,“ so the bar is filled with people, food and drinks. Here, it is 
not only about drinking, eating and having fun, but also feeling the heart of the city beating vigorously at night.
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About: Starbucks Premium Reserve Roastery 

The high-end store format created by coffee giant Starbucks in 2017 
aims to create a “coffee fantasy paradise” that presents multiple 
immersive experiences such as coffee retail, roasting, light catering, 
and coffee education in a single store.
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In addition to multinational companies, local original brands are also working hard. gaga Café, a full-
time casual dining brand born in Shenzhen, has spread across the country in a short period of time. At 
the beginning of its founding, gaga focused on tea and light food, creating a high-quality space design 
and an "Internet celebrity" experience with a light and luxurious texture. Now when the consumption 
volume is getting larger, gaga has begun to lay out subdivided specialty stores with different functions: 
There is a city centre store that focuses on all-day dining with the cocktail experience, the gaga Tea Bar 
that returns to tea, and the gaga Garden store with more outstanding design

The ecology of first-tier cities is like this, while the drinking social interaction in second-tier, third-tier 
cities reflects different social orientation. Helens, founded in 2009, is a chain of pubs selling own 
label beers. According to its prospectus filed with the Hong Kong Stock Exchange on March 30, 
2021, Helens has 372 pubs nationwide, mainly in second-tier and third-tier cities. From 2018 to 
2020, its revenue reached a record high of 115 million, 565 million and 818 million, respectively. 
Based on an analysis of public information by PwC, the main consumers’ age distribution of Helens 
concentrates between 18 and 28, Young people in second-tier and third-tier cities prefer affordable 
and vital places compared with fine pubs in first-tier cities.

b. Catering solutions for young people's social scenarios

It is not just local pubs that are aware of business 
opportunities, large multinational companies 
and emerging commercial brands are also 
targeting young people's drinking social cusp. 
Coffee giant Starbucks created the Starbucks 
Premium® Reserve Roastery in 2017, which 
presents multiple immersive experiences such 
as coffee retail, roasting, light catering, and 
coffee education in a single store. It is a popular 
landmark in the surrounding area of Taikoo Hui. 
The first Bar Mixato, located on the second floor, 
was an active attempt to organically integrate 
the two cultures of coffee and wine. With the 
flagship store as its core, the concept has spread 
quickly across the country, with stores having 
opened in Beijing, Chongqing, Shenzhen, etc. 
At the same time, Starbucks has been working 
to create tailor-made experiences for the different 
communities, focusing on family gatherings, 
community experience stores that are full of life, 
and creating "an extension of home" inspired 
by the study and living room. Starbucks offers 
not only decaffeinated drinks for children, but 
also "clawpuccino" for pets, together with 
their pet-friendly outdoor seating. 
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About: gaga
Founded in 2010, It is a full-time casual dining chain brand featuring tea. Headquartered in Shenzhen, it has stores in Shenzhen, Guangzhou, 
Shanghai, Kunming and other major cities in China. It owns gaga, a casual tea and light food chain brand; gaga Tea Bar, a social brand of 
pioneer tea; and gaga Chef, an international rafting Chef restaurant. As a sponsor of urban living, gaga celebrates life with food and parties, 
and portrays the lives of different people with wonderful events. 

Each gaga store is designed to be unique and have focus, providing a light dining solution for the 
different social situations that young people are interested in, such as hanging out, gathering with 
friends, eating light lunch, etc. 

Eating is the primary productive force, and playing is the best way to gather people to resist loneliness.  
However, "social phobia" and "social death" are frequently used by young people to describe their fear 
of offline strangers' social interaction.  "Sandwich social" refers to a hard and awkward way to close 
the distance between each other offline, which has often become the main cause of "social phobia" and 
"social death" among young people.  On the other hand, young people crave real communication, and 
what better way to socialize than play thematic games like “Live Action Role Playing“ (LARP) and “escape 
room game" that bring people together? 
From January 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021, the search volume for LARP skyrocketed, with the search 
index rising nearly 300%, according to a statistical analysis by PwC based on publicly available data.  
Script kill and escape room adventure are everywhere, and they have become the first choice for young 
people to have fun offline with high cost performance and low threshold. The surprise tour of teamwork 
also fits the desire of young people to gather offline in the post-epidemic period, so that they can deepen 
understanding and enhance friendship through cooperation.  The LARP market is huge. According to 
PwC’s summary of Qichacha and public information, the number of companies with "board game" and 
LARP fields registered was only 688 in 2018, rising to 3,273 in 2020, according to the company's 
public data. As of June 30, 2021, the number of registered enterprises has reached 3,744.  In the 
market, there are many choices of various LARP and board games, and each new experience can bring 
unprecedented freshness, which makes many players addicted, and then forms a fixed LARP/escape 
room groups that play together.

c. Preference for thematic socializing over passive socializing

Source: Baidu Index, PwC analysis Source: Qichacha, PwC analysis
LARP search index

Number of companies established in 
board games and LARP

Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jun
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PwC

Conclusion:

Business 
Insights:

Aristotle once said: Man is, by nature, a social animal, which means that 
because of the natural attributes of social animals, humans communicate 
and cooperate with each other in social relations; but because of evolution, 
humans have evolved anti-social, isolated and special standing, also a 
kind of resistance of some people to the attributes of nature. But no matter 
whether they are gregarious or not, people in social relationships have 
the desire to express and communicate. Today's young people in China 
often start from their interests, tastes, and preferences in social interaction, 
find the same kind, share information, make progress together, and grow 
together, so as to seek belonging and gain happiness. The social objects 
of young people are not so utilitarian. They are more attached to people or 
organizations with emotional resonance, and even rise to share common 
spiritual and cultural values. Under the pressure of the real society, young 
people gain the resonance in such a “community", thus placing the true 
self.

Young social methods have realized the integration of online and offline 
channels, so it is not necessary to further transfer social objects from 
people to things or "brands". At this time, the personality of the brand is 
particularly important. It may be a way to "be widely known" by creating 
differentiated characteristics set as much as possible without deviating from 
the original positioning of the brand.

Young people's pursuit of equality and open social interaction as well as 
their natural curiosity provide an opportunity for categories and brands that 
are not targeted at young people to expand their audience. Brands can 
accelerate the reach of young groups by means of fresh content, channel 
upgrading and other means.

Create a brand with personality, and make 
appearances in the Youth’s social network

Everything can be young:
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Tre
n

dConsumption driven by 
lifestyle has truly reached 
the emotional and spiritual 
needs of the youth, and also 
created a desire for better 
life for the youth.

Experience is the multi-dimensional perception of the surrounding derived from our five senses. For the 
younger generation born and raised in the Internet environment in China, especially the "Gen Z" as 
digital natives, completing shopping, socializing, entertainment and other activities online is a daily 
routine. But compared with usual mobile phones or computers, the offline experience that can bring 
together the five senses has become a rare and unique experience. As a result, we found that more 
and more young people would rather spend money on the experience, rather than the product itself. 
The pleasure felt in the experience is like a flow of heart, transforming pure material consumption into 
spiritual consumption, and sublimated from visual experience to emotional experience. In such an 
immersive field, the identity of consumers has also changed. They are no longer a single consumer, 
but also content producers and media disseminators. It is the experiences and feelings that give them 
a new vision of the product itself, as well as the happiness and joy beyond daily life.
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1Trend
The youth pursue unique 
experience-based consumption
According to observations by PwC, post-85 youths are 
living in a relatively affluent era. With a gradual increase 
in consumption level, personalized consumption habits 
are deeply embedded in their hearts. Most of them tend 
to consume impulsively for interest, and they are the main 
force of "pleasant consumption". For the youth, splurging 
is a healing and blissful experience, and the easiest way 
to obtain short-term pleasure. Indeed, they pursue brand 
value brought by high-end products, while considering 
the process of their consumption experience.
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Not long ago, a cafe with no signboard and no facade became popular at No. 68 Yongkang 
Road, Shanghai. Irregular holes are cut into a concrete wall. An order is placed through a QR code 
hung on the wall, and then a "bear claw" hands out the coffee. The bear claw sometimes "makes 
a peace sign", sometimes gives gout roses, and sometimes shakes hands and high-fives. Young 
consumers share the experience of high-fiving with bear claws on social media, which is new and 
interesting. Obviously, a cup of coffee can no longer fulfil the needs of the youth today. This shift from 
rigid demand to spiritual needs has shaped the value on life of this young generation and has also 
boosted new consumption to explode.

a. The transition from rigid demand to sense consumption

b. The youth is keen to consume in lifestyle related scenes
We have found that more and more brands are 
beginning to set pure consumption scenes as 
lifestyle scenes - such as The Tiffany Blue Box 
Cafe, Chanel Game Centre. There are also 
many brands that focus on outdoor lifestyles 
and are committed to providing customers with 
a unique scene experience - walking into nature 
or "moving" nature to the city. Consumption 
driven by lifestyle caters to the emotional and 
spiritual needs of young people, and fulfils their 
yearning for a better life.

The French-Japanese hybrid brand, Maison 
Kitsuné, co-founded by Gildas Loaëc and 
Masaya Kuroki, recently opened a new store 
in Taikoo-Li Sanlitun, Beijing after the Shanghai 
Xintiandi Flagship store. Maison Kitsuné & Café 
Kitsuné. Taikoo-Li store continues the brand's 
advocacy of integrating lifestyle into retail 
space. It has Café Kitsuné and Maison Kitsuné 
to provide consumers with immersive music, 
coffee and fashion experiences.

Kitsuné includes fashion brands (Maison 
Kitsuné), music labels (Kitsuné Musique), and 
cafes, bars and restaurants (Café Kitsuné), 
dedicated to creating a creative and unique 
art of life. Meanwhile, in the past decade, 
Kitsuné has established its local community by 
organizing gatherings and events.
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"Kitsuné values experience and credibility, and 
believes that the brand's pursuit of details will 
resonate with customers all over the world; 
Kitsuné is also an existence full of curiosity 
and spontaneity, committed to establishing 
connections between consumers and brands 
through the combination of online and offline 
means and fostering a sense of community.", 
said Gildas Loaëc and Masaya Kuroki.

About: Kitsuné

Founded in 2002 by Gildas Loaëc and Masaya Kuroki, it is 

committed to creating a creative and unique art of living, combining 

fashion brands (Maison Kitsuné), music labels (Kitsuné Musique), 

and cafes, bars and restaurants (Café Kitsuné). Over the past 

19 years, this diversified French-Japanese hybrid brand of "Paris 

meets Tokyo" has grown vigorously, continuously expanding its 

international influence, and accumulating a loyal fan base all over 

the world.
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2Trend

Immersing in the Vibrant Energy 
in Nightclubs
The time for young Chinese to fall asleep is getting late. 
According to observations by PwC, the number of post-
90s and post-95s who stay up late after midnight 12 
o'clock is almost twice that of post-80s. Staying up late at 
night is already the unanimous choice of contemporary 
young people. Whether it is traditional night markets, 
nightclubs, KTVs and other activities, or newer clubs and 
running groups, they are channels for people to release 
stress and make friends and socialize in leisure time.

Of which, "nightclubs" are being integrated into city 
life in a cultural way. In addition to the three types of 
pubs, nightclubs and Live house, some more subdivided 
nightclub styles such as EDM (electronic dance music), 
Hip-hop, and Techno (electronic dance music) are 
gradually being learnt by the public. The type of 
nightclubs to go to, and what kind of music to experience, 
even become one of the "indicators" that divide the 
cultural circle.
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Music is an important criterion for the youth to rate nightclubs

In the 1990s, nightclubs first appeared in 
coastal cities. Having undergone several 
generat ions of  changes such as disco, 
performing arts bars, EDM, and electronic 
music parties, they have emerged as one of 
the important places for young people to look 
for comprehensive experience and enjoyment 
of fashion, music, food, alcohol, and social 
interaction. This change has also prompted 
Chinese nightclubs to gradually change their 
traditional image and become a comprehensive 
entertainment complex that pays more attention 
to music, design, and performance.

Yu Long, the head of PH®, a Chinese hip-hop-
style nightclub, said that from the perspective 
of customer identity, PH® customers are 
overarching, including street players, trendy 
people, party fanatics, and middle-class white-
collar workers. However, from the core cultural 
perspective, despite their different professions, 
they are all practitioners, supporters and lovers 
of street culture, and they have a strong sense 
of identity with Hip-hop music. "Nowadays, 
young people must have a clear preference for 
where to hang-out, but these circles are also 
overlapped, not completely separated. Because 
of this, more precise positioning and more 
transboundary involvement are essential for 
nightclubs."

Designer Gong Ze, who has just turned 30 this 
year, is a senior nightclub player. 

He visits nightclubs on average twice a week. 
His personal statement can represent the 
voice of some young people active at night: 
"I usually go to nightclubs by myself, but I will 
definitely not be alone on the spot, because 
drinking friends and dancing companions 
are everywhere, and it is more convenient for 
one person to form teams and leave at any 
time." Gong Ze said that the music style of the 
nightclub is critical. The main purpose of going 
to the nightclub is to consume the excess energy 
and hormones.

Gong Ze said that in nightclubs, it is easier 
to chat with strangers with a glass of liquor 
in your hand. Yu Long also said that liquor is 
one of the income sources of nightclubs and is 
affected by the type of nightclubs. The liquor 
style of Hip-hop nightclubs is biased towards 
tequila and champagne, for example. With the 
improvement of the youth’s health awareness, 
alternatives such as non-alcoholic beverages 
and tipsy beverages have also emerged, but 
the purpose is still to liven things up, which is a 
pleasant experiential consumption.

It is worth noting that the young people that 
come to nightclubs are not only consumers, but 
also employees who come to “work”. Most of 
them are DJs and VJs, which are also new job 
types that have arisen from the development of 
China's night economy. 
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About: PH®

Founded in Beijing in 2018, it is committed to promoting street art 

culture with oriental attributes and creating a street cultural space 

centred on play and gathering. PH® is committed to gathering all 

kinds of elites who love and engage in Hip-hop business, and strive 

to create a Hip-hop culture with Chinese characteristics. Not only 

does it provide long-term full support to local rap, street dance, 

DJ and other groups, but also actively cooperates with different 

musicians, street culture groups, and trendy organisations to bring 

players a richer experience.

b. Are you clubbing tonight 

In the past two years, the verb “club" has been 
used of young people to replace going to 
nightclubs. Literally  translated from Chinese, 
“disco dancing" does not specifically refer 
to dancing with disco music in the past. The 
word “club" encompasses a series of complex 
experiences brought by nightclub life such as 
drinking, dancing, enjoying music, socializing, 
and photogenic spot. The popularity of the word 
“clubbing" is also reflected on social media. 
According to a summary by PwC, as of June 30, 
2021, the number of views of "Disco dancing" 
on TikTok App have reached 43.35 billion; 
On Weibo, the discussions about “clubbing" 
topic were 121,000 and the total readings 
were 120 million. Discussions derived from 
the topic of “clubbing" unexpectedly became 
popular. The topic of " clubbing  experience” 
on Weibo triggered 204,000 discussions and 
400 million readings. This shows that on social 
media platforms, “clubbing” has become a hot 
topic among contemporary young people and an 
important part of their daily lives.

At the entrance of the nightclub PH®, a sculpture 
of a faceless man in hoodie has become an 
iconic spot for photos among young people, 
which is actually a sculpture of the head, Yu 
Long. Yu Long told us that in order to become 
a cultural landmark, business owners must 
fully understand the culture in order to provide 
consumers with an impactful experience.

Yu Long said that DJs and VJs, on average, are in their early twenties, and they can be called "seniors" 
when they are in their 30s. Their income is closely related to social media traffic and professional level: 
The salary of a novice DJ, who is still in college, at above 10k is good enough; While for star DJs like 
Yeti Out, their quotations include the planning and promotion of the show, not just for DJ. It is known 
that many DJs and VJs have other jobs during the day. Working part-time in nightclubs is also a way to 
"realize" their hobbies.
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3Trend

Live Action Role Playing (LARP) 
and escape room game: 
From sensational to emotional
After 2015, an entertainment method that focuses more 
on immersive experience has become popular among the 
younger generation in China: escape room game derived 
from the mystery novel and LARP which is upgraded 
from the "killing game" board game. The top 1 highlight 
of the LARP and escape room game amusement sites is 
the "disconnection with real life", which allows lonely 
young people to gather offline and interact face-to-face. 
Experiencing different thrills and excitements in the set 
virtual scenes and stories and the interactive experience 
between players, scripts, NPCs, and scenes make the 
games real, stronger, and more immersive than online 
virtual communities. In a short period of time, the games 
fulfils the psychological needs of young people to escape 
the high pressure of reality via full engagement, feeling a 
different kind of game life, and temporarily forgetting the 
real-life troubles.
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Offline interactive experience can never be replaced by the 
Internet

The most fascinating core of the immersive 
e xpe r i e n c e  f o r  e s cape  r oom  game  i s 
"interaction": The interaction between the player 
and the script, the player and the NPC, the 
player and the scene, the player and the player, 
which is a face-to-face interaction, can never 
be replaced by the Internet. Shi Wu said that to 
guarantee the game experience of players, 
each script of UMEPLAY has been studied and 
screened by the team over and over, and details 
such as clothing, architecture and language are 
considered; The selected film IP aims to break 
the dimensional wall of audiences and films, and 
pays more attention to long-term effectiveness 
rather than temporary enthusiasm.

As for how big the escape room can be, Shi 
Wu stated: The biggest fantasy of the UMEPLAY 
team is to turn the city into a playground. This 
is not a fantasy. The interactive experience 
operating company represented by UMEPLAY is 
cooperating with culture and tourism landmarks 
to develop diversified game experience solutions 
for tourism spots. Perhaps in the future, we can 
have parallel lives and stories in the city where 
we live.

Regarding the origin of escape room game, the most widely circulated theory is from the plot of 
Agatha Christie's novel. In 2006, a group of Silicon Valley engineers restored the scenes in the 
novel offline, and this “escape room" became a local legendary attraction. Since 2012, the live-
action escape room game has been popularized and promoted in China and has become a new 
form of leisure and entertainment. According to forecasts by PwC, with the upgrading of the industry, 
more professional escape room game operating companies have emerged, and the game has been 
transformed into a comprehensive offline experience space integrating trendy collectibles, cultural 
and tourism, and IP cross-border.

At present, the customers of escape room game in China are mainly young people under 35. This 
group prefers themes such as mystery, romance, and thriller. Customers usually stay in the room for 
more than 2 hours at a time.

The CEO of UMEPLAY, a well-known offline interactive entertainment brand in the industry, summed 
up the key words of young customers who love escape room game today: new consumerism, love to 
explore and socialize, expect content and experience, and drama queen. Therefore, even if there are 
different types of escape rooms, such as mechanical escape rooms, puzzle escape rooms, and role-
play escape rooms, the reasons for their popularity among young people are the same - games allow 
people to step away from reality and into a different world.

a. 

About: UMEPLAY

A brand that focuses on the concept of "escape art“, which is different from traditional escape room game, immersive dramas and haunted 

houses. The escape art uses a no-mystery mode, explores sensory boundaries, has a zero-distance experience, and breaks through the 

limitations of stage plays and cinema. It is deeply loved by popular stars, opinion leaders in various fields and young people of "Gen Z“. 

UMEPLAY has opened flagship escape art stores in Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen, Chengdu and other cities.
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"Immersion" has become a conceptual vocabulary that is now often 
heard in offline businesses, because more and more businesses 
realize the importance of "experience". The younger generation 
of consumers pay for more than products, they pay for emotions 
and experiences as well because such a three-dimensional, five-
sense satisfied experience concretizes everyone's imagination of the 
beautiful life they are pursuing.

Create a consumption experience of “unforgettable”: Consumers‘ 
emphasis on experience should make brands pay attention to the 
importance of researching and grasping consumer psychology. For 
example, the Peak-End Rule of "the memory of the experience only 
exists at the peak and the end" can inspire brands to optimise the 
service process and create a pleasant and unforgettable consumer 
experience.

Application of "immersion" and "experience" towards customers, 
such as creating a brand image that is highly unified in terms of 
design, content and persona, or the use of “online try-on/fitting” 
and other new technologies that minimise the difference between 
online and offline experience.

Insight into consumer psychology

Online business can also learn from offline 
business:

Conclusion:

Business 
Insights：

PwC

 The youth needs an emotional exit to escape the pressure of real 
life
After the escape room game, the LARP also began to popularise among the young Chinese. According 
to observations by PwC, people aged 26-40 are the major consumers of LARP, especially young people 
under 30 who have become the main force. As an upgrade of the board game "Werewolf", LARP 
captures the characteristics of young people’s reasoning hobby and performance desire. The content 
is richer, and participants can interpret the characters in the script more immersively by changing 
costumes. The topics range from reasoning and emotion to analysis and puzzle solving, with richer types 
and a sense of immersion. And over the years, the LARP has also been iterating different styles and types 
of scripts. For example, in different backgrounds such as antiquity, modern times, the Republic of China, 
and Chinese fantasy, players can act as characters who travel through time and space and experience a 
completely different life.

In 2016, the star reasoning reality show "Who's the murderer" launched by Mango TV also promoted 
the development of the LARP industry to some extent. Mango TV has attracted many young generations, 
mainly "Gen Z", to join in it, with stars participating in LARP and escape room game as its selling 
points. This type of game has a low barrier to entry and has strong social attributes. A group of people 
who do not know each other can experience a story completely out of real life through high-frequency 
language expression, thought exchange, and empathy in a short period of time, which also allows 
lonely young people to obtain a kind of healing emotional catharsis in the offline experience. According 
to PwC observations, mystery logical reasoning scripts are still the most popular theme among the youth. 
However, at the same time, mind-blowing and emotional scripts that can satisfy young people's "role-
play desire" and "gossip mind" have also been increasingly sought after.

b.
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The generation that grew up alongside the Internet is extremely familiar with and comfortable in the 
digital environment. They are the pioneers in the era of Internet of everything. Therefore, compared 
with consumers of other age groups, the younger generation have a natural good feeling and favour 
for “High Tech” brands.

This is certainly related to the popularity of the "lazy economy" and "self pleasures", and it is also a 
manifestation of the stronger curiosity and spending power of young people. But more importantly, 
the “High Tech” contains a possibility, an expression of free imagination by young people and 
based on such expression, the vision of the future can be outlined. Understanding the expression 
is the driving force for the continuous technological innovation of industries and enterprises. The 
essence of scientific and technological innovation lies in the struggle for time - or release people 
from heavy housework and driving labour through continuous advancement of intelligentization in 
order to save time for what they love; or with the empowerment of technology, fill life through deeper 
interconnection and various content.

Young people are eager for free time, even more under the pressure of extra work and involution, 
after all, only with the freedom of time can there be freedom of imagination.

The younger generation is always 
at the frontier of products with 
edgy technology. They are the 
first batch to buy and show the 
most passion about it. Some of 
the youth even actively pursue the 
ultimate technological experience.
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1TREND
Always at the heart of discussion of entertainment is 
video games. For young people, video games are 
hobbies, social interactions, and mindset — the way they 
understand games determines the way will create the 
future.

According to PwC's data analysis based on CGIGC, 
the number of gamers in China in 2020 reached 670 
million, half of which are young people under 30, and 
"Gen Z" accounted for 30%, becoming the mainstream 
of gamers. The shift in the age group will bring structural 
demographic benefits to the industry.

Video games, a virtual place  
where young people depict the 
future
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Number of mobile game users in China from 2010 to 2020 (100 million)
Source: CGIGC, PwC analysis

a. Interests are more segmented. Young people are willing to pay 
     for what they love

b. The urgent pursuit of high-quality content

With the advance of the Internet, the growth environment of “Gen Z” among young Chinese 
groups is more diversified and open, it creates more profound, diversified and more personalized 
expressions of interest, which directly influenced their diversified demands in game category. Based 
on public information analysis, PwC found that in addition to MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle 
Arena) and MMORPG (massively multiplayer online role-playing games) games that are popular in 
"Gen Z", emerging categories such as animatic, female-oriented, simulation, strategy, interactive 
categories are favoured by different preferences, and games of these categories burst the market 
from time to time which shows high growth potential. This has brought opportunities for independent 
self-research manufacturers who put their focus on innovation, and has also prompted well-known 
game manufacturers to begin to focus on diversified layouts in subdivisions.

Young players who choose games based on their interests are also more inclined to “pay for 
favorites” in terms of willingness to pay, that is, to consume for new characters, stories and 
appearances, rather than pay to win. This has also directly changed design in payment model of 
game products. A series of competitive mobile games such as "Honour of Kings" and "Peace Elite" 
have achieved great commercial success by relying on "pay for favourites"; most of the emerging 
categories such as the animatic and female-oriented games have also been successful in attracting 
and sticking young consumer groups with payment model of paying for appearance or story lines.

PwC found through analysis that China's post-85s, post-90s and "Gen Z" generally have a higher 
level of education and a stronger ability to obtain information, so their demanding are picky. They no 
longer accept being fed by copycat games, but are more willing to pursue for premium games with 
high-quality content. This is why TapTap, which insists on “discovering good games”, has become 
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c.  Continuous exploration into the virtual world

one of the most popular game communication and sharing communities among young gamer groups 
within 5 years.

According to the 2020 financial report released by TapTap's parent company XD.com (0240 0.HK), 
as of the end of 2020, the number of domestic monthly active users has reached 25.7 million, a YOY 
increase of 44%. And, young gamers are willing to share, they share their good gaming experience 
with others through social networking, short video and live streaming platforms, attract public praise, 
drive traffic with interesting content and impact positively on the promotion of great games. They have a 
wider understanding of high quality, in addition to the exquisite graphics and innovative gameplay, the 
games also have to contain novel themes, a sound worldview, special character settings and fascinating 
plot, and gamers even judge on whether the games can output excellent Chinese culture, which has also 
played a significant role in promoting the industrialization of China's game industry: the gathering of 
more outstanding talents and the continuous improvement of the value chain system and standardized 
production and operation has ensured  production of more high-quality games.

The advancement of science and technology will consequentially bring disruptive innovation to the game 
industry, and integration of new scenes, new content and new technologies will generate more new 
imaginations.

With the development of communication technology, AR/VR game interaction is expected to release the 
hardware limits of some games. The distributed development and gaming experience of cloud games 
will also be improved. The continuous development of more high-quality content will further promote 
popularity of AR/VR and cloud games, break the limitations of time and space on games and bring 
huge market growth to the industry. The imagination and development of Metaverse is a more in-depth 
exploration of the virtual world—discussions have never been so enthusiastic, and controversies about its 
definition, scenario concept and corporate layout have never been more diverse—the virtual future has 
yet to be expanded, but the process of exploration is already exciting. 

As Ma Xiaoyi, Senior Vice President of Tencent Group, said at the 2021 Tencent Games Annual 
Conference, "Video game is a large-scale migration to the virtual world of the culture, technology and 
imagination inherited by mankind for thousands of years; the way we understand games determines 
what our future will look like."
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The expression of youth in the game determines
the future of the game

A conversation with Xiaoyin Lu, 
President of Perfect World and 
CEO of Perfect World Games

The Nation of Youth: What impact have the differences 
in consumer behaviour and demands of the “Gen 
Z” group of young people brought to the gaming 
industry? 
Xiaoyin Lu: "Gen Z" pays more attention to the quality 
and freshness of the game content, and high-quality 
games with high-quality content are praised by the 
"Gen Z" community. To grasp the "Gen Z" group is 
to seize the opportunity for long-term development in 
the future. In order to meet the demands of the "Gen 
Z" for game content, the game industry will continue 
to focus on the  improvement on quality of products 
and high-quality IP derivatives. Game companies that 
gather more "Gen Z" own better long-term investment 
value.

The Nation of Youth: For young potential and existing 
users, what is the strategic layout of Perfect World and 
what specific strategies have been introduced? 
Xiaoyin Lu: In 2018, I put forward a strategy of 
rejuvenation and premiumisation in the company. From 
perspective of product development and distribution, 
and talent acquisition, all aspects are adjusted in 
the direction towards young, and on the basis of 
maintaining existing users, attracting more young 
users. At the beginning of April this year, Perfect World 
underwent a brand upgrade, visually performing a 
younger and more fashionable interpretation. The 
brand image is a never-ending “comma”, meaning 
that we will continue to create surprises for all players 
and bring a higher-quality gaming experience. At the 
Perfect World brand strategy conference held not long 
ago, we announced nearly 30 new games and IPs, 
of which more than half are subdivided categories, 
creative new products, including ACGN, domestic 
comics, and independent games. In response to our 
traditional strengths of MMO products, we have 
also carried out high-quality, cross-platform, global 
iterative upgrades. In addition to products, we are 
also working on branding and reputation, focusing 
on user management, and establishing a new game 

community-"Stay for a while". We will invest millions 
of resources each year to bring massive benefits to 
players and provide users with social interaction, 
content acquisition, brand benefits and other multi-
angle game derivative services, hoping to truly "play 
together" with players.
In addit ion to products, we are also working 
on branding and reputation, focusing on user 
management ,  and es tabl i sh ing a new game 
community-"Stay for a while". We will invest millions 
of resources each year to bring massive benefits to 
players and provide users with social interaction, 
content acquisition, brand benefits and other multi-
angle game derivative services, hoping to truly "play 
together" with players.

The Nation of Youth: What research and judgments do 
you have on the future development trend of the game 
industry?
Xiaoyin Lu: Generally speaking, I think the game 
industry will develop in the direction of “diversification, 
premiumisation and globalization”. At the market 
level, the current scale of development of the China 
game market has attracted global attention. Game 
products have shown a clear global trend in R&D, 
distribution and operation; at the product level, more 
innovative gameplay and categories will continue to 
emerge in the game industry in the future. Leading 
the game trend through global production and global 
distribution; at technical level, the integration of 
games and cutting-edge technologies such as 5G, 
VR/AR, cloud games  will continue to deepen. With 
the development and upgrade of game engines and 
hardware equipment, the game industry will break 
the ceiling of user experience and meet higher market 
demands. At the content level, more and more cultural 
elements will be integrated into game products and 
through world system, characters, art style, etc., the 
games will present essence of 5000 years civilization 
of China to young people worldwide.

About: Perfect World
Perfect World Holding Group is the world's leading cultural and 
entertainment industry group, with its products in more than 100 
countries and regions around the world, covering Americas, Europe, 
and Asia. Perfect World is a pioneer in China's independent research 
and development of 3D game engines. As a global game developer, 
publisher, and operator, Perfect World has a layout in multiple areas 
such as computer games, mobile games, console games, VR games, 
and cloud games, and, in the field of e-sports, Perfect World is the 
exclusive operator of well-known e-sports products DOTA 2, CS:GO 
in mainland China.
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E-sports, a young industry that emerged 20 years ago, 
has seen a gradual transition from a fringe industry to 
one gathering mainstream attention. China has become 
a leader in the global e-sports market, with the number of 
e-sports audience and e-sports joiners making up a large 
share.

E-sports is a young people's industry. PwC found through 
analysis that the development of the industry was explored 
step by step by a group of young gamers who love e-sports 
games; and the users of the industry are mainly young 
people under the age of 25; it can be said that e-sports is 
a "co-creation" between young gamers and practitioners 
and is the “life form" industry of young people.

This creative concept attracts young people, therefore, 
there will be a deeper emotional connection between 
e-sports and young people, thus forming the potential 
for rapid development of the industry, and also provides 
enough space and solid foundation for ecosystem starting 
from e-sports extending to various youth-oriented fields.

E-sports is a "co-creation" 
between young audience and 
professional gamers
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a. E-sports is the common grounds of the young’ social networking

b. The core of e-sports is competition, which is a universal sports lang-
    uage of young people

The culture that young people like is becoming more concentrated, but hobbies such as animation, hip-
hop, electronic music, trendy collectibles, LARP are still relatively niche, suitable for deep cultivation 
in their respective fields, but e-sports is relatively common, it has been given strong social attributes 
in addition to the nature of games and events. It has become one of the core point supporting young 
people’s social networking, and it also drives young people’s consumption in other cultural, sports and 
entertainment fields.

Therefore, e-sports has become a precise entry point for entering young consumer groups, and it also 
makes it possible to build an "e-sports+" ecosystem. VSPN’s vice president He Liu believes that “it 
must be a life circle related to e-sports.” Therefore, VSPN has built its own e-sports venues and e-sports 
commercial streets in Chengdu, Shanghai, Xi’an and other cities, integrating skateboarding, hip-hop 
culture, F&B and entertainment services, which has facilitated the offline gathering, interaction and 
consumption of more young people.

About: VSPN
VSPN was established in 2016. As a global e-sports leader, with e-sports and pan-entertainment content production and operation as the core, it 
provides comprehensive services such as event operation, influencer incubation and management, and e-sports commercialization. It is committed 
to building a global sustainable e-sports ecosystem to provide global e-sports enthusiasts with a new cultural experience and lifestyle of e-sports. 
VSPN business covers Asia, Europe, and the Americas. It has produced and broadcasted a total of 13,000 top-level events. VSPN has in-depth 
cooperation with a lot of e-sports events around the world, influencing 2 billion e-sports players worldwide.

In 2003, e-sports was approved as a formal 
sports competition by the General Administration 
of Sport. According to the relevant data released 
by the official Weibo of "League of Legends", in 
2020, the average number of viewers per minute 
of the League of Legends Global Finals held in 
Shanghai reached 23.04 million, while the peak 
number of viewers exceeded 45.95 million, 
which obtained record of more than 1 billion 
watching hours.

E-sports was developed from games, but its core 
is still competition; compared with traditional 
sports, it has stronger content attributes. E-sports 
projects are introduced frequently. From computer 
games to mobile games, from MOBA (multiplayer 
online battle arena) to MMORPG (massively 
multiplayer online role-playing games), constantly 
excites young people, perfectly meets young 
people's demand for freshness. Moreover, unlike 
traditional sports, of which rules are hardly 

changing, the mainstream e-sports events have 
patches upgrades every 1-2 months, the market-
oriented and rapid event feedback mechanism 
improves the worthiness of watching of the game, 
thus attracting a large number of audience of 
non-players.

As a result, e-sports has become a bridge 
for communication between young people 
across different cultural backgrounds. Since its 
establishment, VSPN has carried out in-depth 
cooperation with many e-sports events around 
the world, and by continuously strengthening the 
professional production capabilities of events 
and undertaking diversified e-sports events, 
created massive hot topics about e-sports events 
for young people.
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c.  Maximizing the “empowerment" effect of e-sports is the key to 
    stimulating its commercialization of at Consumer-end

E-sports is gradually developing from the so-called “game supporting industry” to an independent 
industry, but PwC found through analysis  that in terms of the current industry revenue structure, over 
80% of revenue still comes from games. How to stimulate the commercialization of the C-end has 
become an urgent problem for midstream and downstream enterprises in the industry.

What VSPN, as a provider of e-sports content, is doing is the empowerment of e-sports content, 
that is, actively broadening the category of content- ranged from developing influencer brokerage 
business to incubating short, medium and long video accounts, from participating in production of 
TV series such as "Cross Fire" and "My Glory" to the create all-star variety show of Honour of the 
Kings... VSPN Vice President He Liu hopes that in this process of exploration, "all real potential users 
will be continuously selected to develop their willingness to pay in e-sports field".

What the major consumer brands are doing is the empowerment of e-sports. They use exploit the 
potential of young consumer power through joint cooperation. For example, fashion brands such 
as Louis Vuitton and Uniqlo have reached cooperation with "League of Legends" to launch a series 
of joint products; IKEA cooperated with ROG and launched a series of e-sports furniture and home 
furnishing products; HYCAN Motors and EDG jointly created a youthful, e-sports-themed full electric 
SUV Z03.

Major cities have realized positive role of e-sports in enhancing urban vitality and influence, and 
creating a new city image. They have introduced preferential policies to incorporate e-sports 
development into local development plans. And the league, which focuses on the KPL Honour of the 
Kings, is also actively promoting the regionalization of e-sports, allowing clubs to establish in cities.

Whether home games of e-sports cities will form strong regional emotions for fans in the future 
or be a booster to promote internet celebrity economy of the cities is still unforeseeable. But such 
uncertainty is precisely the greatest charm of e-sports as a "being young" format.
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TALK:
E-sports builds a bridge for the love 
of young people

A conversation with Lihua 
Wu, CEO of SUPERGEN Inc and 
President of EDG

The Nation of Youth: In your point of view, what are 
the consumer characteristics of young e-sports users?
Lihua Wu: Today's young people need and hope to 
consume for the people they like, and consumption will 
create a deeper emotional connection. What's more 
special in e-sports is that team fans will want exclusive 
virtual products in the game, they are willing to pay 
for e-sports clubs and star players online. E-sports have 
built a bridge between young people and what they 
love, it will be better for everyone to coexist.

The Nation of Youth: What are the specific strategies 
of SUPERGEN Inc in stimulating C-end consumption?
Lihua Wu: This is still under exploration, but we will 
be more inclined to content marketing, we will build 
content matrices on different platforms, and we have 
done a lot of content classification. There are official 
competition content and official personal background 
introduction, and there are also daily life based 
behind-the-scenes stories and interesting funny content, 
etc. product monetization and promotion only involved 
when the content and account form an interaction 
point with fans. We are also experimenting with super-
scene e-sports. We will build a "Home ESP" complex 
in Putuo District, Shanghai, in addition to the main 
arena of KPL of Honour of Kings, there will also be 
many ecological projects that young people like, such 
as Honour of the Kings BBQ, hot pot in KTV, indoor 
surfing, and Honour of the Kings officially authorized 
scripts roll-playing studio. The spatial functions divided 
by pre-game, game in progress and post-game are 
more optimized than traditional sports, providing users 
with a better one-stop e-sports consumer experience 
throughout the entire process. We hope that young 
people feel that watching e-sports is something that 
brings a very strong sense of happiness.

The Nation of Youth: What do you think of the 
cooperation between e-sports and cities?
Lihua Wu: Obviously, e-sports is now gradually 
becoming a publicity strategy for cities, and a effective 

combination has been formed between e-sports and 
cities. However, compared with traditional sports 
events, the offline infrastructure of e-sports is still 
weak, which restricts the development of the industry. 
Therefore, benchmarking must be established. 
We have spent a lot on the establishment of the 
International New Cultural and Creative E-sports 
Centre in Shanghai. We would like to announce to the 
public through formats of standards of e-sports venues, 
e-sports experience, and corresponding hotel facilities 
that it is possible for e-sports to achieve industry 
gathering, and also, it can be transformed into 2B and 
2C format projects.

The Nation of Youth: From mobile games to future 
wearables and even Metaverse in the future, how will 
this advancement of games affect the form of e-sports?
Lihua Wu: I think this is an upgrade of e-sports. In the 
end, e-sports is the form of sports in the future, which 
embodies the ability of humans and machines to fight 
together. The virtual world and the real world are 
moving towards a state of infinite integration. One day 
in the future, people will wear equipment to compete 
on the virtual football field, avoiding the collision and 
injury in traditional football matches and achieving 
better render effect for the game, which is also a good 
form. The future of sports is also undergoing upgrades. 
The current e-sports is only in a preliminary stage, It 
is welcoming the future and will definitely continue to 
develop.

About: SUPERGEN Inc

A Chinese enterprise focusing on the ecology of young people's new cultural 

and creative e-sports industry. SUPERGEN diversified services include: EDG 

e-sports club, e-sports industry ecology, e-sports education, cultural and creative 

investment, e-sports industry centre, animation and IP incubation and other 

new cultural and creative businesses. SUPERGEN Inc has been committed to 

building a healthy e-sports cultural and creative ecosystem, with an international 

perspective, to promote the standardization, alliance and commercialization 

of e-sports in China. The company uses young e-sports traffic as the entry point 

and has invested and incubated more than 40 companies covering various 

fields of young people’s entertainment consumption ecology. And, with a keen 

understanding of young people’s entertainment needs, it explores multiple 

business models and builds a new business ecosystem of culture, entertainment 

and consumption among young people.
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Starting from the popularization of mobile phones, smart 
products are increasingly appearing in our lives. The 
young generation of “digital natives” has always been 
at the forefront of smart consumption. They started with 
early adopters, gradually developed a passion, and even 
actively pursued the ultimate technological experience. 
These young people are gradually moving towards a fully 
intelligent era of “Internet of Everything”. What kind of 
transformative impact will this trend have on future product 
forms, consumption patterns and business models ？ As 
intelligentialization of traditional products such as clothing 
accessories, home furnishings, cars, etc., what will the 
unified and interconnected AIoT smart ecosystem that it 
forms with mobile phones, tablets be? The answers to 
these questions can only be revealed in the future.

Smart technologies is an 
invitation sent by the youth to 
"Internet of Everything"
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a. Smart wearables: fashionable but in lack of user stickiness

b. Young people love staying at home to enjoy the immersive smart   
    home life

Wearable devices are smart products that are closest to consumers and the most closely connected 
to mobile phones. They are sought after by tech geeks and favoured by young people. They are 
small and stylish accessories, but they also highlight the characteristics of "smart enthusiasts" and 
the identity of youth. Wearable device combines technology and fashion. The price ranged from 
hundreds to thousands is relatively acceptable, so it has become the best choice for young people to 
start on smart products.

As observed by PwC through a survey, “Gen Z” bought smart watches/bands for “fashion and 
fun”, and the preference is much stronger than that of other age groups. Before purchasing smart 
wearable devices, "Gen Z" tend to refer to "Introduction to appearance", “Recommendation/
rejection" and “Unboxing evaluation". Therefore, “technological fashion” has become a key word 
to seize the purchasing power of young people, and cross-border cooperation has been carried 
out frequently: Hermès makes exclusive straps for Apple Watches; PUMA creates exclusive Xiaomi 
bracelets with “sports + fashion” street running style; Gentle Monster cooperated with Huawei to 
launch Eyewear II series of smart glasses. 

However, one of the major problems brought by the positioning of "early attempts + fashion" is lack 
of stickiness for users of wearable devices. Among them, the abandonment rate of smart earphones 
and watches is relatively high, and the degree of abandonment of bracelets is even more serious. 
The main reasons are "the early attempt period has passed", "the battery sustainability is too poor", 
"the function is useless", etc. 

Some issues to be resolved include reducing the heavy reliance of wearable devices on mobile 
phones and duplication of functions, developing more applicable scenarios, and implementing smart 
functions.

Focusing on the expansion of subdivisions is the direction chosen by leading companies. For 
example, Huawei invested in the field of sports and health. It has established three sports and health 
laboratories in China to develop more professional sports experience and mobile health applications, 
and extend its functions to front-end screening and back-end management; Xiaomi has established 
a wearable device department, working hard on sub-categories such as smart running shoes, glasses, 
and accessories. The development of smart headsets is the choice of more start-ups. Although its 
market penetration rate is still low, its high technology content is favoured by young geeks, hardcore 
players and film enthusiasts have become the main purchasers, and the future market has great 
development potential.

As observed by PwC, due to impact of COVID-19, staying at homes has become normal in most 
people's lives, resulting in increasing attention to smart homes. Although smart home market is 
still in the developing stage in China, its growth potential is huge, especially young people have 
gradually become the mainstream of smart home consumption. Most post-90s consumers believe that 
"technological and futuristic" is important for home furnishings. Their consumer demands for smart 
homes are greatly influencing the direction of the industry.
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Young  peop l e ' s  h igh  r equ i r emen t s  f o r 
appearance are also reflected in their choice of 
smart home products, forming a "taste upgrade" 
in consumption.

This is actually a manifestation of technological 
progress. In the past, the garish appearance of 
home appliances was mainly caused by the lack 
of production technology and the use of complex 
design language to hide the lack of technology. 
So when technology companies such as Xiaomi 
stepped into the smart home market and used the 
concept of making mobile phones to design and 
produce home appliances, young people were 
immediately attracted by the clean and simple 
look of their products, as well as the  continued 
launch of new products from time to time.

With the continuous development of technology 
in the future, the design of products will gravitate 
towards extreme simplicity. Concise aesthetics is 
technological aesthetics, which not only reflects 
the demands of young consumers for “High 
Tech”, but also the pursuit of technological 
progress by practitioners.

1). Concise aesthetics is 
technological aesthetics

Young people’s early attempts for smart home 
often starts with smart home appliances, such as 
smart speakers, robot vacuums, and other small 
home appliances, which has spawned a lot of 

2). From “one smart item" to 
"smart home”

popular products and also sparked a number 
of brands with a "single point breakthrough" 
strategy. From the perspective of current 
segmented market size of smart home, smart 
home appliances still dominate.

However, with the increase in the number of 
smart items owned, young consumers seek 
interconnection and integration of all their smart 
products to form a smart home, thereby bringing 
an intelligent experience of integration.

This demand reflected in the product form is from 
“single smart product” to “smart home”: from a 
single product with mobile App remote control 
to a whole house integrated smart experience. 
Through the initial design of the overall smart 
home design, smart products are interconnected 
and interoperable, actively perceive and respond 
to user needs.

According to PwC's analysis, the development 
of smart homes has gradually moved from the 
isolated single product stage to the stage of 
intelligent interconnection in which equipment 
and environment are coordinated in different 
scenarios, and is moving towards the active 
intelligence stage of providing personalized 
intelligent services.

"Smart home" is the focus of the second stage 
and an important prerequisite for entering 
the third stage. We see that no matter what 
ecological model the industry players adopt — 
same brand for the whole house, the product 
integration of the same ecological chain, whole 
house smart solution from open platforms or the 
full set of smart decoration of refined commercial 
house—all are on the direction of building whole 
house interconnection and providing users with 
an immersive intelligent experience.
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TALK:
Technological aesthetics + active 
smart tech will be the mainstream

A conversation with Mu Tang, 
founder and CEO of Know

The Nation of Youth: In response to the pursuit of 
simple aesthetics and integrated intelligent experience 
for young Chinese users, what are the strategies of 
Know? 
Mu Tang: "Technology aesthetic design" is always 
emphasized by Know Smart Home. The products 
we design are not only good-looking and concise as 
single products, but also can be perfectly integrated 
into the user's home design, pursuing premium texture 
and ultimate details. Know helps users realise the 
intelligent experience of the whole house through the 
one-stop "technological aesthetic products" + "one-stop 
installation and maintenance service". The only thing 
users need to do is to deliver requirements to designers 
of Know and designers will provide intelligent 
solutions, then after purchasing the corresponding 
products, the Know decoration team will install on-site. 
The business model of hardware products + software 
products + one-stop service meets the young people's 
consumption proposition of "paid for all".

The Nation of Youth: With regard to the different 
ecological models currently adopted by industry 
players, which one do you think will be more favoured 
by young consumers?
Mu Tang: I firmly believe that it is the type like Know, 
and we will provide a sufficiently compatible platform. 
We support product intervention and control from 
various platforms. This is the only feasible way I 
believe in the future. Because users always have free 
decision-making power, no user wants to be bound 
by products. From the perspective of Know’s model, 
we are now connected to a rich ecosystem — Xiaomi 
Mijia, JD Jingyuzuo and other IoT platforms, we are 
able to control 1000+ product categories. With the 
access of more platforms, there will be a variety of 
controllable devices in the future, it will not restrict 
users from having to choose a certain brand when 
buying electrical appliances in the future; this is a 
customized service. 

Moreover, the user’s home is a continuous construction 
process, more users are choosing to start with simple 
decoration and then gradually add home appliances, 
so it is impossible for the designer to determine one 
platform and the final solution at the beginning.

The Nation of Youth: The industry is currently in the 
stage of smart interconnection and is moving towards 
the stage of active intelligence. When do you think we 
can enter the 3.0 stage?
Mu Tang: Actually, the era of active intelligence has 
arrived. Know’s system is already an active intelligence 
system. Especially when we are cooperating with real 
estate developers, we have been able to bring some 
communities into active intelligence era. Our sensors 
are spread all over the house. After the user goes 
home and uses facial recognition to automatically 
open the smart door, the AI   at home can accurately 
identify who is back at home. And take the initiative 
to say hello to help users adjust the room temperature, 
open the curtains, and even play background music. 
And expand to community services. In the future, 
when the user drives home, the access control system 
of the parking lot will know in advance, and the 
sensor will immediately tell the AI   at home to set to the 
user’s preference in advance, so that the temperature 
is already reached at the time when the user steps 
into the house, the elevator awaits in advance. 
Such intelligence is active intelligence and intimate 
intelligence.

About: Know

Know was established in October 2019. The founding team comes from well-

known technology companies such as Xiaomi, Tencent, Cheetah, IBM, and 

Qualcomm, and owns the industry's top smart hardware full-chain production 

and research team, with R&D personnel accounting for more than 70%. 

Know focuses on the AI +IoT field and launches a series of whole-house smart 

products, including Know smart central control inSight, whole-house smart 

suits, smart security, smart doors, inBot series home robots, etc. Research and 

develop cutting-edge, high-profile whole-house smart products and services, 

which are applied to space systems such as smart homes, smart communities, 

and smart cities.
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c. Smart cars, more possibilities to spend time on the way
As the star of the manufacturing industry, the intelligent field of the automotive industry is still the high 
ground, the master of all cutting-edge technologies, and one of the important product platforms for the 
next-generation mobile Internet AIoT. Traditional car companies are actively seeking changes, new car 
manufacturers are booming, and top technology players have entered the market across the board to 
launch an "arms race" for smart cars; and, young people have also become the main car buyers.

According to an analysis by PwC, among the users of top car manufactures, the proportion of young 
people under the age of 35 is close to or over half, and "Gen Z" has also entered the market. According 
to the data jointly released by J.D.Power and OPPO marketing platform, nearly half (48.5%) of "Gen Z" 
have a car purchase plan in the next three years. On the battlefield of smart cars, whoever can capture 
the interests of young people will seize the opportunity to win.

User portrait on App of Smart Cars

“Gen Z”car purchase plan

Source: Aurora, PwC analysis

Source: Survey on Chinese "Gen Z" Car Purchase Propensity, 2020, jointly published by J.D. Power and OPPO marketing platform, PwC 
analysis
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1). The ultimate technology 
experience VS safety and cost-
effective

2). Cars are assistants of smart 
life for young people

3). Young people prefer 
domestic car manufacturers

The curiosity of young people who want to 
experience new technological products early is 
undoubtable. Their enthusiasm for digital and 
smart products, willingness to try new products 
and services, and confidence in autonomous 
driving technology are all higher than those of 
other age groups.

Therefore, when making purchase decisions, 
they are easily attracted by the features of 
a certain product. For example, Tesla has 
attracted a large number of fans by relying 
on i ts s trong sof tware strength and the 
brand positioning of the ultimate technology 
experience, and i t  has become a high 
awareness brand in smart electric car field.

Young people, especially the "Gen Z", in 
addition to paying attention to whether they 
are environmentally friendly when buying a 
car, they value technology far more than those 
of other age groups. This is their demand for 
the ultimate technological experience, but 
what cannot be ignored is "safety", "good 
reputation" and "highly cost-effective" are 
still the top three considerations for decision 
making, and "safety" is far ahead of other 
purchase decision factors. Therefore, only 
products that have attractive features and other 
elements perform above the average level will 
survive the picky selection of young people. In 
addition to these, "Gen Z" do not put fashion 
and whether it is an exclusive customization 
into priority.

A survey of young Chinese groups taking 
the “Gen Z” as an example shows that the 
functional elements of automobiles as a means 
of transportation have weakened, while the 
elements of smart terminals and emotional 
element have been strengthened. It is no 
longer a cold tool to carry people from point 
A to point B, but a "smart mobile space", a 
"member of the family", and a "tech playmate" 
and a "travel partner".

The demand behind is that the advancement 
of autonomous driving technology can free 
people's hands and time, transform the 
relationship between people and cars, and 
allow people to make full use of their time to 
rest, play, socialize, work, and study… in the 
mobile space of the car and let the car become 
the continuation of the living space.

The image brought  by th is  prospect  i s 
enormous: the shape of the future car may be 
different from the present one, and the interior 
space of the car can be freely created and 
transformed according to the needs of different 
scenes; people’s concept of distance may 
also be different from the present in the future. 
For example, the transport pressure from the 
suburbs to the urban area no longer exists, 
the urban space will expand further, and the 
functional zoning and urban appearance may 
also evolve into another scene.

The business opportunities hidden behind the 
image are limitless. We will also see more 
companies join this huge ecosystem of “car-
connected everything”; in addition to car 
manufacture, the focus of companies will also 
be on the creation of intelligent software, 
the construction of V2X systems, and the  
empowerment of smart cities, etc., this huge 
ecology will bring more possibilities to people's 
lives with smart cars as the link.

The car purchase survey of the young group 
“Gen Z” also shows purchase characteristic of 
being unconventional. Their demand is to buy 
a car different from their parents, therefore, 
compared with preference to BBA (Mercedes-
Benz, BMW, Audi)", they are more willing 
to choose the domestic manufacturers that 
have more choices in intelligent configuration, 
going ahead and further in the long-run of 
development of intelligence. This is also 
connected with increasing manufacturing and 
technological capabilities in China, as well as 
the growing national pride of young people.
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Moreover, in terms of operating strategy and user 
experience, emerging independent brands are 
also more innovative than traditional OEMs. New 
car manufacturer represented by NIO introduced 
the internet strategy, such as adopting the direct 
sales model, establishing a brand experience 
store in the CBD, creating a user community, 
providing a full range of one-stop services, 
enhancing user stickiness, etc. The strategy of 
concentration on consumers' experience has 
successfully captured the demands of young 
users.

And Xiaomi, which has successful experience 
in social marketing among young people, was 
filled with bullet comments of “Young People’s 
First Car” as soon as it announced its plan 
to manufacture cars. It is fulfilled with strong 
demand of "Personalized feeling".

Young people's emphasis on the ult imate 
technology experience also makes them more 

Domestic cars, rapid development and 
various smart configuration options

45.7%

German cars, the most reliable manufacturing 10.2%

Japanese cars, representative in performance 
and cost-performance 9.8%

American cars, bumblebee, muscle cars, enjoy 
the thrill of free driving

7.4%

Korean cars, highly cost-effective and practical 2.6%

French cars, a different kind of charm 1.8%

Not sure, depend on features 22.5%

"Gen Z" most favoured brands
Source: Gen Z car purchase investigation in China, 2020, joint published by J.D.Power and OPPO marketing platform, PwC analysis

favoured on top technology companies that 
provide autonomous driving technology for cars 
across borders. Among the top ten self-driving 
technology providers in their suppliers, Huawei 
and Baidu rank in the top three. This shows to 
a certain extent that “brand effect” will be more 
inclined to smart inside in the buying logic of 
young consumers in the future.

Huawei, which claims to not only "help car 
companies produce good cars, but also sell 
good cars, and design good cars", launched the 
Cyrus SF5 marked "Huawei Smart Selection" in 
its flagship store in May 2021, as well as mobile 
phones, tablets, smart glasses and other products 
are sold together. This is the first time that a 
car has entered a smart product retail store in 
a supermarket in the city centre after entering 
the brand experience store from the 4S store. 
This scene of smart products gathering in one 
store gives us more imagination about the smart 
ecology of the "Internet of Everything".

Autonomous driving technology providers with high recognition among post-
90s consumers:
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The energy of science and technology comes from imagination, and we 

are turning the imagination of the predecessors into reality step by step; 

we now have unlimited imaginat ion for the future, which wil l  fur ther 

promote the development of science and technology. In the final analysis, 

scientific and technological imagination is a kind of thinking power, an 

understanding of the relationship between oneself and the society in which 

it is located, a summary and conception of the past, present, and future, 

and an external manifestation of collective thinking.

As the younger generation of “digital natives”, not only have they gained 

more freedom from the development of science and technology, but they 

have also contributed more imagination to the development of science and 

technology. They face the changes in the world with a “player” mentality 

and identity, and they can constantly stand over the “game” world itself 

to rethink it, discuss it, and even change it and create it. This ability to 

think and act proactively is the driving force behind the advancement of 

individuals, companies, and even the world.

Conclusion：

Business 
Insights The characteristics of young people's consumption and social interaction, 

willingness to try and share, and the pursuit of independent expression 

based on multiple interests are profoundly af fecting the business model 

of enterprises. Single popular product and model of single platform is no 

longer trendy, co-creation of ecology will be the mainstream of the market. 

An open platform can not only connect upstream and downstream within 

industry chains, but also incorporate cross - industry cooperation among 

players of different businesses, innovate products and services, and even 

create a new world.

The advancement of science and technology is based on imagination, and 

the expression of imagination is based on the scene. The young people’s 

pursuit of immersive experience requires companies to design products 

not only on the product itself, but base on the usage scenarios, to expand 

product linkage and service extensions, and to create excellent experience 

immersed in scenes for all products and services, thereby stimulating users' 

chain consumption and even overall consumption.

Collaborate to  create an ecology ：

Design in the scene:

PWC
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The Power of 
Physical and 
Mental Health

It’s never too young to be afraid of getting old
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It’s never too young to be afraid of getting old
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The view on the world of young people is formed by the unification of multiple contradictions. 
We can easily select several groups of contradictory words to describe their lives, such as 
"independence" and "group", "freedom" and "self-discipline", and also “punk" and "healthcare".

Previously, the indulgent lifestyle of "Live fast, die young" is no longer a mainstream value. Now 
young people not only want to "Live fast" with a fast-paced punk life, but also "Live fast" for a long 
time. This prompted them to pay attention to healthcare issues at a very young age to make up for 
and support them to live a life of "high efficiency, high information, and intensive experience" for a 
long time.

According to PwC, nearly 60% of post-90s have healthcare awareness, while more than 30% pay 
attention to healthcare and have already taken actions. Different from the previous single-dimensional 
punk healthcare that focused on functional diet, the current punk healthcare trend contains the triple 
care for young people's "body, mind, and spirit". In different directions such as diet, fitness, healing 
and happiness, hundreds of billions of categories and countless emerging consumer brands have 
spawned.

The young post-90s and post-
95s are the largest tribes 
of “night owl” in China, 
accounting for more than 
70% of the total who stay late 
at night; However, they are 
also the core consumers on 
healthy food consumption.
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Since the beginning of this year, news of the entry of 
capital from various parties into functional snacks has 
continued, including BUFFX, Nelo, Youthlock, Minayo, 
Hetian Shuipu, Wonderlab, Jin Duoduo and other 
emerging functional snack brands have received large 
amounts of financing, provide consumer groups of young 
white-collars with soft candies, granules, beverages, 
freeze-drying, meal replacements, and other snack 
options. On the other hand, dinner and snack systems 
of superfoods such as chia seeds, baobab fruit, salmon, 
avocado, and focus on nutrients such as hyaluronic 
acid and various vitamins are developing among young 
people and impacting Chinese traditional view of diet.

Healthful food - functional 
snacks or superfood?

TR
E
N
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a.  Being anxious about health while staying up till midnight

b.  New superfood becomes popular among young people

According to analysis of PwC, the young generations born in the 90s and 95s are the largest "night 
owl" group in China, accounting for more than 70%, and they are also the main force of healthful 
food consumption. Interestingly, from the perspective of consumption time, orders are placed at 12 
am and after, being anxious about staying up late while staying up late. Late night scenes trigger 
their healthcare needs. Their health concerns are related to appearance, with alopecia, visual 
impairment and obesity being the top three health issues that can lead them to buy healthful foods.

Signs of declining health status of the post-90s population
Source：Analysys -“In-depth research and analysis report on healthcare of post-90s”

Alopecia 54%

Visual impairment 51%

Obesity/ put on weight 45%

Sport ability falling 41%

Weakened immunity 35%

Hearing impairment/tinnitus 23%

In the traditional sense, superfoods are nutrient-rich natural foods represented by acai, buckwheat, 
asparagus, figs, and cashews, while new superfoods refer to a set of diets derived from certain foods 
and ingredients, even a set of eating habits. 

1). Will meal replacement 
change the food culture of the 
youth

According to public information, PwC found 
that regardless the purpose of weight loss, or be 
it due to the fast-paced work and life pressure, 
young people have a strong interest in meal 
replacement products, with over half of the 
young people having tried meal replacement 
products in the past two years. 19-25 year-old 
consumers account for 30% of group buying 
population of meal replacement powder. 
According to the statistics of Growthbox, 
the sales of the meal replacement brand 
Wonderlab in the first year of its establishment 
in 2019 exceeded Rmb60 million. 

According to public information, PwC found 
that regardless the purpose of weight loss, or be 
it due to the fast-paced work and life pressure, 
young people have a strong interest in meal 
replacement products, with over half of the 
young people having tried meal replacement 
products in the past two years. 19-25 year-old 
consumers account for 30% of group buying 
population of meal replacement powder. 
According to the statistics of Growthbox, 
the sales of the meal replacement brand 
Wonderlab in the first year of its establishment 
in 2019 exceeded Rmb60 million. 
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As the urban population pays more attention to 
health topics, studying the ingredient list and 
pursuing the ingredients as natural and healthy as 
possible has become an important consideration 
for consumers when choosing food. The healthy 
snack brand NICE by Nice founded in 2019 
and adheres to the brand concept of "filling life 
with unburdened sweetness", helping the young 
consumer group to find a balanced solution 
among "busy life" "healthy" and "sweet tooth". 
Rebecca, COO of NICE by Nice, told us that 
among the consumers of NICE, young consumers 
under the age of 35 accounted for 60%-70%. 
"Consumers of NICE are young people who are 
pursuing lifestyle and  concerning about health 
issues, especially young white-collar elites. They 
pursue a higher quality of life, even if they do 
not have the need to lose weight, they still want 
to pursue better quality food products." Rebecca 
said, "We believe such type of consumer owns 
awareness of health and fitness and it has been 
awakened to a large extent. Young people have 
generally accepted fitness activities such as 
going to the gym or participating in marathons, 
but they are still relatively conservative in eating. 
For example, they think fitness meal is only 
boiled meat and vegetables. However, in fact, 
food has now achieved the use of better quality 
ingredients and technical means to resolve the 
calorie intake. NICE seeks to provide this group 
of young people with ice cream and other types 
of snacks and boost happiness for people who 
pursue quality and in need to keep fit."

Another new trend regarding food is "plant-
based", based on the analysis of data from 
Qianzhan Industry Research Institute, PwC found 

2). Low-fat, low-cal: the new  
influencer in the food industry

3). Eating plant meat represents 
a sustainable life

About: NICE by nice
Since its establishment in 2019, NICE has been determined to bring 
consumers an unburdened enjoyment of sweetness by creating high-
quality healthy desserts. Main products of NICE are low-calorie, 
low-fat ice cream and portable vitamin jelly with high-quality raw 
materials which provides consumers with better snack options for 
healthy lifestyles.

that plant meat market in China will be RMB 9.1 
billion in 2021 and is expected to exceed RMB 
15.4 billion in 2025. 

In  2020,  in te rna t iona l  top p lan t -based 
companies entered the Chinese market . 
Among those interested in plant-based meat, 
over 40% are young people under the age 
of 29. And we found that reasons for young 
people choosing plant-based meat include 
health, environmental protection, taste, trend, 
and religious beliefs. Nearly half are concerned 
about health.

Plantplus is a plant meat brand under PFI Foods 
Co., Ltd. In 2021, plantplus plans to cover 
12 core cities in China with over 5,000 retail 
stores and 10,000 restaurants. From Plantplus' 
perspective, young Chinese consumers are 
dominated by high-educated and high-income 
groups followed by "Gen Z", including not only 
young people in first-tier cities, but also young 
people in second- and third-tier cities and even 
young people in small towns, awareness of 
consumption and health of the generation is 
upgraded collectively, for them, plant meat is 
one of the best choices for high-protein, zero-
cholesterol, and low-saturated fat products. 
They love trends, embrace new stuff, care about 
health, love sports, and aim to consume high-
quality and high-protein food; and also, from 
perspective of high consumption young groups, 
plant meat is the choice of quality on the table, 
and it is also an expression of healthy and 
sustainable lifestyle of the young generation.

About: Plantplus
Brand under PFI Foods Co., Ltd specializes in the field of vegetable 
protein meat. It is the first plant meat company that cooperates 
in the entire industry chain. It has world-class R&D teams in the 
United States, Singapore, and China, and accurately grasps the 
diet habits and taste preferences of domestic consumers while 
introducing foreign advanced technology. Plantplus advocates a 
sustainable lifestyle, and hopes that consumers will feel “happy, 
convenient and worry-free” while practicing the concept of “flexible 
vegetarian food”. The products range from Chinese food such as 
plant-meat dumplings, baozi, and spring rolls to Western burger, 
spaghetti meat sauce, and creative room temperature snacks, which 
incorporate plant meat into food with deliciousness.
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TALK:
Purity and happiness brought by 
the "clean ingredient list"

A conversation with Ai Lin, 
co-founder of Lepur

The Nation of Youth: In your opinion, will “superfoods” 
such as meal replacements and plant-based meat 
become mainstream catering culture?
Ai Lin: I think “superfoods” will not become mainstream 
among young people within 5-10 years, but they 
will become an important supplement to mainstream 
food. However, healthy food must be the mainstream 
direction. Lepur hopes to promote the development of 
domestic healthy food together to make our food clean 
and pure.

The Nation of Youth: What is Lepur's healthy food 
concept?
Ai Lin: We are adhering to the brand concept of using 
clean, pure, healthy food with less additives, less 
sugar and less salt to bring people happiness to create 
food with clean, simple formula, amazing taste and 
happiness.

The Nation of Youth: We often see spontaneous 
sharing by Lepur users on social media. what makes 
your brand most attractive to young people?
Ai Lin: From my observation and experience, young 
groups such as students have a spirit of "participation" 
in Lepur. After all, food also carries the function of 
"social currency", and most young people who have 
been working for a few years will feel the exhaustion 
of powerlessness, and begin to really pay attention to 
health.

In recent years, more young consumers has taken 
a closer look at the ingredient list. The knowledge 
they have learned on social media has made them 
understand the ingredient list, which has increased 
their demand for a “clean ingredient list”.

The Nation of Youth: What direction will Lepur take in 
the field of health food next?
Ai Lin: Lepur will continue to dig deeper in the field 
of healthy food and expand user group to children, 
launching the "Zero Sugar Series" to avoid excessive 
sucrose intake, and Probiotics series of "Growth 
Guardian" which is suitable for children's growth and 
fresh cheese series with pure ingredients list, etc.

About: Lepur
A high-tech enterprise engaged in the healthy food industry. At 
the establishment of the brand, the main product was Greek 
yogurt(High-protein filtered whey yogurt), and grew from a 
company with single product of yogurt to a public healthy food 
brand with multiple categories of dairy, cereals, baking, meal 
replacement, coffee, etc. within five years, and became long-term 
service provider of a number of multinational chain restaurant 
brands.
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Food issues have been solved, young people turned 
their attention to the problem of exercise. Whether it’s 
to reduce fat and increase muscle mass, resist muscles 
loss along with ageing, build a beautiful figure, or they 
need to exercise to enhance their physical fitness after 
participating in work for a period of time, young people 
born in the 90s have now become the mainstream of 
domestic fitness market.

Fitness is the new sexy

26-30：

32.6%

<25：

23.7%

>41：

9.5%

36-40：

12.8%

31-35：

21.4%

Age distribution of gym consumers in 2020
Source: GYMSQUARE "2020 China Fitness Industry Report"
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a.  What are the youth working out for?

b.  Flexible and efficient smart fitness at home

Based on the analysis of course distribution for Keep App , PwC found that fat burning is the most 
popular fitness purpose among young people. In addition, young men prefer abdominal muscle 
exercise, while young women focus on stovepipe. Other fitness keywords that young men pay 
attention to include "pectoral muscle", while the keywords of young women are "firm abs", "flat 
shoulder", "swan neck".

No time for gym? Don’t worry, the launch of 
fitness apps such as Keep and Codoon has 
solved the limitations of sports venues, and in 
2020, a new smart hardware for home scenes 
came out — FITURE Magic Mirror, which 
upgrades the user's home fitness experience 
through AI technology, f i tness content , 
interactive communities, and technological 
interactions hardware. According to FITURE's 
insight,  there are two major problems for 
daily exercise: "difficult to start + difficult to 
persist" and constrained by lack of time, traffic 
to the gym and a 60-minute fitness class deters 
many people from aspects of time, space and 
distance and cost. The FITURE Mirror was 
developed based on the lifestyle of young 
people of using fragmented time to exercise. 
The preference of young people under age of 
35 for fitness content presents two states: one is 
a course with a large amount of exercise which 
maintains amount of exercise in fragmented 
time with flexibility and efficiency; the other is 
static stretching , Yoga classes.

About: FITURE

FITURE is committed to helping the public build a healthy lifestyle through 

technology. Through technological innovation, FITURE provides users with 

a scientific and technological fitness method that integrates intelligent 

hardware, AI coaching, various courses, and professional services. And 

FITURE also uses technological advantages and data accumulation to provide 

users with dietary advice, health management and other life services, and 

lays out a comprehensive field of intelligent health management to create a 

personalized healthy lifestyle.
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Indoor and outdoor sports keywords - the number of notes in Xiaohongshu - data as 
of June 30, 2021

5000+
Indoor surfing

500+
Snow51

6000+
Indoor ski resort

10000+
Guangzhou 

Sunac Snow World
20000+
Trampoline park200+

Igosurfing

Source: Xiaohongshu App, PwC analysis

c.  Young people's enthusiasm for outdoor sports is growing
Another type of sport that is very attractive to young people is outdoor sports, and the indoorization of 
outdoor sports that is more in line with their daily work and life rhythm. PwC's data analysis based on 
the Xiaohongshu App shows that the indoorization of outdoor sports, such as indoor surfing, trampoline 
park, indoor rock climbing, etc., has become a popular hobby of young people nowadays. Among 
them, the indoor ski and trampoline park attracted a large number of fans.

SNOW51 Urban Ski One-Stop Space is the leading brand of indoor skiing in China. SNOW51 
disclosed that young members under the age of 35 accounted for 63% of the total members. By 
learning indoor skiing at SNOW51, young people have broken through the limit of not being able 
to go to outdoor ski resorts and large indoor ski resorts at any time due to the seasons, rhythm of 
daily life, venues, and equipment. And SNOW51 is also constantly exploring on the way to attract 
young consumers. For example, in January 2020, the world's first hybrid flagship store SoloX under 
SNOW51 opened in Shanghai. "Nearly 1,100 square meters of space is dedicated to creating a Solo 
Sports lifestyle community. Here, in addition to sports, there are more possibilities." SNOW51’s Chief 
Operating Officer Do Do Yeung shared with us, "It integrates sports restaurants and bars, indoor skiing, 
rock climbing, cycling, fashion and curated retail spaces, and is committed to creating a light luxury 
sports lifestyle. Young people with love in sports will find their own communities here."

About: SNOW51 Urban Ski One-Stop Space 

A joint venture of the world-famous professional ski training school Austrian "Schild Ski Racing School" in China. Adhering to the skiing technology of the Alps, SNOW51 

brought the school tutorials, equipment, and coaches for training world champions in Europe to Shanghai, so that more people can learn to ski safely, efficiently and 

professionally in the bustling metropolis, and help to promote ice and snow sports career development in China.

7400+
Indoor rock 

climbing
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3TREND
Healing economy, how do young 
people deal with tiredness and 
loneliness
In the high-speed and high-pressure urban life, "healing" 
has become an often mentioned word by young people. 
In addition to taking good care physically, the emotion 
and spirit of young people need to be healed. This is how 
they deal with loneliness and fatigue.
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a. Live a good life alone

About: Rishiji
Rishiji is a cultural brand that builds the lifestyle of young people. It insists on conveying the brand image of "warm and healing" and 
pays attention to "the ritual sense of living with heart". In 2013, the gastronomic skit of the same name "Rishiji" was launched. A group of 
people, a cat, use food as the main line of emotional communication, recording an ordinary and warm life. Since its launch, it has brought 
comfort and healing to 60 million young people. In 2018, Rishiji began to create its own brand of gourmet products. Rishiji believes that 
even if life is busy, you can still eat well.

5%

74%

22%

Post-00s

6%

65%

28%

15%

45%

41%

25%

36%

40%

25%

22%

53%

1 2 3+

The “healing economy" has shown great potential in the rise of the "single economy". With the 
single population of our country exceeding 240 million, the "single economy" has become a highly 
anticipated field, and singleness is not only a state of marriage for young people, but also a way of 
life. New lifestyle vocabulary, such as “eat alone", "capsule hotel", “lazy fast food", “single travel" 
has sprung up, constantly updating and summarizing the lives of young people from all dimensions 
of life.

Jiang Laodao, the founder of the well-known gourmet public account "Rishiji", told us: “In the 
observation from Rishiji, young Chinese are very willing to cook. After all, eating alone is a certain 
stop in your life. Life will continue to go to the next stop after all. The vast majority of young people 
are looking forward to the next stop. Although it seems that there will be more or less twists and 
turns on the road." And the other reason that cooking and eating alone has become a healing ritual 
in young people’s lives is: "Young people’s cooking has undergone a complete change from the 
previous generation. Cooking is no longer a simple solution for hunger, there has been complete 
and low threshold solutions for hunger. Cooking by hand has become a kind of online and offline 
social and emotional expression needs. This is why in the content of Rishiji, the sense of ritual is an 
extremely emphasized element. A very sincere sense of ritual achieves an emotional connection."

Distribution of the number of diners by different ages
Source: Public information, PwC analysis

Post-90s Post-80s Post-70s Post-60s
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b. Self-healing with rituals

c. Satisfaction of having a pet

≤ 19 20～29 30～39 40～49 ≥ 50

6.74%

70.13

69.9

54.24
55.02

173.43

23.6%

8.99%
3.37%

57.3%

% TGI

About: To Summer
It is the original intention of To Summer to dig out the complex in Chinese's memory and make original oriental botanical fragrances. Based in 
the East, the main creative team with an international perspective makes good use of natural plant wax, essential oil, and extracts extracted 
from global contracted farms to create fragrance.

Activities such as meditation or fragrance rituals are becoming the "new routine" of young people's 
lifestyle. "Meditation can effectively help me improve my concentration and emotional management 
skills," said a post-95s. According to the summary of Baidu Index, PwC found that young people aged 
20-29 are the most frequent users of various meditation apps, accounting for more than 50% of the total 
users. Sound apps represented by Now Meditation and Tide are supporting young people's sleep and 
deep meditation.

The oriental fragrance brand To Summer, has in-depth cooperation with the actor Chen Kun initiated the 
spiritual construction charity project "Walking Power" to bring "healing" power to young people who 
are troubled by emotional and psychological problems. For young people nowadays, walking, living 
at home, releasing, and converging are all ways looking for the keys to restarting inner spirituality." 
Ms. Shen Li, co-founder and brand manager of To Summer, told us, "Paying attention to the physical 
and mental health is what To Summer has been doing. Through the scent of oriental plants, people are 
encouraged to create a corner of their own at home: meditation, reading, and emptying, focusing only 
on the rhythm of breathing and heartbeat, letting the pressure slowly release, thereby achieve inner 
peace in heart."

Cat economics is a new term that began to appear frequently in Japan. In recent years, the Japanese 
economic field has even formed a conclusion: no matter what kind of field is involved, as long as the cat 
is used well, it will definitely be profitable, that is, the cat is equal to the economy. The humble kitten has 
become a bridge between culture and economy. The basic logic is that cats can meet the emotional and 
spiritual needs of people, thereby generating real market demand.

Age distribution of Now Meditation on Baidu Index
Source: Baidu index, PwC analysis
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China is also facing an increasing trend of singles and a continuing decline in the marriage rate. 
"Partners will betray, but dogs will not" become the social saying of the younger generation. It also 
exposes anxiety of "single aristocrats" under background of lower marriage rates for looking for the 
spiritual sustenance. According to the statistics of Goumin.com, more than half of the top five reasons 
for petting are related to enriching emotional life and eliminating worries. The age of petting is also 
showing a trend of getting younger. When pets are regarded as family members with independent 
personalities, spending money for "masters" has also become a learning to create happiness. 
According to an analysis by PwC, the post-90s or “Millennials” account for half of pet owners, and 
nearly 90% of pet owners regard their pets as family members or their own children.

1) Love my dog, give my dog the best-looking one

2) Do you have a cloud pet?

"Every time a person makes a decision, 
i t  is a dynamic process of emotionali ty 
and rationality. With the current industrial 
capabilities, while solving product problems, 
we must also take into account the sense of 
beauty. Pets products are useful and beautiful 
since we care" Said Ma Wenfei, the founder 
of pidan, a pet products company with sales of 
more than RMB400 million and a cumulative 
financing of more than RMB100 million in 
five years of business. In 2015, Ma Wenfei, a 
veteran cat owner, was unsatisfied after trying 
many products on the market, and decided to 
start a business for cats under impulse. In the 
beginning, he created an popular "Igloo" with 
both appearance and functionality based on his 
personal user experience, and won the 2016 
German Red Dot Design Award. The design 
is to create a sense of consumer pleasure. 
There are cats living together with employees 
in the company, the development department 
reads and understands cat-related scientific 
knowledge. We are confident to create useful 
and beautiful products, so that cats and people 
can have a happy life experience at the same 
time."

In 2018, Jennifer, who is engaged in fashion 
trend analysis, found that the domestic original 
pet fashion lacks mature brands. It hits it off 
with partner Fay and created LAZY EAZY, a 
brand that focuses on pet fashion and lifestyle, 
and opened offline cooperative stores in 
Shanghai, Nanjing, Chengdu, Kunming and 
other cities. The actress Shu Qi is also a loyal 
user of the brand. When talking about business, 
Jennifer said: "LAZY EAZY attaches great 
importance to the offline experience shared by 
owner and pets. On the one hand, there is no 
unified standard for the body shape of pets. 
Different varieties have different requirements 
for antibacterial, warmth, cooling and other 
functions. The pet try-on space is created to 
ensure the safety of the owners; on the other 
hand, the common aesthetics and values 
bring together pet owners. They like to learn 
about petting experiences and take pictures 
to make friends during the shopping process.” 
In addition, LAZY EAZY The "parent-child 
clothes" for pets and owners was launched, 
because “sharing fashion with pets is a happy 
experience”.

When pet fashion becomes a trend, one 
more question needs to be asked: Is it really 
necessary? Jennifer Zhang, the founder of LAZY 
EAZY, a fashion lifestyle brand for pets, said 
that the pet industry is similar to the maternal 
and infant industry. Consumers are not the 
ultimate users. it depends on the needs and 
preferences of pet owners.

A large number of young pet owners have 
published a large amount of original content 
on social media platforms, and they have also 
attracted a large number of spectators. 

About: pidan
A pet brand that creates products specifically for pets. pidan 
adheres to the tenet of “full of goodwill, creative, brave and 
stable”, and is determined to become the creator of “good 
pet life”. The founder Ma Wenfei hopes that through pidan's 
products and services, not only will pet owners be more scientific 
and simple in petting, but also let pets have more enjoyable 
experiences living with owners.

About: LAZY EAZY
A pet lifestyle brand founded in 2018, Jennifer Zhang and 
Fay Liu tried to break the traditional limits and established a 
new dimension of pet life named LAZY EAZY. With 3D printing 
technology and technical fabrics as the technical foundation, 
and continuous trend capture as a fresh source of inspiration, 
LAZY EAZY provides pets with a combination of functionality and 
humanity from both online and offline.
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For many young people, clip doll machine have become a part of their lives. Because obtaining 
goods no longer constitutes a challenge, satisfaction and excitement, what’s important is the way and 
gameplay of obtaining goods, and UFO CATCHER  is to satisfy such a psychological demand of young 
people. 

The immersive consumer entertainment brand LLJ station is an offline clip doll machine store under 12 
Dong. The young consumer groups of post-95s account for more than 70% of total users. According to 
Wang Biao, the founder and CEO of 12 Dong, the group of post-95s and post-00s is a very different 
group of consumers: "They live in an era with better material conditions, they have not experienced 
material shortage in their childhood. But also, they are living in an era of massive information and 
relatively high pressure. Young people nowadays are actually in a contradictory state. "Wang Biao 
stated." On the one hand, per capita housing and disposable income are relatively ample. On the 
other hand, anxiety, negative news, and class pressure caused by massive information brought a 
lot of pressure on young people. In this case, young people need a way for mental relief, and the 
industry I am at spawned.” Wang Biao believes that business model 12 Dong and the LLJ station is also 
reflection of healing needs and happiness needs of people’s mental stress in a relatively contradictory 
environment. "If the rigid needs of the last era were to meet food and clothing needs, the rigid needs of 
young people nowadays are to satisfy spiritual fulfilment and happiness." He said affirmatively.

They are all driving forces for the ecological 
development of pets. Cute pet accounts are 
becoming the influencers of major platforms, 
especially on live streaming platforms such as 
TikTok and Kuaishou. The annual growth rate of 
pet account numbers with 1 million to 5 million 
fans is around 40%. , More than half of the fans 
are "Millennials" and "Gen Z". When young 
people were unable to have pets due to various 
practical factors, "theoretical petting" became 
the alternative option.

“Niaoniao is a cat" is a cross-platform super pet 
star with accounts on WeChat, Weibo, TikTok, 
Xiaohongshu and Bilibili. Niaoniao's video has 
a rich plot, the attractiveness is not only cat's 
arrogant and dim-witted characteristics, but also 
daily life of Niaoniao and owner. Even in most 
entertainment-oriented pet video content, there 
are relatively few advertisement of derivative pets 
products that appear directly, but this does not 
mean that smart businesses have let go of money 
in young people's pocket. 

According to PwC, pet groceries advertisements 
often appear in "soft forms" such as longing, and 
more common are soft advertisement of food, 
3C, small home appliances and non-pet products. 
This is understandable. The ultimate driver of 
pet economy is "people", and the objects pets 
rely on are also "people". People's consumption 
level, lifestyle, and emotional needs create the 
style, aesthetics and values   of pet supplies, just 
like Ma Wenfei said: "In the past, the entire 
social disciplines overemphasized science and 
neglected liberal arts. People's philosophical 
aesthetics and cognition were not enough. After 
the basic material life needs were met, everyone 
would have some mental deficiencies that they 
did not realize. The company of a new life will 
dilute the issue."

d. Clip doll machine is healing

About: 12 Dong
12 Dong is an entertainment consumption company driven by systematically laying out the entire ACG industry chain and creating cartoon 
image. The company operates 300+ well-known cartoon images such as "Changcaoyantuanzi", "Zhileng Shaonv", "Gon's Marmot", "FuLu 
Xiaojiangsi", and "Po'ertu". 12 Dong owns image IP integrated operation platform and character image incubation research and development 
platform, The new offline retail brand "LLJ station" and the derivative brand "12 Dong designed toys".
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The Culture of “SHUANG”—
Maintaining Health in a Punk way
Nowadays, the "cool culture" is popular among young 
people. When feeling depressed and bullied in life and 
work, instead of “stepping back” as done so previously, 
some young people would rather directly “fight back”. 
If healing is an ordinary "health", then cool culture is a 
more punk-style "healthcare". Whether it's through hip-
hop rap, talk show, which allows people to "fight back" 
and "taunt", or read or watch novels and movies that 
make people exciting, cool culture is regarded as a 
part of spice of modern boring life or a way of spiritual 
catharsis.

Based on a massive public data, PwC found that 
audience for variety shows such as rap and hip-hop are 
mainly young group of post-90s and “Gen Z”. Young 
audiences under the age of 30 of "New Generation 
of Rap" accounted for 73.1% of total, 74.6% of the 
audience of "China New Rap" is under the age of 30, 
and 80.1% of audiences of "Rap in China" is under the 
age of 30. 55.9% of the audience of "This is Hip-hop" is 
under the age of 30.
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18-23

47.2%

24-30

25.9%

31-40

16.6%

41-40

9.0%
51+

1.3%

About: 88rising
A representative of Asian culture around the world, it is committed 
to building a bridge between Eastern and Western youth cultures, 
while creating the best audio and visual experience. 88rising 
consists of 88rising music label, Head in the Clouds music 
festival, 88NIGHTMARKET e-commerce platform and its own TV/
film studio, and Double Happiness Pictures.

a. Hip-hop steps into the mainstream
In the past few years, the scale of China’s hip-hop culture market has continued to expand. The 
previous subculture has merged into mainstream popular culture, illustrated by the collective 
popularity of hip-hop variety shows in the past two years. Many young groups fall in love with hip-
hop music and agree with the spirit of equality and freedom advocated by hip-hop culture.

"New Generation of Rap“ - 
Age distribution of audience

Source: Mass statistics, PwC analysis

88rising is a music label founded in 2015 and 
currently headquartered in Los Angeles. It is 
committed to connecting Eastern and Western 
youth cultural communities, bringing Asian 
youth culture to the world through creative 
forms such as music, video, and fashion. The 
difference in 88rising comes from characteristic 
attitude and fast response to youthful vibrancy 
and networking of rap music, in particular, 
its Asian rap music has formed a large-scale 
cultural influence in Asia and even the world, 
and 88rising has now entered China market". 
One of my jobs is to attract people to play and 
have fun. This is the main theme of young life 
and the way we love life. We listen to music 
together and laugh out loud. For me, this is 
very important, and I still value this feeling.” 
Sean Miyashiro, founder/CEO of 88rising, 
mentioned when talking about his work in a 
interview, “The Internet is very important and 
benefited from the Internet, people around the 
world discovered us. 

This era is very exciting, and the prospects are 
worth looking forward to. For example, if a 
person creates a good work in the bedroom, it 
is possible to gain millions of listeners through 
Internet. Such an opportunity itself is very 
rare, not only for us, but for everyone. Now 
we can see this happening every day. "Rich 
Brian, an Indonesian rap musician with 1/4 
Chinese descent, who was born in 1999 under 
88rising, is the best example. This young man 
who received family education and online 
education from an early age released a solo on 
Youtube when he was 16 years old, thus started 
a successful acting career. At present, the 
musicians of the 88rising family include: Rich 
Brian, Higher Brothers, Joji, NIKI, Warren Hue, 
Kim Chung Ha, ATARASHII GAKKO!, Seori, 
AUGUST 08, etc., and they also cooperate 
with Jackson Wang, Swae Lee, Major Lazer, 
GoldLink, Playboi Carti, Phum Viphurit, and 
many other outstanding musicians globally to 
continuously put effort on the integration of 
Eastern and Western cultures." We are proud 
to bring many projects focused on Asian 
culture to the forefront through various forms of 
music such as rap, which young people love, 
to influence and make the world a better and 
more inclusive world. "Sean Miyashiro said.
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The demand for health of young people has long been extended from the 

physical health previously recognized to the multiple health of body, spirit, 

and soul. Faced with the pressure of information, value system iteration, 

and peer competit ion, young people capture richer experiences, more 

dimensional identities, rapidly updating and more effective information, and 

more resources in the external world, and at the same time, they also need 

more channels to deal with psychological stress and emotional garbage. 

This makes the contradictory state of “being motivated while being upset” 

and “punk while healthcare” has become a daily life. In the field of health, 

there are still many new business models that are worth exploring now and 

in the future.

Young people are jumping repeatedly between the two states of "sense of 

ritual" and "super convenience", "self-discipline" and "freedom", through 

which, an observant company can find opportunities and release innovative 

products or business models.

Behind young people's pursuit of health is the continuous exploration of 

lifestyle and life possibilities. In the process of creating a brand, necessary 

characteristics and content should also be added to the brand, and seek 

the value recognition and group reliance of the young group.

PwC

b. Laughing the roof off at talk shows
In the field of cool culture, similar to rap music, talk shows are also popular among Chinese young 
people. Both are impressive and have become legal and compliant "stimulants" among young people. 
Based on public information, PwC found that audience under age of 40 of TV programs "Roast" and 
"ROCK and ROAST" produced by Xiaoguo Culture, a leading company in the field of talk show in 
China, both account for 80% of total audience. On the one hand, young people lack goals but are 
dissatisfied with the current unremarkable life; on the other hand, young people are under massive 
pressure of society and lack of effective ways to relieve - gossip, funny, and mocking talk shows become 
catharsis of the contradictory feelings. When Li Dan said that "the world is not worthy", many young 
people could empathize with and relate to this "self-mockery". Most of the time, it is just cool to watch 
talk shows and laugh out loud.

Conclusion：

Looking for business opportunities in 
contradictions

Focus on brand characteristics and 
contents creation:

Business 
Insights
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In a narrow sense, growth potential refers to a person's ability to continuously iterate and update at 
the two levels of cognition and action; Broadly speaking, the diversified growth potential we focus 
on also represent the inherent motivation and energy of a person's continuous growth, which also 
includes a person's concern for self-growth and the pursuit of multiple values. With the development 
of digital and Internet technologies, the diversified growth potential of the younger generation 
has gradually emerged. We focus on the young generation's online content consumption, their 
understanding of "new idols", and the transformation of financial management concepts to explore 
the causes behind and the many possibilities that will be brought forth.

Young people enjoy creating 
by themselves. More than 
90% of post-95s have made 
their own original videos, 
showing great creativity
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1Trend
The consumption of online content by contemporary 
young people has long ceased to focus on obtaining 
entertainment and emotional value. Their demand for 
content that can grow themselves is increasing day by 
day. From the demand side, the video views and clout 
data of pan-knowledge content in the video and audio 
industries have shown a significant growth trend. From 
professional scholars, opinion leaders from various 
industries to virtual idols, they have become widely known 
in recent years, benefiting from the more diverse and 
inclusive value judgments of young people.

Online content purchase shifts 
from pan-entertainment to 
pan-knowledge
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Practical 
content 66.5%

64.2%

62.5%

46.1%

45.4%

34.1%

a. Why do young people suddenly enjoy studying online
Based on public information, PwC observes that in the Internet age, people’s demands for knowledge 
acquisition are constantly improving, and with the development of video, it has also changed the 
traditional way of learning. Entertainment short-form videos are causing aesthetic fatigue to a certain 
extent, and pan-knowledge short-form videos are favoured by more netizens. More than 60% of 
young people like to acquire knowledge from video platforms. Pan-knowledge short-form videos can 
help the younger generation learn knowledge and skills in fragmented time.

Nico, born in 1995, officially became a commuter last year. In her spare time, she likes to use 
TikTok and Xiaohongshu. When she just graduated, she used to watch videos featuring beautiful 
people acting cute or funny, but now she prefers self-help videos. "I get impressed by videos that 
share fitness knowledge or teach workplace skills, and I spend time watching it. If I find them useful, 
I save them and watch them over and over again." Mr. Luo, who is also born in 1995, has never 
been to Bilibili as he does not pay attention to ACGN. "Later I was going to travel with my girlfriend 
and wanted to buy a cost-effective camera. In order to study this, I browsed Bilibili. It turned out that 
tutorial-like videos attracted me a lot, from the digital camera unboxing and testing to the film camera 
popularisation, as well as photoshop tutorials..." Mr. Luo said that he has advanced to editing videos 
recently and was planning to edit the videos taken during his last trip and post them on Bilibili. He 
believes that compared to pure entertainment videos, pan-knowledge videos are more educational 
and can give people a sense of self-improvement.

With the development of the Internet content field, major content platforms have moved from winning 
by volume to a stage of precise operation and explosive growth of content in vertical field. The 
growth process of the younger generation is surrounded by chaotic information and content. "Internet 
is for entertainment" is a stereotype of many older generations towards younger generations. But 
in fact, the younger generation has already developed unique judgments, rejecting isolated view, 
reducing the information cocoon, and having a clearer purpose in content consumption habits.

PwC's analysis based on the survey data of "China Youth Daily" Social Survey Centre shows that 
young people's most widespread concern for content lies in its practicality and richness, both of 
which account for more than 60%. In the TOP500 videos of Bilibili, "Popularization of science" and 
"Humanities" are all high-frequency words in the keywords. At that time, Bilibili had not yet launched 
a separate knowledge zone, but the number of both video views and bullet comments are at the 
forefront of Bilibili list in the three sections most relevant to knowledge, namely "Interesting Science 
and Humanities", "Speech·Open Class", and “Interesting Technology Association“.

The main attraction of pan-knowledge short-form videos
Source: "China Youth Daily" Social Research Centre and PwC analysis

Rich content

Vivid and fun

Easy and 
convenient

Expand 
knowledge

Save time
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PwC observed that young people’s content consumption is no longer just satisfied with the pleasure and 
refreshment brought by entertainment content, but has shifted to higher-level needs, focusing on their own 
changes and demands, caring about real issues, discussing the changes in the world pattern, digging 
and promoting unpopular knowledge... The number of viewers of pan-knowledge learning content on 
Bilibili, which is active with a large number of "Gen Z" young people, exceeded 50 million, the number 
of learning uploaders increased by 151% YoY, and the volume of learning video views increased by 
274% YoY. With the presence of a large number of educational and knowledge uploaders, Bilibili has 
gathered various learning resources, also referred to as "Social University" by netizens. On the one 
hand, their demand for knowledge is constantly improving. On the other hand, they are also keen to 
spend their leisure time on developing their hobbies.

Pan-knowledge content focuses on popular science analysis in various sub-fields, such as law, biological 
sciences, economics and other professional fields; It also helps young people develop hobbies, such as 
fitness, hand-made, musical instrument teaching, etc.; It provides information that is difficult to access 
in real life as well. It can be said that there is nothing you can't learn, only things you are not willing 
to learn. High-quality, constantly emerging pan-knowledge content helps the younger generation to use 
fragmented time to acquire more knowledge and skills to better achieve self-growth, and thus gain the 
favour of more young people.

Popular science content is the most attractive among the younger generation, followed by in-depth 
content such as daily life skills, social sciences and humanities, and film and music reviews. Many young 
people expressed that they would actively search for and watch pan-knowledge content in related fields 
when learning a certain field of knowledge, to improve their learning efficiency. The unique viewpoint 
and style of uploaders, the profound knowledge of the masters, gratitude for the teachers’ generous 
knowledge sharing, as well as the relaxation and entertainment obtained through "strange knowledge 
obtained" are some reasons why the younger generation can't stop watching pan-knowledge videos.

Content preference for pan-knowledge short videos
Source: "China Youth Daily" Social Research Centre and PwC analysis

Science 
Popularization
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b. Young people’s perception of idols/KOLs is changing

The young group pursues a more personalized, self-styled life and consumption style, and the group's 
stratification is more obvious. The "scale" of the circle is getting smaller and smaller, forming a small 
circle based on hobbies, etc. The pursuit of idols and KOLs has gradually formed their own small 
circle, and their concepts have also undergone many changes. Top Internet celebrities represent more 
universal values, but idols and KOLs in the vertical circle have stronger stickiness and recognition for 
"fans" and have more symbolic value.

1. Scholars become the "new idols" of young people
At the beginning of 2020, the video of Luo 
Xiang, a professor at the School of Criminal 
Justice of China University of Political Science 
and Law, who gave a lecture at a law 
examination tuition institution, unexpectedly 
became popular on the Internet, and was 
reposted virally by netizens on Bilibili. Then 
Luo Xiang was invited to Bilibili, and gained a 
million followers in two days. Soon, "Luo Xiang 
commenting on criminal law" became the 
second uploader with more than 10 million fans 
on Bilibili, breaking the record for the speed of 
follower increase on Bilibili. Luo Xiang himself 
also won the "Annual Most Popularity Award" 
in the 2020 Top 100 Uploader Selection 
on Bilibili, and has been featured on Weibo 
Trending several times. Now, if you search 
Luo Xiang directly on Bilibili, more than half of 
the top 10 videos still come from the second 
edition of netizens. In the video, serious legal 
knowledge is bound with lively and interesting 
cases, so that even users without professional 
knowledge background can easily understand 
and gain a lot.

Similar to Luo Xiang, professional scholars 
who are also popular on the Internet and are 
well known by many young people have been 
emerging in recent years, such as Liu Qing, 
a political science professor who became 
popular because of his role as a tutor in "I Can 
I BB“; Xue Zhaofeng, professor of Economics 
at Peking University; Dai Jianye, a professor at 
Central China Normal University who taught 
ancient Chinese literature on TikTok; and also 
Xiang Biao, an anthropologist who captured 
many young fans through Xu Zhiyuan’s talk 
show "Thirteen Invitations"…… It is noticed that 
the wall between elite scholars and the public is 
being quickly broken in a peculiar way. On the 
one hand, as a content platform on the supply 
side, in order to compete for user time, 

one after another aims at the knowledge 
segment and suppor ts high-quali ty pan-
knowledge video creators, with elite scholars 
being the top ones. On the other hand, the 5G 
era is accelerating, coupled with the outbreak 
of COVID-19 in 2020, the public is also paying 
more attention to pan-knowledge videos when 
consuming online content.

The huge amount of traffic not only stays 
on entertainment stars and live broadcast 
influencers, but also gradually leans towards 
professional scholars — Interestingly, what 
the widespread attention they have received 
in common is that they comment on many 
phenomena in contemporary life from the 
perspective of their respective professional 
disciplines, or respond to the real difficulties 
of the younger generation, such as gender 
differences, career choices, marital disputes, 
housing problems, etc. And long before 
professional scholars became widely known, 
there were already many pan-knowledge 
videos that received widespread attention for 
providing more effective information to young 
users.

According to observations and analysis by 
PwC, in recent years, customers' online content 
consumption has paid more attention to content 
that is beneficial to them, focusing on growth 
and future development. The growth of pan-
knowledge and popular science video content 
is particularly rapid. According to data from 
CNNIC, as of June 2020, the number of online 
video users in China has exceeded 920 million, 
of which the post-90s and post-95s accounted 
for nearly 60%. In the survey of online audio 
content consumption, the proportion of young 
customers is gradually rising. In addition, 
based on the 2020 growth rate of the top 100 
uploaders by channel announced by Bilibili, the 
knowledge-based uploader is strongly sought 
after by the interviewees, with a growth rate of 
400%, which is much higher than the growth 
rate of other types.
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20%

100%

100%

40%
17%

About: Xmove
A leading AI technology company that uses computer 
vision and computer graphics technology for innovative 
applications, is commit ted to using original AI technology 
to create three-dimensional virtual content and virtual 
digital character infrastructure, enabling a new virtual + X 
ecosystem.

2. Idols/KOLs don’t have to be real people, virtual 
ones are also very exciting

Technology is pushing young people to change 
their habits of consumption, reading and 
thinking, and the idol market is no exception. 
Produced by computer graphics, AI, motion 
capture and other technologies, virtual idols/
KOLs with per fect images and dist inctive 
personalities are occupying the hearts of the 
younger generation, and their emotional needs 
projected on virtual idols are only for companion. 
Domestic virtual idols/KOLs such as Luo Tianyi 
and Ling are gaining momentum. They have 
received endorsements, participated in talent 
shows, livestream marketing, and so on. They 
have completed everything that idols can do.

The virtual KOL Ling is the first Chinese style 
virtual person jointly created by Xmove and Next 
Generation Culture. With its different appearance 
and positive energy and Chinese style cultural 
content output from other Internet celebrities, 
it has been widely used in ACGN circle and 
favoured by the younger generation.

Not only Ling, the technical support and content 
services behind Tencent's virtual IP Linghu, 
Xingtong, and China Literature's virtual IP Ye Xiu 
are all supported by Xmove in the whole process.

Chai Jinxiang, founder and CEO of Xmove, 
believes that one factor of the virtual idol/
KOL success is "appearance", and the other 
one is personality and skills: "In fact, when 
actually operating an IP, it doesn’t have to 
be very meticulous. When operating in the 
direction that the youth loves, you will find 
that a label is worthy of being enlarged, and 
the characteristics of a certain personality are 
worthy of strengthening differentiation. Only 
with the continuous appearance of labels can 
the personality gradually be enriched through 
content."

The growth rate of "Top 100" uploaders by channel in 2019 and 2020 on Bilibil
Source: Bilibili and PwC analysis

Autotune remix Music Animation Daily life Digital Game Fashion Dance Film&TV Column
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TALK:

About: Tianzhen Yang
Graduated from the Communication University of China, majoring 
in director, founding partner of Beijing Easy Entertainment Culture 
Communication Co., Ltd. The company has dozens of actors, 
directors, and scenarists including Zhu Yawen, Song Jia, Ma Yili, 
Bai Yu, Li Xian, Ma Sichun, Chun Xia, etc. In 2020, Tianzhen 
Yang decided to no longer be responsible for the agency business 
and started a new exploration. She became an e-commerce host 
herself, and founded her own plus-size women's clothing brand 
plusmall at the same time, to seek more paths for girls with non-
standard body shapes. At the same time, he also participated 
in the recording of a number of variety shows, such as "Rock 
& Roast", "I Can I BB", "Inspiring Offer" and so on. In April of 
this year, she just published her first new book, "Take Yourself 
Seriously".

"I hope more interesting souls can be seen bythe 
public"

Dialogue with Tianzhen Yang, 
CEO of Easy Entertainment and 
founder of plusmall

The Nation of Youth: The agent is not actually 
an identity that needs to be public. What kind of 
opportunity or turning point prompted you to put 
yourself on stage?
Tianzhen Yang: I believe that no profession should 
be defined as such or not. Every job has its own 
approach. I don't like to define and label it. I am 
extremely opposed to what a person should do at 
any age, or what a career should do. In fact, I never 
thought about going to the front stage, I was just 
working in my way. Maybe my approach is different 
from others. I don’t presuppose the starting point and 
the judgment of the profession. Because I feel that 
having a "presupposition" is unfair to every individual. 
I just did what I wanted to do and did it in my own 
way.

The Nation of Youth: Nowadays, public figures all 
need relatively distinctive personas. Do you think you 
have one yourself? Are you deliberately making this 
kind of persona or is it formed naturally?
Tianzhen Yang: I don’t agree that public figures now 
need a relatively distinctive persona. Public figures 
have various states, some are distinctive, some are not. 
If all of these need to presuppose a proposition and 
then make inferences, I think the proposition itself is 
not rigorous. I think I am a very distinctive person, but 
as to whether I have a distinctive persona, this is not 
defined by me. I can only say that I have what I love 
and hate, and express it without fear, which makes my 
persona must be distinct.

The Nation of Youth: This year Easyent signed Yi 
Lijing and Zhu Yidan, "performers" who are not so 
traditional. Can you tell us the considerations behind?
Tianzhen Yang: There are many interesting people and 
many interesting souls in this world. I hope that the 
aesthetics of this world will be more diverse, so that 
these interesting people can be seen by everyone.

And interesting people can get corresponding rewards, 
which is a wonderful thing. I think I may have a little 
ability and a little experience to help these interesting 
people be seen. In addition to the two mentioned, I 
will sign more such non-traditional "performers" in the 
future. I think that these people are able to produce 
contents. Their values will be seen and resonated by 
more people. I want to cooperate with such people 
and help them be seen.

The Nation of Youth: You just published a new book 
"Take Yourself Seriously". This book mainly discusses 
communication. So what do you think is special about 
communicating with the younger generation?
Tianzhen Yang: I don’t think I have anything special 
when communicating with young people. The way I 
communicate with young people is the same as when 
I communicate with old people. Since communication 
is not a dialogue between an individual and a 
group, it is a dialogue between a single point and 
another single point, so we can only study what is 
special about the individual. Say young people have 
something in common, I think that is when they make 
mistakes, the public gives them greater tolerance. So 
young people have more opportunities as they are 
younger and they are in a stage of upward growth. 
In addition, the commonality of each generation is 
actually very weak. An individual actually needs to 
find out what is his/her relationship with this era. In 
this relationship, we seek to find and exert the value 
and meaning of our existence in this era so that our 
lives will not be in vain.
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Compared with paid-for-knowledge audio, young people 
now prefer to listen to Chinese style content

c. 

According to data from iiMedia, among China's online audio users, the youth under 30 account for 
66.7%, but more than 70% users of paid-for-knowledge audio are over 30. According to observations 
by PwC, after the fierce pay-for-knowledge boom a few years ago, young people seem to be reluctant 
to pay for audio products for knowledge. The proportion of young people gaining knowledge and 
experience through paid courses is very low. On the one hand, countless homogenized contents have 
caused them aesthetic fatigue. On the other hand, they found that pan-knowledge videos that rises 
rapidly seem to be more interesting and effective than paid-for-knowledge audio.

Before Alyssa moved to Tencent Music Entertainment Group (TME) as the head of long-form audio 
copyright content, she worked as a program producer at Himalaya FM for many years, and witnessed 
the rise and transformation of paid-for-knowledge audio in the audio industry. When working at 
Himalayas, most of Alyssa's productions are historical and humanities or children's education programs, 
which are also the two most popular categories of Himalayan paid-for-knowledge programs. During the 
peak period, as long as she posted a program poster with a QR code in her Moments, someone would 
immediately place an order to buy it. But Alyssa believes that “limited by media and using habits, there 
are limited number of users who pay for knowledge audio. Although the data fluctuates, people who 
pay for audio are still mainly dominated by music, audiobooks, crosstalk and storytelling.”

Things have changed after joining TME. Most 
of TME’s customers are post-95s young people, 
and the type of content they are most willing to 
actively pay is radio series adapted from Chinese 
style comics. This type of audio is sophisticated 
industrially produced according to the standards 
of US TV series, equipped with professional 
Chinese style original musicians and designers. 
In Alyssa's words, "it is already a very mature 
industry chain." In addition, traditional cultural 
programs are also popular among young people. 
The program "Shan Jixiang: Hear the City" 
launched by QQ Music at the beginning of this 
year mainly tells the story of the Forbidden City. 
Although cultural programs are not very popular, 
this one still breaks out. Alyssa remembered a 
report not long ago, showing that among tourists 
in May 2021, the post-95s who went to red 
attractions accounted for the largest proportion. 
"It may be that the younger generation, such as 
post-95s, have indeed paid more attention to 
traditional culture because of the Chinese style, 
Chinese comics, and Chinese products."
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2Trend
The diversity of the young generation is not only reflected 
in their active choice of "what to watch, what to listen to, 
and what to pay attention to", but also in the dimension 
of "what to discuss and express." According to PwC’s 
observation and analysis, in the second half of 5G era, 
under the layout of major content platforms and creator 
support mechanisms, young people prefer to create and 
output by themselves. More than 90% of post-95s have 
published their own original videos, and more than 
50% of them are motivated to share their lives and show 
their lives and hobbies, indicating a strong ability of 
independent creation. Meanwhile, bullet comments and 
comment areas have also become important ways for the 
younger generation to express their views.

With the explosive growth 
of creators, “cash-out 
via interest" changes the 
employment outlook of the 
younger generation
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 COVID-19 has made podcasts popular. Multiple-
dimensional views on niche content, everyone wants to 
have a say
According to the PodFest China "2020 Survey: A Look at Chinese Podcast Listeners" report, the 
younger generation loves the content format of podcasts very much. Among those podcast listeners, 
18-35 year-olds account for more than 85%. Of which, 52.4% listen to podcasts for more than 4 
hours a week, more than half listen to them almost every day, and most of the listening scenes are 
fragmented time when taking public transportation.

With the birth of China’s first Chinese podcasting platform, the Podcast Cosmos App, new podcast 
programs have experienced a spurt of growth. Based on public information, PwC found that nearly 
10,000 new Chinese podcast programs have been launched in 2020. This figure was less than 
1,500 and 2,000 in 2018 and 2019, respectively. Podcasts cover more and more subdivisions. In 
addition to the most popular pan-cultural and people’s livelihood information content, a large number 
of unpopular vertical field content has emerged, such as retrospective arguments, algorithmic blind 
dates, African Internet observations, and the lives employees in top corporations are topics that 
young people pay attention to.

After registering in Podcast Cosmos, the 10 popular tags automatically recommended by the system 
are "High-quality Cultural Dialogue", "Enriching Your Playlist", "Out-of-shows Terminator", "Focus on 
Psychology, Healing Yourself", "Online Talk Show", "Introduction to Art Appreciation", "Practitioners 
Talking about the Internet", "Interpretation of Business Hotspots", "Workplace Pass Guide" and 
"Discussion on Multiple Women's Issues“. Of which, the content that can bring "knowledge gain" 
experience account for 70% of the system recommendation. In podcasting, young people are keen 
to talk about their profession, experience, and identity, and openly discuss hot topics in society. The 
original intention of most new podcast creators is very simple. They don't care so much about what 
the audience wants to listen to, but care more about what they want to say, and are used to the state 
of "working hard to record podcasts outside of routine job".

a.
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For listeners, the unique sense of companionship and realism in podcasting gives them a high degree 
of trust; For creators, expressions that are more intuitive than words, more in-depth thinking than 
videos, as well as more free recording forms and an open atmosphere, make young people more 
willing to release their desire for expression in podcasts. Behind every voice is an output of values 
and opinions. Whether it is a commentator or a podcast creator, in the process of in-depth dialogue 
with others, the younger generation invisibly reshapes their cognitive edifice and realizes self-growth 
outside of work.

The passion to share and express gives birth to new career 
choices. The younger generation's value on employment has 
changed
When graduated from university, Ahou joined 
a large company and became a commuter. At 
that time, new media was just starting, and his 
girlfriend Xiaomo joined a new media company 
for new media operations. Outside of work, Ahou 
likes photography, and studies the equipment and 
photography skills by himself. When traveling, 
he took photos of Xiaomo, who loves apparel. 
He also made a series of photography tutorials 
and posted them on the Internet, mainly teaching 
people how to take unconventional tourist photos 
during the trip. They did not expect that after 
operations, the hobby of photography actually 
"realized" and completely changed their career 
direction. In the past two years, Xiaomo and 
Ahou have become well-known Vlog bloggers on 
the Internet, attracted a group of loyal fans who 
are concerned about travel and photography, 
and even their shippers. Although the number of 
fans is just above 200k, the income of being a 
professional blogger is enough to support their 
ideal life.

The times have changed, and the young people's 
value on employment has also changed. There 
are many young people on the Internet who 
have similar experiences with Xiaomo and Ahou. 
In June 2020, due to the increasing number 
of submissions and views of pan-knowledge 
content, Bilibili launched a new first-level channel 
"Knowledge", which integrates six secondary 
channels including science popularization, 
social sciences and humanities, finance, campus 
study, occupational workplaces, and interesting 
technology associations, focusing on sharing 
knowledge, skills, opinions, and humanities. In 
order to encourage uploaders to produce high-
quality content, Bilibili not only holds regular 
online activities, but also provides a large amount 
of traffic support.

Some people have changed from studying 
photography equipment to equipment evaluation 
bloggers, while others have turned into life 
science bloggers from analysing why earphone 
cables always tie knots in trouser pockets, and 
some others have become professional film and 
television bloggers from analysing the audio-
visual language of movies…… Even the young 
people who are still working diligently at "996 
schedule" inevitably have the heart being a 
slash, hoping to share the gains when boning up 
on hobbies with everyone, while receiving some 
income and making new friends.

There is an interesting data in DT Finance's 
"2020 Young People's Ideal Job Report". From 
the post-80s to the post-00s generations, the 
number one ideal occupation in the minds of 
these generations is the same – open a self-
owned store. As for what kind of stores, when to 
open, where to open, and how far away from 
opening the store, everyone has their own plan.

Different from the previous generation who 
pursued the “stable, life-long job” and accepted 
the nine- to - f ive l i fe,  is  good at pleasing 
themselves, and desires a richer and newer life 
experience. With the lowering of the threshold 
of creation and the strong support of platform 
traffic, the era of national creation has arrived. 
The vigorous desire for expression interacts with 
the exuberant new demand, giving birth to a 
brand-new professional market. This generation 
of youth believes that in addition to the work 
they are doing, their hobbies, life skills, and 
professional knowledge can all develop into their 
future careers and realize their ideals of freedom.

b. 
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88.2%
Post-95s

95.7% 93.3% 84.4%

How many people of different age groups have down [?] personal wealth 
management? [Practic of personal wealth management by age group]
Source: DT Finance × "Yicai" Zhiyun research ""Gen Z" Investment and Wealth Management 
Behaviour Preference Survey Report", PwC analysis

Post-90s Post-85s Post-80s
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3Trend

"Moonlight clan doesn’t know how to save money" is a 
typical symbol of the younger generation in the eyes of 
many parents. In fact, this generation of young people's 
cognition and ability to control wealth is enough to subvert 
their long-term stereotypes. The "Yu'ebao Post-90s Savings 
Report" released by the China Institute of New Economics 
and Alipay shows that among the young people born in 
China, the first financial management time for the post-
90s is after 2 years of work, 8 years earlier than their 
parents; 90% of post-90s have the habit of saving money 
every month, and their financial management rate is 10% 
higher than that of their parents; On the Alipay platform, 
financial management users under 35 account for 60%. 
However, "being alert to dangers even in times of calm" 
is not necessarily the original driving force that motivates 
young people to manage their finances. Their diverse 
perspectives also help them have a deeper understanding 
of personal wealth. Hence, it is not difficult to understand 
why after the Alipay platform introduced the three 
monetary concepts of "short-term expenditure, life security, 
and investment appreciation", around half of the people 
who really implemented it were post-90s.

Young people manage 
personal wealth, focusing on 
investments and value-adding
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a The joys and sorrows of the “poor” post-90s

"Have you invested in a fund" has become a way 
for young people to greet each other nowadays. The 
COVID-19 epidemic has rewritten human history 
and also set a record for Chinese public offering 
funds. According to data from Asset Management 
Association of China, in 2020, there were 60 
million new fund investors, and the number of online 
fund investors exceeded 100 million. Among the 
new investors, more than 58% were post-90s and 
post-00s. Regardless of the rat race or "slacking off" 
at home, the sudden changes in the environment 
have fueled a sense of crisis among young people, 
causing them to think about how to beat inflation.

In mid-2020, the General Office of China Banking 
and Insurance Regulatory Commission issued 
relevant

documents to encourage "contactless financial 
services." This new vocabulary reflects the financial 
management habits of the Internet natives. According 
to observations by PwC, compared with the 
lengthy procedures of bank counters and securities 
companies, the entry barrier for daily financial 
management apps is lower and the operation is 
more approachable. Most of the post-90s online fund 
investors have a monthly income of less than RMB 
10,000, but many of them live in first-tier and new 
first-tier cities, which means that they have limited 
funds at their disposal and weak risk tolerance. 
Based on the Baidu index search results, "Gen Z" 
pays more attention to funds as a means of financial 
management, and they are relatively conservative 
when it comes to making investments. However, 
perhaps wishing to rely on funds to achieve financial 
freedom is a false proposition in itself.

According to the data of the "2020 Chinese People's 
Wealth Management Trend Report" released by the 
Shanghai Advanced Institute for Financial Research 
and Alipay, as of July 2020, Alipay's investors held 
funds for an average of 337 days; Nearly 90% of 
investors who have held positions for more than 
one year made profits; Nearly 60% of investors 
holding positions for less than a month made profits; 
But most of the post-90s investors have not made 
profits. Although 63.7% of the post-90s investor 
population has a bachelor's degree or above, the 
high academic qualification does not preclude them 
from stumbling in the fund market. According to 
observations by PwC, nearly half of the financial 
management software uninstalled users are the 
young post-90s, and the number far exceeds the 
post-80s and post-70s. For “Rip-off post-90s”, the 
cultivation of investment awareness and financial 
management habits seems to be more important than 
immediate gains and losses.

Age distribution of new fund investors 
on the mobile Internet in 2020

What do new fund investors want to 
know the most?

Source: MobTech Research Institute, "2020 China Fund 
Investor Profile", PwC analysis

Source: Guyu data, PwC analysis
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0%

Post -00s

12.5% 25% 37.5% 50%

b. Wealth management can also be a social entertainment

c. More diversified asset allocation

Even if they've been taken advantage of, young people's enthusiasm for financial management is still 
unstoppable. It is largely due to the rising topic of funds, which has made it entertaining and social.

On Weibo, a group of fans named "IKUN" shouted to their idols: "Hold blue chips until Kun Kun is 
old." The idol is not Cai Xukun, but Zhang Kun, the fund manager of E Fund. According to Weibo 
data, there are two E Fund Zhang Kun global fan clubs with more than 20,000 fans; As of March 
this year, Chaohua#E Fund Zhang Kun# has 42.04 million reads. It is not an exaggeration to say 
that his influence is comparable to top influencers.

"Star chasing" financial management brings young people the social topics, which also reflects the 
media accessing habit of a new generation. At Xiaohongshu and Bilibili, many financial management 
uploaders have emerged, and the video views can reach millions. In the comment area of the post, 
many fans said that it is more fun for bloggers to impart financial management experience, and they 
feel like fighting side by side with their peers.

Putting aside the pursuit of funds, young people’s attempts at value investment and appreciation are 
by no means confined to the traditional capital field. They have more non-traditional ways to practice 
their investment theories. The most representative ones are sneakers and collectibles.

Age Distribution of Baidu Index on financial management keyword in June 2021
Source: Baidu Index, PwC analysis

Post -90s

Post -80s

Shares

Shares

Shares

Shares
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Funds
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CHOCO1ATE Art Trend Collection Space

About: GOTO
A trendy lifestyle brand established in 2018. Brand 
belief is just like the brand name - "do it". The brand 
tone emphasizes on fashion, technology, innovation, and 
relaxation, advocating and encouraging everyone to love 
life and be a better version of themselves. With "born 
for the love of customers" as the core driving force of the 
brand throughout, it is commit ted to becoming the first 
choice for young people around the world to experience 
the trendy design lifestyle.

About: SNEAKERCON
SNEAKERCON, a well-known sneaker exhibition originating 
from the US, holds sneaker gatherings all over the world every 
year, bringing together sneaker enthusiasts from different regions. 
In addition to discussing the experience of sneaker trading, there 
are also many dizzying boutique sneakers on display, which is 
the dream place of Sneakerhead around the world.

1). Sneakers become a financl currency for young people

"Middle-aged people trade stocks, young people 
trade sneakers", sneakers have become hard 
currency in the new generation because of their 
stable shape, easy storage, convenient identification, 
and appreciation potential. The second-hand shoe 
trading platform StockX showed that the secondary 
trading price of the popular shoe Cactus Plant Flea 
Market X Nike Dunk Low released in November 
2020 has a premium rate of 6,983% of the original 
price.

Zineng Chen, principal of the trendy lifestyle brand 
GOTO, used a vivid analogy: Sneakers are like 
antique collectibles for contemporary young people. 
As long as the sneaker market exists, their market 
price will exist as well, with a certain increase every 
year. "Like all other investments, there are short-term 
and long-term options for sneaker trading. Some 
sneakers with popular topics, such as Li-Ning's co-
brands, have been speculated to more than RMB 
5,000 in a short period of time. In established 
auction houses like Sotheby's, more and more sky-
high priced sneakers are appearing."

Jerry Wu, head of the world-renowned sneaker 
carnival SNEAKERCON China, also exemplified the 
factors that determine whether a pair of sneakers 
have collectible value, such as the rarity of sneakers, 
popularity, completeness of the series, and the story 
behind. "The form of sneaker collection is very 
diverse. A pair of sneakers used by Lebron James in 
the game can be sold for over hundreds of thousands 
RMB with complete certificates; Of course, if you 
have every colour scheme of each generation of 
Lebron sneaker from the 1st to the 17th, it is called 
a special collection." Jerry added, "The so-called 
GOAT collection is sought after by old players, and 
new players see it as a dream.“

Just as in the food delivery business war, the most 
profitable is not the restaurant nor the delivery rider, 
but the person who makes the food delivery boxes. 
The "trendy sneaker trading" benefits not only 
collectors, but also some emerging industries derived 
from sneaker trading. The "trendy sneaker trading" 
benefits not only collectors, but also some emerging 
industries derived from sneaker trading. GOTO is 
among the early ones that caught up with this wave 
of market benefits. 

"GOTO’s products and services include storage 
boxes for sneakers, online and offline cleaning 
services for sneakers, self-owned products, etc. The 
annual sales of the sneaker box alone can exceed 
RMB 100 million.

In addition to monetary profits, another major 
reason for the popularity of sneaker collections is 
the social opportunities brought by its universality. 
Jerry took his own business as an example. The 
original intention of SNEAKERCON was to provide 
a sharing platform for people who love trends. After 
everyone exchanges or buys and sells collections, it 
gives a pair of sneakers more stories and meanings. 
Compared with the unilateral artist giving meaning in 
traditional art, sneakers or trend collections are more 
like a creative process of multi-person interaction.
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PwC

About: CHOCO1ATE Art Trendy Collection Space
Founded in early 2021 by James Li Zheng, a collector of contemporary art, collectibles and sneakers, and his friends. The CHOCO1ATE Art 
Trendy Collection Space is divided into two areas, the "exhibition hall" and the "store", bringing the works, toys, printmaking and other peripheral 
products of popular artists such as Yayoi Kusama, Yoshitomo Nara, Takashi Murakami, KAWS, Daniel Arsham, etc., as well as BE@RBRICK and 
other trendy collectibles that are popular all over the world are all available here.

2). Be cautious when getting started with financial management 
on trendy goods
Similar to the sneaker market, there are trend art and toy markets. According to observations by PwC, many "Gen 
Z" said that the purpose of buying trendy garage kits is for investment transactions.

James Li, the founder of CHOCO1ATE Art Trendy Collection Space, told us that the space he operates is divided 
into three parts: Space commercial operation (Pop-up), trendy art collection exhibition, consignment of art toys. 
Of which, consignment is one of the main sources of income, ranging from BE@RBRICK blind boxes at RMB 99 
to art toys priced over millions. According to James' observation, China currently has the most resourceful young 
players around the world. Based on the wealth of this group, they have become a fan group of some internationally 
renowned trend artists, and they are cheerily supporting their idols. However, the cognition and understanding of 
idols from "fangirls and fanboys" are very likely to be different from the "artistic road" that idols themselves are 
taking. For artists, in fact, this kind of environment is beyond their choice. Therefore, the different choices made by 
artists in the face of "monetary temptation" will have different effects on the collection value of these artworks. But it 
has to be said that the younger the artist, the easier he/she is to integrate into the entire domestic environment.

There is a risk when there is a transaction, not to mention in the trendy market where the rules have not yet been 
fully unified. Senior player Jerry also shared some personal experience. He believes that in the trendy sneaker and 
collectible category, sometimes the high price difference is only a short-term effect caused by information bias or 
access to resources. "I suggest that new players do not choose to invest in products that are sold and acquired 
through a single channel and have a high premium in the early stages of the release, but choose products that 
everyone has fair channels to obtain as much as possible. Their secondary market is active and prices are stable. 
Only when the consumption is large, can the product  rises abruptly based on its accumulated strength." James also 
mentioned the timeliness of trendy art itself. He believes that it is necessary to be cautious when getting started in 
trendy financial management, and it is very important to do your homework. Even if you choose artists with high 
prospects, you should choose products that don't replicate itself too much, have a small output, and are highly 
popular in secondary market transactions.

The growth of the whole society and the growth of a single individual often 
complement each other. The development trend of the young generation's 
diversity is an important social reality that has been revealed by the inclusion 
of multiple values in the development of China's society. Meanwhile, the 
growth and changes of the younger generation will also inject fresh blood into 
the society and promote the development of society in a more diverse and 
inclusive direction.

The younger generation has an ever-increasing demand for pan-knowledge 
content that can achieve self-growth. In the consumer market, they also show 
a trend of shopping more rationally. Brands need to establish a professional 
image to resolve consumers’ confusions and fulfil demands; And communicate 
with consumers in the form of diverse content that young people love to watch.

Conclusion：

Taking fun and professionalism into account 
when establishing a brand:

Business 
Insights
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In the past, people may have had to choose between Eastern and Western cultures, but Chinese 
young people, especially those born after 1995 who grew up in a mix of cultures, seem to have no 
such psychological burden with two cultures: You are not bad, but we are also fine. Chinese young 
people grew up in an era of rapid economic development in China. Thanks to the self-confidence and 
economic strength of a big country, they have unprecedented curiosity and desire to explore local 
culture and traditional culture. The Bilibili’s New Year Eve party in the past two years has proved this 
point: Integrating ancient, modern, Chinese and foreign in an eye-catching way - using Suona for “Tom 
and Jerry“ dubbing, letting Pipa, Shakuhachi and Sheng as the protagonists and cooperating with the 
symphony orchestra, and playing from "Cancan Dance" and “Cang Hai Yi Sheng Xiao" to "News 
Broadcast" and “Er Quan Ying Yue"... This kind of collision showing the vigorous cultural confidence 
of young people. They are truly on the path of " a world in which countries treasure their own distinct 
heritages, appreciate other cultures and promote shared prosperity", and the most important and 
fundamental prerequisite is that they have a heartfelt recognition and pride for Chinese culture.

China’s post-90s, post-95s, and 
even post-00s are growing up in 
the era of Chinese own brands. 
Young people take pride in 
“made in China" brands, and are 
confident in expressing fashion 
and trends.
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1Trend
The cul tural  conf idence is  mani fes ted in young 
generation’s preference for Chinese aesthetics. It isn't 
surprise that young people who believe in " appearance 
is power " more than their predecessors are conquered 
by Chinese beauty. They have a natural affability with the 
images and artistic conceptions of oriental aesthetics. The 
profound foundation of traditional Chinese aesthetics and 
the diversity of expressions allow young people who seek 
uniqueness to find different communities. From Hanfu to 
domestic makeup products, Chinese aesthetics, promoted 
by young people, have become extremely popular.

Chinese aesthetics root in the 
youths’ heart
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a. Young people become the main consumers of Hanfu
According to observations by PwC, the Hanfu market, which comprised only a handful of buyers 
previously, has started to see mass consumption. Since 2017, the sales scale of Chinese Hanfu 
market has been increasing year by year. In 2019, it had an explosive growth, which a roughly 
three-fold increase from 2018; in 2020, this number rise to over RMB 6 billion, a YoY increase of 
around 40% . Sales in 2021 are expected to reach RMB 9 billion. The number of Chinese Hanfu 
fans reached nearly 1.2 million in 2017. By 2020, this number has increased more than ten times 
and is expected to reach 7 million in 2021.

According to observations by PwC, young people are the main consumers of Hanfu, with the post-
90s and post-95s making up the largest percentage. Also, in terms of unit price, Hanfu ranging 
between Rmb300 and Rmb500 is the most popular. While some high-end Hanfu may reach 
Rmb1,000 in price, there is some consumer demand. It can be seen that consumers not only have a 
strong willingness to consume, but also have consumption ability.

Shiyin, an uploader and Hanfu KOL who has more than 1.4 million fans on Bilibili, said that 
the reason for her initial enthusiasm for Hanfu is simple, it is purely because of its beauty. This is 
probably the reason why many young people like Hanfu in the first place. “I like Hanfu, not because 
I want to be more unique, niche, and belonging, but because I think they are beautiful and are just 
my thing. Hanfu is a type of clothes I want to wear in my daily life.” Like many young people, she 
grew up watching costume dramas, and has become naturally familiar with the various costumes that 
appear in them. During her many years of studying and living abroad, as a Chinese, she had been 
unsure each time she was required to wear her national costume to her school’s “Cultural Day”, until 
she found Hanfu. 

2015 -2021E China's Hanfu market size 
(RMB 100 million) 

2015-2021E Number of Hanfu fans  in 
China (ten thousand people)

Source: Qianzhan industry research institute, PwC analys Source: Qianzhan industry research institute, PwC analys
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As videos of Hanfu collections and outfits shared on social media have gained popularity, Shiyin who 
is fluent in English, has begun to promote Hanfu culture on more international occasions and has tried 
to incorporate more traditional culture essence into her content production. In a sharing session on the 
theme of "What is luxury", while sharing international luxury brands, she also shared the history and 
culture of traditional fabrics such as brocade, watered gauze and ancient coins with designers and 
experts. Expect to bring "Chinese luxury" to the attention of more people. “If it is said that because of 
the economic and material gap in the parents' generation, people  had worshipped foreigners, now 
with the rise of China’s power, young people no longer need to ‘seek out’. We have so many good 
things ourselves.“ Shiyin said frankly.

Chinese Hanfu consumers purchase driving 
scenarios
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b. Young people love domestic beauty products

c.  Extension of oriental aesthetics

In addition to Hanfu, domestic beauty products are also in line with young people‘s idea that “appearance 
is power”. At the product level, domestic beauty products are realizing the process from being crushed to 
counterattack. From the recommended content of Xiaohongshu to live e-commerce, domestic beauty products are 
taking advantage of social media to rising strongly.  According to PwC analysis, In 2020 Taobao beauty brand 
sales ranking, the first and the second are the leading brand of domestic beauty Perfect Diary and Florasis. 
In addition, among the top 20, domestic brands and international brands each account for half – the two can 
already compete with each other in terms of sales. The rise of domestic beauty products is related to the changes 
in the beauty consumer group. Nowadays, the main consumer groups of domestic beauty products are the post-
95 “Gen Z" who come from well-to-do families. And most of them are the only child, and are truly hedonists; 
They are also a generation who grew up in the online world, with active thinking, a strong acceptance of new 
things, and they are willing to experience and try new things. More importantly, they grew up in the era of rapid 
development in China, and they did not worship "famous international brands" from day 1.. According to the 
"National Products Consumption Trend Report" released by Suning, from January to April 2020, the post-90s’ 
consumption of domestic products increased by 56.7%, and the post-00s’ consumption increased by 63.5%. 
This also fully illustrates the powerful pull effect of young consumers on domestic beauty products. 

The representative of domestic beauty products — Perfect Diary has a very clear user positioning, targeting the 
youth. According to the data given by Chen Yuwen, the co-founder of Perfect Diary’s parent company Yatsen, 
in a public interview, its users are accurately positioned as young female aged 18-28, of which the post-00s 
accounted for 50% and the post-95s accounted for 70%. The "Gen Z" (post-95s) has gradually become the key 
customers of the Chinese cosmetics market.

Florasis is a very representative domestic beauty brand. Be it product design, stories expressed, or endorsement 
selection, it adheres to traditional aesthetic characteristics. The founder and CEO of Florasis, Huamantian, 
stated in an interview that “Florasis is not only a brand, but also tries our best to explore and create a brand 
new category.” In Huamantian’s view, the reason for the success is that “Chinese young consumers have 
unprecedentedly increased their recognition and love for domestic products. At the same time, they have higher 
pursuits for beauty and fashion, therefore the domestic beauty market presents a great development prospect”. 
This has become the most important "timing" in his view.

Distribution of top 20 beauty brands 
on Taobao in 2018 -2020
Source: Tao data, PwC analysis

Emerging 
domestic 
brands        

International 
brand

To Summer, a domestic fragrance brand with 
"Oriental Beauty" imprinted in the brand DNA, 
has attracted much attention in recent years. Its 
products are based on oriental culture, expressing 
like golden Osmanthus, white magnolia, wormwood, 
gardenia, bamboo and other aromas that are closely 
connected with the memory of Chinese people. Shen 
Li, the co-founder and principle of To Summer, found 
that "more and more young people are willing to 
choose Chinese original fragrance brands like To 
Summer. Many users of To Summer are also fans of 
Hanfu, and they will choose To Summer’s ceramic 
wardrobe incense hanging to match their Hanfu."
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c.  Extension of oriental aesthetics

She also observed that urban people are paying more 
attention to fragrances because many people are 
living alone, especially young people. Being alone 
often makes people deepen self-awareness and pay 
attention to details in the room more naturally”. 

It is also worth mentioning that even if the brand 
itself does not focus on “Chinese style" or "oriental 
mood", similar related co-branded products have 
become popular series created by major domestic 
beauty products. “Qing Yun Dong Fang” launched by 
Maogeping beauty and Forbidden City Cultural and 
Creative, “Bai Niao Chao Feng” launched by CATKIN 
and Summer Palace, "Yue Se Yan Cai" twelve-colour 
eyeshadow palette created by Pechoin and Dunhuang 
Museum, as well as "Fantasies 16-colour Eyeshadow 
Palette" co-operated by Perfect Diary and "National 
Geographic of China" are all series of products that 
have caused considerable enthusiasm on social media.

Under this background, it is not surprising that the 
Chinese-style beauty featuring “snow skin, red lips, 
black hair and eyebrows” has become popular 
overseas in recent years. According to public 
information compiled by PwC, it is found that Japanese 
beauty bloggers was inspired by the makeup from 
the Chinese movie “Youth” in 2019. She released a 
"Chinese-style makeup" video and received 890,000 
views on YouTube, which directly drove this trend. 
The video containing the keyword "Chinese style" 
has become popular on foreign social media, with 
the highest clicks exceeding 2.25 million. Seventeen, 
a mainstream Japanese fashion magazine, featured 
Chinese makeup in its October 2019 issue. This craze 
has further attracted the attention of Chinese young 
people after "selling back" to China. In March 2020, 
the famous makeup artist Tang Yi and the Bilibili 
celebrity Yi Bing YCC collaborated on the theme of 
"Chinese makeup", which ranked sixth in the trending 
list of Bilibili and first in the fashion channel.
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2Trend
“Attracted by beauty and fall for talents“. A slight 
extension of this popular online expression may also 
apply to the process of young people "being impressed" 
by traditional culture. Many people are attracted to 
traditional culture for the first time because they are 
"pleasant to see", but their true understanding, hobbies, 
and even deeper expressions are undoubtedly attributed 
to the profound meaning of Chinese culture. In this 
process, the growing base of "culturally confident" young 
people has achieved a more youthful, modern and 
diversified expression of Chinese culture by responding, 
consuming, co-creating, and interacting.

Young people are keen to 
revive and “clock in" Chinese 
traditional culture
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Documentaries focusing on "Chinese culture" attract the 
attention of young people

b. Young people “clock in” traditional museums

The popularity of documentaries focusing on "Chinese culture" on social media may be one of the most intuitive 
manifestations. From “Repairing cultural relics in the Forbidden City”, “If national treasures could talk”, “It's 
new, Forbidden City” to ‘Materia Medica China’, "Chinese Poetry Conference", "National Treasure“, and 
"A Bite of China", "Flavour of China", "Aerial China", a series of documentaries and variety shows focusing 
on topics including ancient cultural relics, ancient poetry, traditional Chinese medicine, food and geography 
have received a warm response. On Douban, the Chinese documentaries scored an average of 8.2 points. 
According to PwC's observations based on public information, more than 80% of the documentary audiences 
are 18-35 years old. As high-quality programs become younger, more innovative, and more interesting in terms 
of storytelling, viewing, and performance, they are better received by young people.

a. 

Complementing this is the rise of museums and 
other cultural tourism destinations as cultural IPs and 
"Internet-famous sites" for young people. According 
to the National Cultural Heritage Administration, 
the number of museums in China has continued to 
increase since 2010, reaching 5,788 by 2020. The 
audience visiting the museum is also increasingly 
young. Take the Palace Museum in Beijing as an 
example, in 2019, the historical number of visitors 
to the Forbidden City exceeded 19 million, of which 
40% were under 30 years old and 24% were 30-
40 years old. The young people born in the 80s and 
90s have obviously become the main visitors. During 
the COVID-19 epidemic in 2020, more than 30 well-
known domestic museums, including the National 
Museum of China, Dunhuang Research Institute, 
Nanjing Museum, and Suzhou Museum, launched 
the livestreaming mode, and achieved a “proud” 
score of more than 10 million views in a single day. 
Professional commentators use live broadcasting as 
a popular way to promote national treasure culture. 
This is obviously a new super "unlocking" method—
what is unlocked is not only the communication 
method of the museum, but also the way young 
people participate in traditional culture. Online 
driving offline, online and offline interaction, they are 
means for young people to visit cultural destinations.

Age distribution of visitors to the 
Palace Museum

Number of visitors to the Palace 
Museum

Source: Public information, statistics from the Palace 
Museum, PwC compilation

Source: Public information, statistics from the Palace 
Museum, PwC compilation
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c. Young people actively promote local dialect culture

d. Chinese animations that grew up with young people

There is also a force that is not often mentioned. While many older people lament the “disappearance of dialects”, 
young people have become the key to “save dialects” and “promote local culture”. Local dialect rappers speaking 
Hokkien, Chaozhou language, Shanghainese, Changsha dialect, Cantonese and other local dialects are emerging. 
Established in 2016, Chongqing’s local comedy team "Che Guaner, dedicated to promoting Chongqing’s street 
culture, combines comic art forms such as Chongqing crosstalk, sketch comedies, talk shows, magic, and mime. 
With the help of video and social media, it went through a process from no one cares to popular. As of June 30 
2021, " Che Guaner" has nearly 1 million fans on TikTok. At the same time, dialect-themed content also shines on 
platforms such as Bilibili and TikTok. “Dialect celebrities” such as Jin Yu, who set up an emotional lecture room for 
boys by using Sichuan dialect, "Ningbo Aunty“, who teaches everyone how to speak Ningbo dialect, Wang Zitao, 
a young guy from Shandong who created his own dialect dubbing clips, and “Duoyu and Sister Maomao“, who tell 
life comedy in Guiyang dialect, etc. have begun to become a new force attracting the attention of young people on 
social media.

If documentaries, museums, dialects, dramas, and other so-called “traditions” show younger expressions due to the 
participation and interaction of young audiences, then the rise of “Chinese comics”, Chinese trendy collectibles 
and Chinese-style games is a diversification in the field "naturally occupied" by young people. With the rise of 
Chinese young people's cultural confidence, these markets, which were previously firmly occupied by American and 
Japanese IP, are constantly emerging excellent products that better reflect the collective memories of growth, have 
Chinese cultural heritage, and root in local culture. From Chinese comics representatives such as “Monkey King: 
Hero Is Back”, “Bigfish & Begonia”, “Nezha: Birth of the Demon Child”, “White Cat Legend” to Chinese Ancientry 
mobile games such as “Canal Towns”, “Ink · Mountains and Mystery”, “The Beautiful Dream”, “The Swords”, all of 
which are undoubtedly a brand new world of self-pleasure created by young people.
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3Trend
There are many ways of defining the “Chinese fad“. In 
a broad sense, some people think that "made in China" 
is Chinese fad; others think that products designed by 
Chinese designers are Chinese fad; and some even think 
that designs with Chinese elements should be classified as 
Chinese fad.

According to the official Tmall Global Carnival season 
2020 sports and outdoor brand rankings, the top four 
brands are Nike, Adidas, Li Ning and Anta. Chinese 
brands occupied half of the rankings, and the proportion 
of domestic products in the mass consumption was 
increasing. In the past, Chinese consumers born in the 
1970s and 1980s grew up in an era of "foreign brands" 
and worshipped foreign brands while distrusted Chinese 
brands. With the continuous development of China's 
economy, the age of the growth for the young people 
born in the 90s, 95s, and even 00s is also the era of 
the rise of Chinese brands. Young people are more 
confident in “Chinese products" and more confident in the 
expression of fashion and trend.

The Chinese fad promoted by 
young people has become a 
cultural symbol
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About: Feng Chen Wang
Founded by Chinese designer Fengchen Wang. As a leader among the new generation of young design forces in China, she obtained an 
internationally renowned master's degree in menswear design from the Royal College of Art in 2015. She is well-known for its neutral design 
style that is rich in structure and functionality. Feng Chen Wang was selected for the semi-finals of 2016 LVMH Young Designers Grand Prix 
with her graduation design series, and was the only Chinese designer to be selected for the final of 2020 International Woolmark Prize. The 
brand has continually cooperated with brands such as Converse, Levi's, Nike and Pepsi, bringing a distinct personal stamp and creative 
energy to the projects.
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a. Trendy young Chinese designers

From Made in China to the expression of Chinese culture

About ten years ago, the phrase "Chinese designer" 
began to be used frequently. A large number of 
young Chinese, with high-quality domestic or 
overseas education, began to create their own 
independent brands and to integrate unique and 
independent labels into the design. There are handful 
brands use street culture as a way of dressing and 
living, such as Sankuanz and Xander Zhou, which 
have become popular among a small group of 
young people. Sankuanz designer Shangguan Zhe 
focuses on deconstructing the contemporary youth 
culture, and proposes a hypothesis for the future 
society through fashion creation. He integrates 
the cultural connotations of religion, subculture, 
contemporary art and other contemporary concerns 
of young people into fashion design. These concepts 
and forms eventually return to the adolescent image 
in his fashion collections. But these designer brands 
are more like the entertainment of a small youth 
group, and have not yet stepped into the public's 
vision or been labelled as “Chinese”. 

Fengchen Wang, founder and designer of Feng 
Chen Wang, an independent designer brand that 
has cooperated with international brands Nike and 
Converse for many times, thinks, 

"There are many reasons for the rise of Chinese 
fad. Maybe because it is the right time. We started 
preparing for the "Made in China" series in 2017, 
which was commented as "redefining Made in 
China" at New York Fashion Week. I think Chinese 
fad can't just stay in the literal sense, just like in all 
subsequent series, we use practical actions to dig 
out more Chinese elements, crafts, culture, etc., and 
show them in design language.”

When he was asked to define Chinese fad, Fil 
Xiaobai, one of the most popular fashion bloggers 
in China (with 5.6 million Weibo followers and 
around 180,000 Instagram followers as of June 
30, 2021), said , “In fact, there was no concept of 
Chinese fad 10 years ago. Independent Chinese 
designers were mentioned more. Until Li Ning went 
to the show in New York, people began to put 
forward this concept. First of all, people has made 
it clear that Chinese independent designers are the 
part of high-end fashion; and Chinese fad generally 
refers to some Chinese sports brands and outdoor 
brands, which are more trendy, cheaper, and have 
a broader audience. And because ‘Streetwear’ has 
been very popular in recent years, these brands 
have found a direction to follow, while integrating 
their original style. 

The Li Ning New York show that Fil Xiaobai mentioned above refers to that Li Ning brought the "Enlightenment" 
series to the 2018 Fall/Winter New York Fashion Week. New products incorporating Chinese elements was 
reported a lot by mainstream domestic and overseas media, as people began to realize the power of “Chinese 
fad". Since then, Li Ning appeared in Paris fashion Week later, the traditional Suzhou embroidery weaving 
method used in the production of modern sportswear, making the Chinese "red and yellow" more fashionable. 
For a while, hoodies and T-shirts with the Logo "China Li Ning" became a popular product.

b. 
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Sneakerhead Aka Shen, said of the “Chinese fad”: 
"Chinese fad has been in development for nearly 10 
years. This term has been slightly negative at first, 
and has gradually been recognized by the public and 
transformed into high-frequency purchases. In recent 
years, many Chinese fad brands and international 
sports brands with distinctive brand tonality have 
started co-branding. Instead of using the international 
sports brands as endorsement for Chinese fad brands, 
the cooperation projects are a mutual integration 
of the two communities. The international sports 
brands can help Chinese fad brands to enhance their 
brand image and become more globalized; On the 
contrary, Chinese fad brands also help international 
sports brands to reach more local communities and 
consumers."

Mizi Zhou, principal of the fashion collection store Solestage, said: “The Chinese fad is not only about the rise of 
Chinese products and Chinese brands, but also about Chinese nostalgic feelings and confidence. You can consider 
the "Chinese fad” as "a fashion brand founded by Chinese local designers", but in fact, Chinese fad is a popular 
phenomenon with brands as the carrier, which can not only meet the youth's needs of fashion pursuit, but also 
emphasize the return of traditional Chinese culture. There are four important elements of the Chinese fad: Chinese, 
brand, fashion and culture.” 

Solestage is also one of Li Ning’s important distributors in North America. Regarding the popularity of the Chinese 
fad, Solestage principal Jiahuan Xia states that, "Firstly, the overall fashion culture is developing better and better 
in China. The entire industry chain, including supply chain, multi-channel marketing, and sales platform, has large 
development potential in China; Coupled with the pride of domestic young people stimulated by China’s rapid 
development, they no longer blindly worship foreign brands and feel that Made in China is also very good, and 
even more worthy of support. Both points will attract more people to this industry."

Age distribution of Chinese fad 
Baidu index

Source: Baidu index, PwC analysis
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c. Will there be a fashion culture that belongs to China
In recent years, people are paying attention to another unique “Chinese fad" : the celebrity fashion 
brands based on the personal style and lifestyle of Chinese celebrities. William Chan launched his 
personal brand CANOTWAIT_ in April 2020. The first collection started with emotion and infused 
the design with William Chan's love for his family. Subsequently, CANOTWAIT_ also launched a 
joint collection with ski brand Bur Ton to promote William Chan's love of skiing.

The personal brand xVESSEL launched by Vanness Wu in 2018 can also be regarded as a success 
case. A pair of deconstructed and reassembled canvas shoes made the debut at Innersect's fashion 
show. The vamp is dislocated and has multiple layers of mid-outsoles, as well as the canvas on the 
surface is whipped and broken, and the hand-painted lettering on the toe is a very graphic reflection 
of Vanness Wu's own views on art and fashion.

There is also Team Wang, which was established within a very short time but has aroused many hot 
buying scenes. It was founded by Jackson Wang and its pop-up store debuted in Shanghai in July 
2020. According to reports, more than 4,000 people queued to enter the store on the first day, with 
some 100,000 onlookers around, which clearly reflects the influence of the star.

Of course, it is not a new thing that celebrity artists create fashion brands. In early 2000, many 
artists from Hong Kong and Taiwan began to create their own brand. Jay Chou launched his 
personal fashion brand PHANTACi in 2006; Mayday singer A Xin and illustrator Bu Erliang founded 
STAYREAL in 2007; In 2008, JJ Lin launched SMG; Nic Li and Wilber Pan founded NPC in 2009; 
Shawn Yue founded Common Sense in 2011 and MADNESS in 2014, and MADNESS achieved 
substantial sales growth from 2016 to 2019. What worth mention is CLOT, founded by Edison 
Chen and Kelvin Poon in 2003. Combining Chinese culture and traditional craftsmanship with their 
sensitivity to fashion trends, these two principles have created a unique design style of the brand, 
and launched co-branded limited products with many famous international brands such as Nike and 
Converse. CLOT has made a big splash in the international trend and cultural circles very early. 
In February 2018, CLOT released its 15th anniversary collection in a fashion show at New York 
Fashion Week for the first time.

As one of the principals of CLOT, Edison shared his views on the “Chinese fad”: “I don’t think there 
is a so-called “Chinese fad” or international brands. Fashion is actually more of an attitude towards 
life. You can give it a new meaning through your own ideas and creativity. The most suitable way 
of dressing and life attitude is a trend in itself.” Edison said, “In the past few years, the Chinese fad 
seems to have gradually become the mainstream of Chinese fashion culture, as Chinese creativity 
and Chinese manufacturing is being increasingly understood and accepted by the world with the 
efforts of Chinese designers; On the other hand, fashion culture has gradually entered the public life, 
and people are more willing to accept it. But one important point is that we must always understand 
the definition of excellence and continue to create better products, so that we can proudly say: “This 
is made in China.””.

About: CLOT
Founded in 2003 by Edison Chen & Kevin Poon, it is a collection of fashion. Since 2004, it has launched Brand CLOT and often works with 
international brands to launch creative products. CLOT has cooperated with many well-known international brands and celebrities such as 
Nike, Visvim, Segment Design, Coca-Cola, Stussy, Medicom Toy, etc. In addition to music, fashion and design, CLOT is often involved in PR 
consultancy and event planning. In 2018, CLOT celebrated its 15th anniversary by held fashion shows at New York and Paris Fashion Weeks.
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Dior's fall 2021 men's collection incorporates traditional Chinese seed-embroidery
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As Young People in China increasingly pursue expression 
of cultural confidence and become an important force in 
global luxury market, many foreign brands are also trying 
to explore Chinese cultural el

Luxury localization catering to 
China's young market
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Burberry and Tencent jointly create the f irst social retail boutique "Burberry Space"

Luxury brands have all opted for digital transformation to cater to the shopping habits of young 
Chinese consumers. According to PwC's analysis conducted based on publicly available information, 
compared with consumers of other generations, China's young generation consumers, “Gen Z”, 
collect information mainly online, such as e-commerce platforms, Xiaohongshu or the brand’s official 
website /App.

Since 2020, more than 200 luxury brands have settled on the Tmall platform. The impact of 
COVID-19 has resulted in brands such as Louis Vuitton, Dior, and Burberry changing to "live 
streaming mode" and continuing to improve the shopping experience in line with audience 
expectations. In addition, Burberry also worked with Tencent to create an experimental "Burberry 
Space" in Shenzhen last year, using the concept of "social retail" to encourage customers to interact 
with the brand.

Digitalization from e-commerce, social networking to live 
streaming

a. 
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Tmall announced that 111 luxury brands, including Burberry and Valentino, will participate in the 
Tmall 618 shopping day,

End of May 2019

JD announced that Prada, Miu Miu, and Car Shoe, the three major brands of Prada Group, will 
officially set tle on JD during 618. Kering Group’s French luxury brand Saint Laurent and British 
luxury brand Alexander McQueen have successively announced their presence in JD TOPLIFE.

Louis Vuit ton announced its presence in TikTok, and released the first video through its official 
TikTok account, pre -heating the live streaming of the 2010 Spring/Summer Men’s Wear Show.

More than 200 luxury brands have set tled on Tmall, and the annual sales growth rate has exceeded 130%.

Louis Vuit ton organized the first live streaming and became the first luxury brand to live streaming on 
Xiaohongshu.

Tmall Luxury Soho's discount channel is newly launched on Taobao app. And Luxury Pavilion, which 
has been in operation for three years, is working together to empower luxury brands to transform 
and upgrade digitally.

Dior officially announced the opening of an official flagship store on Tmall, and was booked for up to 5,000 
hot-selling lipsticks within half a month.

Burberry and Tencent launch the first social retail boutique "Burberry Space" in the luxury industry.

Suning officially announced Jiang Shuying as the endorsement, and simultaneously launched the luxury 
channel, officially entering the luxury industry.

Dior live -streamed its spring/summer 2021 ready-to -wear series on its official Weibo, WeChat and TikTok 
accounts, with more than 83.6 million views.

The sales format of the Dior Double Eleven limited series echoes the Double Eleven e -commerce 
shopping festival, and the pre -sale was launched on the official online boutique and official 
website on October 15th.

The penetration rate of luxury e -commerce in China in 2020 has reached 11%, and it is predicted that it will 
reach 13% in 2021 and maintain a continuous upward trend.

Q1 data shows that 48.4% of Chinese consumers buy luxury goods in clothing, 47.8% in perfumes 
and cosmetics, 37.1% in jewellery, 36.2% in high-end luggage, and 29.6% in belts/shoes.

Cartier once again cooperated with Tmall Super Brand Day, leading customers to explore its seven 
iconic series: Tank, Trinity, Juste un Clou, Santos, Love, Panthère, Ballon Bleu.

Prada launches the KUN starring project (Prada 520 Mathematics of Love) and simultaneously sells 
its 520 limited series in offline stores, official websites and WeChat mini programs.

Tiffany released the “520” global limited edition Tif fany Key with a price starting at RMB 23,300, 
and only sold for a limited time through the WeChat mini program boutique.

Dior launches its first online jewellery virtual boutique mini program.

Louis Vuit ton launched its innovative 520 short video and promoted by Li Jiaqi, the online platform 
reaches more than three million views.

Tmall announces that Saint Laurent, Jimmy Choo, Burberry, Prada, Max Mara, Givenchy, Fendi will 
all participate in the Tmall 618 luxury product discount event.

Online marketing of luxury brands in China
Source: Public information, PwC analysis
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Chinese handicrafts have also become the "treasure" for more and more luxury brands and 
are integrated into the “Haute Couture". In 2015, The Belgian designer Dries Van Noten once 
transformed the traditional Miao silver ornaments into knitted patterns, hiding them in the hem of 
the trousers. In 2020, Dior’s Autumn/Winter 2021 men's wear collection featured American artist 
Kenny Scharf's pop graffiti prints directly on Su Embroidery, a national intangible cultural heritage of 
China. Each shirt takes up to 7,000 hours to embroider using more than 2,000 kinds of silk threads 
and traditional seed-embroidery techniques. Italian brand Marni also launched its Marni Miao series, 
which shows the traditional Miao handicrafts in the form of Miao embroidery, lace, weaving and 
silver ware.

Other brands are exploring more innovative and organic localization methods that may not be a 
obvious "marketing". Since 2019, Loewe has launched the "Year of China" featured films focusing 
on Chinese handicraft skills for three consecutive years. In the short films "Family·Inherit", it recorded 
handicraft stories from all over China, as well as the family-related culture of Chinese Spring Festival, 
including Shanxi paper-cut, Guiyang batik in Guizhou province, Shanghai dessert and Anhui Yuting 
cake, Sichuan Daoming bamboo weaving, Shanxi Wood-block New Year paintings and more. Prada 
spent six years renovating an old Shanghai building called Rong Zhai and transformed it into an 
art centre. In addition to establishing a connection between the brand and the local culture through 
architectural design, it regularly presents cultural activities in the form of social clubs, winning a high 
reputation among the artistic youth who love exhibitions. Cartier works with the Palace Museum to 
restore art and cultural relics, and the results are open to the public in the form of documentaries and 
special exhibitions.

There is no doubt that the dialogue and interaction between luxury brands and young Chinese 
consumers will continue to deepen.

Luxury brands are also exploring other localized models. Some use traditional Chinese festivals as 
an opportunity to launch products. In addition to the increasingly popular Lunar New Year special 
products, other festivals are gaining popularity and attention. For example, Balenciaga launched a 
special handbag line for the “Chinese Valentine's Day” of 2020, which paired the Hourglass bag 
with custom Chinese calligraphy and graffiti. Some choose more localized model teams and fashion 
shows. Louis Vuitton sourced almost all its models locally in the spring/summer 2021 Shanghai 
Men's Fashion Show. Before the show, there was a dragon dance animation featuring the old saying 
"do as the Romans do", which not only fit the scene but also the "innocent" starting point of the 
whole show.

b.  "Do as the locals do“, explore new mode

c.   “Haute couture” embraces Chinese handicrafts

d.  More local and organic youth expression
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Conclusion:

Business 
Insights:

The “Millennials” and “Gen Z” young people who grew up in the period 
of rapid economic development in China have unprecedented cultural 
confidence: They are keen to understand Chinese traditional culture; They 
use diverse and interesting way to express Chinese elements; They absorb 
and learn from the world, and they also love to show their own thinking 
and understanding. Under the trend of global localization, whether it is 
Chinese style or Chinese fad, young people agree with this aesthetic from 
the heart and have a strong responsibility to pass on Chinese culture to 
more people.

Incorporating the extensive and profound traditional Chinese culture 
into the product in a proper way, which is not overwhelming but 
complementary, cannot be achieved by a simple "concept implantation". 
The blunt utilitarian combination only makes young people who are well 
versed in traditional culture feel offended. Only traceable design concepts 
and creative integration can make products support the traditional culture.

The growing cultural confidence of young people bring the opportunity 
for Chinese brands. They look forward to the emergence of high-quality 
products, and they are also willing to show their love for Chinese culture 
and actively disseminate Chinese culture. Therefore, in order to attract 
young consumer groups, companies may wish to take root in local culture, 
create a unique Chinese cultural expression for their products and services, 
and shoulder the responsibility and self-confidence to promote local 
products to the world.

"Creative integration" rather than “just 
use it":

Cultural expression in a Chinese way:
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In addition to the group survey, we specially 
planned a chapter of "The Youth Figures" to 
observe and talk with four young people who 
are active in different fields: Chinese women's 
freestyle snowboarders Eileen Gu, cello player, 
actor, singer Nana Ou-yang, founder of the vibrant 
youth community “Polaris Youth” Chao Song, and 
short video creator Ziqi Li. Apart from the halo of 
them, their real experience and perspective as a 
"young person" gives us the most essential aspect 
of "youth".

Let the world see Chinese youth.

The Youth
 Figures

The young Chinese who are 
at the frontier of the era have 
shown us unprecedented fresh 
energy and infinite creativity.
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About: Eileen Gu 
Born in San Francisco, USA in 2003. In 2006, 3-year-old Eileen Gu 

started learning freestyle skiing in the children's class at the ski resort. 
At the age of 8, she joined the weekend amateur ski team in the Lake 

Tahoe area. She represented the Chinese team in 2019. As a freestyle 
skier, she won 11 gold medals for China in major events such as 

the Youth Olympic Games, Winter X Games Aspen, FIS World Cup 
and World Championships. In 2020, while completing the full-time 

high school course ahead of schedule, she was admitted to Stanford 
University with a nearly perfect score on the SAT

Super Z Genius

Eileen Gu
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“Every time I participate in games, I have an attitude and 
determination to win, but I don't expect too much from it. 
"— As a freestyle skier and world champion, Eileen Gu 
describes her mentality like this. In 2021, she has won 
two gold medal and one bronze medal at the X-Games 
Winter Extreme Games; later, she won two gold medals 
at the World Championships.

As a rising star in the field of freestyle skiing, born 
in the US, she has successively won 11 gold medals 
representing China and set multiple records. However, 
she doesn't like to tell the media about her hard work 
on the road to the championship. Instead, she has clear 
logical thinking, calm confidence, and determination from 
the bottom of her heart. At the age of 17, she seems to 
have acquired rationality and restraint beyond her peers.
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"Genius girls“ in everyone’s eyes

"Gen Z" is made up of 
thinkers, collaborators, 
advocates, and 
creatives.

In the eyes of outsiders, everything that is far beyond 
the "normal load" has long been accustomed in her life 
— She responds calmly and gets along well with it. Just 
as the body is as light as a swallow, in her life, she also 
controls everything in her hands with a light gesture.

As the youngest player and the only newcomer 
in the X Games Aspen at the beginning of this 
year, Eileen Gu first appeared on X-Games and 
set multiple world records and won three medals 
- Women's Ski SuperPipe champion, Women's 
Ski Slopestyle champion, and third winner in 
Women's Ski Big Air; The original goal was to 
win only one medal. The record of "two gold 
medals and one bronze medal" exceeded her 
expectation. She became the first Chinese athlete 
in history to win a gold medal in the X Games 
Aspen.

Standing on the podium, Eileen Gu felt as if she 
was "standing on top of the world": X-Games 
was the top competition of extreme sports in 
the world, and for her as a child, it was like a 
distant dream — It was a lighthouse above the 
vast sea guiding her step by step to the success 
she achieved today.

Soon after, at the World Championships in 
March, Eileen Gu also won two gold medals in 
the Women‘s Ski Slopestyle final and Ski Half 
Pipe final, setting a record again. The time goes 
back to the FIS World Cup in January 2019. In 
that year, she at the age of 15 began to enter 
the public view because of a gold medal in 
Women’s Slopestyle. The outside world called 
her “a genius girl“ — Not only is she a world 
champion, her outstanding appearance also 
makes her the favorite of the fashion circle; 

In addition, to prepare for the 2022 Beijing 
Winter Olympics, she completed the last two 
years’ full-time high school course ahead of 
schedule in one year.

She scored 1,580 points on the American 
college entrance examination SAT out of total 
score of 1,600 and was admitted to Stanford 
University.

"I know that most of my competitors can train 
every day, which is considered a luxury. With 
the Olympics approaching, I also know that only 
practicing skiing on weekends and holidays is 
not enough to achieve the high targets I set for 
myself." She worked with the dean of the school 
to formulate a special study plan, which also 
made her the first student in the school's history 
to graduate one year earlier.

In Eileen Gu’s view, skiing is a sport full of 
expressiveness and creativity — "Every athlete 
uses her skills in a slightly different way, and 
sometimes she even invents a brand-new skill 
to give full play to her individuality." And these 
years of training is in a unique way, allowing 
her to reap the tenacity, sportsmanship and 
precious friendship - In her view, those are things 
she cannot get in skiing. Growing up in a highly 
logical and rigorously arranged life model, she 
was deeply influenced by it and she frankly 
admitted that she was a "rational animal"; 
However, it is this kind of rationality and restraint 
that foreshadows her legendary experience in 
latter days.
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Enjoy the journey to the destination

The most important quality is self-discipline

Now, to focus on preparing for the 2022 Beijing 
Winter Olympics, Eileen Gu has decided to defer 
enrolment to college for a year. If the Olympics 
is a "destination," she wants to do everything 
she can to enjoy the journey to that destination. 
"So while I'm looking forward to the Winter 
Olympics, my biggest goal is to enjoy this year's 
training and savor every moment of it.“

For her, just being at the Winter Olympics was 
a great honour, and she had the luxury of finally 
having a lot of time to train full time. More 
importantly,

Eileen Gu sees it as a great opportunity to 
spread her sport to more people -- especially 
young girls. The Chinese government has set a 
target of getting 300 million people involved in 
snow sports during the 2022 Winter Olympics. 
I hope to bring confidence, physical and mental 
health, and friendship to children in China and 
around the world through the Olympics." While 
Gu has long been grateful for the "genius girl" 
label, she prefers to think of it as "an unrealistic 
expectation of perfection". Like most teenagers, 
she has a wide range of interests -- running, 
basketball, horseback riding, rock climbing, 
surfing... What seems all to be her hobbies as 
an amateur; She never gave up on keeping in 
touch with her friends even though she had a 
busy schedule

The outside world has never stopped exploring the inner success mechanism of the "genius girl", but 
Eileen Gu tells us that there is no shortcut nor the so-called secret. In this race against time in her life, 
"self-discipline" is the most important weapon.

"I think the most important quality for achieving success is self-discipline." Under the guidance of her 
mother, she learned "time management" at a very young age and devoted herself to any affairs at hand. 
"Since I was little, my mother always said to me: 'Your time is very precious.' She taught me to think 
twice before making most of my decisions every day."

In retrospect, since childhood, the back seat of the car has become the "most functional place" in Eileen 
Gu's mind: that is her kitchen, dining room, her dressing room, and bedroom — In order to make the 
most of every minute of the day, on Friday nights, she often completed math homework during the four-
hour drive to the Lake Tahoe ski resort, or hurried eating a few pork buns in the back seat of the car 
before basketball training. Because of this, in the transition between high-intensity and multi-dimensional 
life, study, and work, she can keep more than ten hours of sleep almost every day. It sounds incredible, 
but the truth is that, like some kind of interaction, it is the ten hours of sleep that guarantees her full 
energy throughout the day.

In the busy schedule of school and career, pressure is inevitable, but "autonomy" gives Eileen Gu the 
initiative to balance her life: “Autonomy is one of my advantages. At least, I call it ‘autonomy'." In 
life, she likes to set goals for what she wants to do, and then analyze and determine the usual ways 
to achieve these goals—whether it's contacting her favorite brands and programs, or applying to the 
schools and courses she yearns for, or going to see people she wants to see... "evaluate your choices 
rationally and quickly, so as to maximize the use of time" has always been an important methodology 
for her pursuit of dream. "Every minute of my day will be used, but often I quickly judge what I should 
do until that moment I realize time is passing." In her opinion, "It may be difficult to urge myself to do 
something at the right time. But it’s more difficult to learn how to stop.” This is also reflected in training 
and competition in extreme sports, only knowing “injury prevention” can provide the basic guarantee for 
a wonderful and long career.
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Q&A

When the game ended and she returned to San Francisco, she cherished the time spent with her 
friends; She loved fashion like most girls, and she did not shy away from talking about her gleaming 
"actor dream“ --- “I have many dream careers, including but not limited to: food connoisseur, molecular 
geneticist, model, actor, or Chinese ambassador.“

At this stage, her biggest wish is to "live full and meaningful every day": "I like that feeling --- full of 
motivation before going to bed every day and looking forward to the next morning. I like the kind of 
enthusiasm towards life, a gold medal, a new technique, the kind of joy that a new friend brings." 
Whether it's flying on a ski slope or a glamorous modelling career under the spotlight, these may not last 
forever but she knows that never forget her dreams and working hard for the goals have long become 
the unchanging background colour of her personality.

"Similarly, just like other young people, I have my own problems and have my own 'war' to fight. I have 
been working hard to make myself better."

The Nation of Youth: As a member of Gen Z, 
in your opinion, what kind of power has this 
generation brought to the world?
Eileen Gu: I think that due to the popularity of 
the Internet and the rise of social media, Gen 
Z collectively realized the concepts of "self-
realization" and "self-creation" much earlier 
than our previous generations. This also means 
that many of us have a broad interest in fashion 
and other ways of expressing ourselves. Gen Z 
is made up of thinkers, collaborators, advocates 
and creators.
The Nation of Youth: Everyone thinks that 
your appearance is outstanding. Have you 
ever thought about entering the entertainment 
industry? Like to be an actor?
Eileen Gu: Thank you for your compliment, I 
am so honored. I have considered being an 
actor, and I am interested in exploring some 
related opportunities in the future. I grew up with 
cameras and flash lights, and I feel comfortable 
in front of cameras.
The Nation of Youth: Do you think you are more 
girlish or boyish?
Eileen Gu: When I was little, I always wanted to 
be seen as a tomboy. I think it would be cooler 
to look like a boy in appearance and behavior, 
perhaps because my idols in freestyle skiing are 
mostly men. When I was in high school, this idea 
completely disappeared from my mind, replaced 
by a more feminine myself—because I began 
to feel that my femininity gave me more power. 
However, in the past few years, I started to feel

my self-expression has nothing to do with 
femininity or masculinity, because true fashion 
has no gender. 
The Nation of Youth: How do you define "young" 
? What does “Youth" mean?
Eileen Gu: "Young" means full of curiosity, 
vitality, and  ambition. And “Youth" means 
removing “age” from “capability”; It means 
treat ing teenagers l ike adul ts and never 
underestimating them; It means expecting young 
people to take responsibility for their mission. As 
the most flexible and fast learning age group, 
our abilities are limitless.
The Nation of Youth: What advice do you have 
for young people who are struggling right now?
Eileen Gu: School is boring and tiring if you 
don't take an active part in it. My most critical 
advice is to find a way to make each class 
relevant to your real life, including your interests 
and hobbies. I remember I make a speech in my 
chemistry class in my second year at high school 
about the different shapes of snowflakes that can 
be formed by pressure, temperature, density and 
the size of moisture particles. If you make school 
fun, it will be fun. Learning is one of life's most 
exciting experiences, but it can only be enjoyed 
when the learner is fully engaged.
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A true role model for 
the new generation

Nana Ou-yang

About: Nana Ou-yang
Born in 2000, she is a cellist, actress and singer-songwriter. 
Learning cello since childhood, she was admitted to Curtis Institute 
of Music with full scholarship in 2013. In 2014, she made her 
debut in the movie “Beijing Love Story” and officially entered the 
entertainment industry. In 2015, she performed her first solo cello 
recital at the National Center for the Performing Arts in Beijing. 
In September 2018, she enrolled in Berklee College of Music in 
Boston, USA. In 2019, she entered the Forbes Asia Under 30 Elite 
list as a musician; In 2020, she released her original EP “NANA 
I” and “NANA II”; In 2021, she released the final chapter of the 
music trilogy “NANA III”, and the “211042 at last " crossover art 
exhibition was hosted in Shanghai.

摄
影

： 
刘

颂

Many people know Nana Ou-yang from her cello play. This 
sweet-looking girl was admitted to the world-renown music 
institution --- Curtis Institute of Music in the US at the age of 13. 
At that time, she was the youngest student in the history of cello 
admissions at this school, with a full scholarship. In 2018, she 
entered the Berklee College of Music with excellent grades to 
continue her music journey.

While going to school and performing arts simultaneously, 
Nana began to play Vlog, where she would record trivia about 
her daily life and work, and share tips on her clothing, skin 
care and makeup. It is because of the sharing, she began to be 
called a new generation of “recommendation master”, gradually 
accumulated the commercial potential in the fashion field, and 
was pursued by many post-00s and new consumer brands. Over 
the course of three years, she released more than 100 Vlogs,with
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Seize the moment to express 
yourself

with nearly 400 million views on Weibo.

Nana Ou-yang's energy is full but not deliberate. She knows how 
to express herself and how to grasp her happiness. At the same 
time, she also hopes that “every day she can change a little 
bit”. She said that she was "not particularly ambitious“. What 
she hopes is "to grasp every minute and every second of the 
moment, to compete with herself, and to do better than herself 
the day before."

The summer of 2021 is busy and meaningful for Nana 
Ou-yang. This summer, her first solo cross-border 
music art exhibition was hosted at Shanghai Baolong 
Art Museum. She thought of the name of the exhibition 
early and named it "211042 at last". The exhibition 
space of more than 1000 square meters has been 
carefully divided into 15 rooms of different styles. 
Exhibitions that gather art forms such as painting, 
music, installations, etc. are full of the minds of this 
young girl who has just turned 21.

The word “at last " has a special meaning to Nana 
Ou-yang. The first song she wrote in her life was 
named after this word—“at last". This song was also 
first released following this solo exhibition. The final 
chapter of "NANA at last" (the whole album also 
includes the "Music Project Trilogy" written by Nana 
before) is also a very important one in the album. 
"This is my mid-term assignment for the music writing 
class at Berklee College of Music." Nana Ou-yang 
said, "At that time, I was not very sure about writing 
songs, nor confident. I always felt very anxious and 
didn't know how to write. Should I play the piano? 
How should the chord go? I remember I wrote its tune 
at 3 or 4 am.“

Perhaps it is related to the experience of learning 
classical music since childhood, Nana Ou-yang said 
that she is actually more accustomed to keeping 
emotions in her heart. "This song is actually a special 
‘me’, I’m not a person who can talk about everything 
to other people,

My music is also more restrained and shy. After all, 
the art and music I want to express are all for myself, 
and they are all somewhat hidden.”, she explained 
seriously.

Nana Ou-yang, who started to practice piano at the 
age of 6, and has held no less than 100 concerts, 
once aspired to become a cello player like Ma 
Youyou. The cello carried her childhood and even the 
long youth of her life. She thinks that the character of 
“hiding" herself has something to do with practicing 
the cello. "Practicing the cello is my most important 
thing. When I was young, I had only one goal, which 
was to practice the cello well. There were not so many 
channels for expressing. Even today, I still feel that 
many emotions are unnecessary, and there is no need 
to talk to my family or friends what happened to me 
today and what happened tomorrow... maybe this is 
also reflected in many of my subsequent creations.“

And leaving the Curtis School of Music at the age of 
15, in Nana Ou-yang’s view, was the bravest decision 
she ever made in her life: “I want to come out and 
do different things, not just the cello — I want to do 
better on music; I want to try acting; I want to do 
some fashion-related work. I seem to understand better 
about what I want. Although that decision was difficult 
for me at that time, it was very fortunate that I did it 
back then."
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Record the present with heart and challenge the future with no 
fear

Nowadays, you can still see Nana Ou-yang appearing with her cello sometimes. For Nana, “she cannot 
live without a cello”. But her life also has a broader stage: "When playing the cello, I always feel that it 
is a performance between me and the cello, or a journey, a bit like a dialogue with another world, the 
feeling when floating in the air. But when I sing, because of the lyrics, the arrangement, orchestration, 
etc. I like, I feel that this expression is more direct, just like talking, it is more of my own. I really enjoy 
these moments where I can express myself."

From the age of 20 to 21, Nana Ou-yang has done a lot of great things: completed the third EP “NANA 
III” of the "Music Project Trilogy", and invited her favorite female musicians Chen Li, Chen Qizhen and 
Xu Zhepei to create music together; moved into the studio which finished renovation for quite a long 
time and formally owned a small world of her own; recorded Vlogs for more than three years and 
successfully completed the 100th issue, and most importantly, the 21-year-old Birthday.

Her birthday before was a discussion on social media --- she has organized a hot birthday party with a 
"ceremonial sense" for 10 consecutive years. This year, she just sat quietly in front of the camera and 
unboxed gifts to fans. Nana herself said that the 21-year-old came a little faster than she imagined, but 
it also made her see more clearly: “Do more things you want to do, make yourself happy, because this 
moment is too important.”

It is precisely because of the realization that "this moment is important", Nana enjoys being able to 
record something more and more. "I like to use Vlog to record my current moments. It's not like you 
playing piano, writing songs, recording variety shows or filming. I know very well what kind of schedule 
I have today. The beauty of Vlog is that it makes people catch unexpected every moment of change.“

So far, she has recorded hundreds of Vlogs, and when talking about her most memorable one, Nana 
said that she has always liked the Vlog about going to study in Boston. "I took 8 suitcases and flew 
to Boston when I was a freshman, this story has a lot of my memories." Last year, when COVID-19 
epidemic broke out, she returned to China and temporarily moved to Shanghai and raised a kitten. I In 
one Vlog, she said with a touch of sentimentality, talking about her Boston home before she had time 
to say goodbye. The graduation ceremonies and graduation concerts that had originally arrived as 
scheduled had to be shelved later, which she cared very much about.

Under the lens of these Vlogs, Nana Ou-yang completely discarded the halo and personality of the so-
called "star" and "artist". She is an ordinary little girl who shares her daily life and study with everyone: 
her favorite things, her little happiness or sadness. But she is by no means a simple girl. She knows that 
to put herself in the spotlight, she must be prepared to accept positive and negative comments.

Under the sweet appearance, Nana Ou-yang has always been quite strong --- her "sweet" is by no 
means the silly kind "sweet", which is mixed with many other levels and experiences, and may be a 
little bit "sour" , even a bit of “bitterness". But it was precisely this way that allows her to resonate and 
communicate more with the young generation. Fans chased Nana’s Vlogs on Weibo and Xiaohongshu, 
not only because she was willing to share her clothes, skin care, and shopping experience; but also 
because of her experiences and stories, telling everyone how she creates her own splendor and scenery 
even though she burdens with high pressure and eye-catching expectations from other people.
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There is no right or wrong 
answer in life, everyone 
c an  l ive  up  to  his /  her 
limitation.

Chao Song

About: Chao Song
The founder and CEO of “Polaris Youth", graduated from Peking 
University with a Juris Master Degree in China and a Juris Doctor 
degree in the US, and was named the 2019 "Elite Under 30" by 
Forbes China.

Do not "discover yourself“, 
"create yourself"
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The Analects: “Those in power govern the country with 
virtue, just like the North Star, staying in their place, and 
other stars surround it in an orderly manner.” This teaches 
the ancients to use morality to govern the country, and 
they will be in their own position like the North Star, 
surrounded by other stars. According to Chao Song, the 
founder of “Polaris Youth", every generation of young 
people is like North Star. They are focused and cared for, 
and will always be the brightest star in the crowd.

Chao Song's growth experience verifies his belief 
that "self is created by creation", and what everyone 
needs to do is "continuously expand the boundary.“

When he was a child, he was fascinated by literature 
and computer science. He studied hospitality and 
club management at Sun Yat-Sen University with a 
bachelor’s degree, 

and later transferred to philosophy. Then he went to 
Peking University to study law, visited the US as a 
representative of China, worked in a well-known large 
law firm, and then started his own business when he 
was in his 30s. Looking back at this growth path, he 
felt that every choice was based on his judgment at 
that time. Was it self-consistent at that time? Does he 
need to restart? Every change is the result of his deep 
thinking, and these experiences have made him who 
he is now.
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Youth are lonely, confused, and anxious

We often hear “sense of youth", 
that is, they can continue to 
explore the relationship between 
themselves and the world, and 
make breakthroughs constantly.

"You are the sum of all your experiences," Chao 
Song believed in this.

What makes him feel a little like a pseudo-
proposition is another sentence people often 
say - “go find yourself". "The meaning of 
this statement seems to be that there is a real 
you somewhere, and there is an established 
correct answer. You have to solve it, and many 
psychological assessments use this setting," he 
said, "I don't agree with it, because the premise 
presupposes makes people feel anxiety and self-
doubt, as if "Should I not do xxx", but where is 
the standard answer in life?”

It was this belief that drove him to establish 
“Polaris Youth” in 2012. He said: “We hope to 
accompany the younger generation and create 
diverse experiences for them, so that everyone 
can feel every moment, but not entangled in 
the moment. Everyone can accept their own 
changes and create a true self.” Many people 
are attracted by Chao Song‘s experience and 
flexible mind and joined “Polaris Youth” because 
he always “crossing boundaries”, like a typical 
“slash youth.” He also has his own interpretation 
regarding “What is the profession of a person? 
The concept of profession is artificially divided. 
The time has changed, and the boundaries of 
some professions have been blurred. The new 
way of life destroyed the original professional 
settings, so the “slash youth” and “crossing 
boundaries” appeared, they all respond to 
these changes instinctively.“, Chao Song calmly 
explained, "But if you look deeper, you will

find that some young people use “slash youth” 
as an excuse. When encountering a difficulty, 
they give up and turn to other businesses. Such 
dilemma occurs again and again. Although it 
is also a certain degree of ‘rich’ experience, in 
essence, they just use “crossing boundaries” to 
disguise their escape.” So we must embrace it, 
but not abuse it. 

Compared with those popular words, Chao 
Song advocates "continuously expanding the 
boundary" and uses practical actions to lead 
more people to practice the concept. “Polaris 
Youth" has a series of actions called "YES 
GO" (Young Entrepreneurs and Students Going 
Out). Interesting partners used the three-month 
weekend to go to different cities, communicate 
with people of different identities and industries, 
exercise their abilities in language and body 
expression, and see hundreds of real lives.

“We encourage young people to look inside 
themselves. There is no right answer in life and 
no established track. What we can do is to 
provide them a platform, and encourage them to 
break the stereotypes and take steps.”

This year marks the ninth anniversary of the founding of Polaris Youth. Through the continuous 
enrichment of activities and the growing community, Chao Song has also observed the characteristics 
and performance of the post-80s, post-90s and post-00s. 

He found that mental states are similar in their 20s regardless of generations. They were lonely, confused 
and anxious. The difference is how each generation responded to these states.
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Focus on Youth 12, develop through social interaction

In Chao Song's view, the most important thing that causes differences in people's reactions is the 
changes of the times and technology. He said, "The way people get information is completely different. 
Most of the post-80s have experienced life without computers. Later, devices and networks appeared, 
and soon devices and networks become more advanced and faster. People born in 90s and 00s are 
growing up in the Internet era. People see the world through new tools and know that there are many 
ways to live. Many of the post-80s may tend to take a stable job. But post-90s and post-00s study 
abroad, start their own businesses, and have more choices.“

But he is also soberly aware that technology is a double-edged sword. The popularity of smartphones 
has prompted the emergence of We Media. People “explosively” receive information from the Internet 
and express themselves emotionally on the Internet. Some media have manipulated people’s psychology, 
inflating emotions and feeding people an illusion - The wonderful, carefree life that so many people 
have struggled for their lifetime to achieve is readily attainable. The emergence of short videos makes 
such stimulus more intuitive. Some irresponsible uploaders deliberately express themselves in images of 
mocking, sarcasm, and verbal abuse, making the Internet platform a place for some people to ridicule 
and vent. Affected young people become more anxious and helpless.

"From the perspective of humanism, it is a good thing that people's lives are getting diverse, but it 
may not be easy for young people today compared to previous generations, as they may feel more 
confused." Chao Song explained from a philosophical level "Heidegger put forward a philosophical 
keyword “Gevorfenheit”, which means that we are thrown into this world, and have to face the current 
and subsequent setbacks, pains and demands. People cannot choose. The fact of individual existence 
is the manifestation of being “Gevorfenheit”. Philosophers' thinking from nearly a century ago is still 
instructive. For young people, how to recognize their own existence and how to explore themselves with 
practical actions are questions they need to think about. "

“Polaris Youth" focuses on a specific age range of 18 to 30, and Chao Song has created a word for it -- 
"Y 12," i.e. Youth 12.

These two nodes were chosen for their symbolic and typical significance. "18 is the age of adulthood 
and the age at which most people take the College Entrance Exam. People have a lot of performance 
and demands after the Exam, the main goal of their student life; 30-year-old is an abstract, we actually 
refer to 30 to 35 years old. This is the age when most people join the workforce and are about to start 
a family. We found many interesting phenomena, like some of them subvert the concepts and behaviours 
of their parents during their growth stage. But when they get married and raise children on their own, 
they have similar beliefs with their parents. We want to understand what's behind those behaviours."

Chao Song and his team deeply analysed the behaviours and demands of "Y12" youth, and found that 
"socialization" and "growth" are their inner focus. Since most of them are the only child, when facing 
difficulties and challenges, they feel deeply stuck. “In this case, they need to find peers. When he/she 
meets a partner of the same age or has a similar experience, he/she knows that he/she is not alone 
in suffering. The community can realize empathy, and then they can solve problems together. Through 
interpersonal communication, individuals can gain courage and see the world as a big classroom. ‘Polaris 
Youth’ has designed a series of interactions, allowing a group of young people who are keen to grow 
up to meet with high quality and depth.”, said Chao Song.
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Q&A

  The “YES GO” campaign asks everyone to write a life biography, the classic project “How to Tell a 
Good Story in Front of 500 People” asks everyone to give an 18-minute TED-style talk... All projects 
are carried out through different forms and dimensions. People try hard together, so as to progress and 
grow. Many experiencers shared their harvest with Chao Song at the end of the event, saying that they 
"found an organization" and "became more confident".

  In fact, all activities of “Polaris Youth" revolve around the loneliness, confusion, and anxiety of young 
people. Contextualize the problem, and help them achieve self-improvement through diverse and 
interesting forms. Although there is no absolute empathy in the world, Chao Song led “Polaris Youth“ to 
maintain absolute user empathy and a deep awareness of human nature at all time. 

"Let growth become popular" is not only Chao Song's expectation, but also a sincere and precious gift 
that he and his team wish to present to young people today.

The Nation of Youth: How do you define youth? What 
kind of power do you think youth is?
Chao Song: Regardless of my personal understanding, 
or the observation of "Polaris Youth" users since 
I started my business, I firmly believe that: youth 
is not about age, but a state of mind, a status in 
which a person is willing to continue to broaden the 
boundaries, and he/she always retains curiosity and 
enthusiasm for all experiences, self-exploration, and 
the world. Such young people are undoubtedly full 
of energy, and they will also have some common 
characteristics. The first is that he/she has the desire, 
and then he/she has the mental power to drive 
himself/herself and take actions. We often hear the 
“youth feeling", that is, they can continue to explore 
the relationship between themselves and the world, 
explore possibilities, create possibilities, and open 
themselves constantly. 
The Nation of Youth: What do you do when you are 
in a state of loneliness, confusion, or anxiety? Can you 
share your personal experience with us?
Chao Song: I am accustomed to self-talking and self-
sorting to fully grasp the current situation. This clarifies 
the problem with the help of reason, so that I don't 
get trapped in emotions and feelings. However, 
figuring out the situation of your own problem does 
not mean that you can solve it. And out of this state, 
what I have benefited most from my experience is 
two things, "conversation and connection with others" 
and "enriching my own experience". Others can give 
us many different angles and subvert and transcend 
cognition,

and more experiences can make a huge change in 
the mentality and thinking. This is also the model 
advocated by Polaris Youth: It seems that we are a 
youth social and experience company, but actually 
we are essentially promoting self-exploration of young 
people.
The Nation of Youth: “Polaris Youth" has a resounding 
slogan "We will eventually be what we want to be." 
We want to know, what is "what you want to be" like?
Chao Song: To be honest, since I started my business 
until two years ago, I knew my mission very well, but 
my vision seemed vague. We focus clearly on the 
loneliness, confusion, and anxiety of young people, 
but we don't understand what model to use to discuss 
these issues. Around 2018, “YES GO” didn't even 
have a business model. After countless practice, 
feedback and improvement, the project got on track, 
and it continued to explore the way forward. I often 
tell my friends that finding a way is far more difficult 
than not knowing how to go. I don't think there is 
a static "end point", but the current appearance is 
consistent with what I desire. About 2 years ago, I 
thought about "what you want to be", it should be 
concluded in three words: Honesty, meaning facing 
the world sincerely and honestly; Kind, meaning 
creating values with kindness, and don't be angry or 
anxious with others; and Ambition, meaning always 
being aspired, and continuously surpassing yourself 
and leading yourself forward. 
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A young hermit tramping over mountains 
and through ravines

Ziqi Li

About: Ziqi Li
Born in Mianyang City, Sichuan Province in 1990, she is a short video 
content creator. She has more than 140 million fans in all channels and 
set the Guinness World Record for "the most subscribed YouTube Chinese 
channel". Her short video content takes oriental culture as the background, 
draws inspiration from clothing, food, housing, and art, focuses on 
traditional culture, and silently spreads the excellent traditional Chinese 
culture: Comply with the changes of the seasons, eat in accordance with the 
seasons, record the growth of all things in the Twenty-four Solar Terms, and 
capture the wisdom of life.

I was lucky that my efforts were seen

图
片

： 
个

人
提

供

For Ziqi Li, who grew up in the countryside, a life away from 
the hustle and bustle of the world is the source of inspiration 
for all her creations. From a stranger wandering in the city to 
a contemporary "hermit" returning to the countryside, Ziqi Li, 
who has millions of fans, has been labelled a lot. "Whether 
it is in the video or in life, I am always being myself." She 
said it with strong assertiveness. This is a combined power 
of young people today from multiple dimensions such as 
personality expression, cultural confidence, physical and 
mental health.

“The bamboo roots are as beautiful as Kuaiji's Mountain, and the fish is as fertile as Lize .” The Southern 
Song literati Lu You once wrote this poem describing the land of Shu hundreds of years ago. Sichuan 
is located in the Southwest of China. The Yangtze River runs from west to east, and the Yellow River 
flows into the sea through the Northwest corner, nourishing the surrounding land for thousands of miles. 
Growing in such a land of abundance, Ziqi Li has a deep understanding of everything in nature. She 
"lived in seclusion" with her grandmother in a small village in Mianyang, Sichuan Province.
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In her yard, she plants flowers, green plants, fruits and vegetables – picking up flowers in Spring, enjoying the 
coolness in Summer, making fruit wine in Autumn, and making quilts in Winter... Ziqi Li can always create the most 
authentic romance in ordinary life. Unlike many young KOLs, she said, "All my inspiration comes from this land 
under my feet." This simple temperament has become her most individual expression.

In 2012, Ziqi Li returned to her hometown due to her grandmother's illness and opened a Taobao shop to make 
ends meet. “There is no special opportunity. The first short video was to make the store business better.” She said 
with a smile. Five years ago, Ziqi Li began to devote herself to the creation of short videos for gourmet life. The 
time coincided with the first round of benefits in the Internet era. She has never learned knowledge about content 
production and operation. The first video taken with her mobile phone was also very vague. After consulting her 
predecessors, she bought her first SLR camera. “I learned how to use the camera from the forum and wrote down 
function of each button in my memo." Without a photographer, Ziqi Li took a tripod to locate the camera position 
and fixed the lens to film. Dressed in a traditional Chinese costume, she took spring water from the mountains and 
cooked delicacies in her peaceful courtyard. She barely speaks in the video, and her expression is extremely calm, 
instead, she only shows the audience her skilled movements and precise production processes.

In 2016, Ziqi Li won widespread attention with a short video about making Lanzhou beef noodles. Before the 
filming officially started, she had studied with a Gansu beef noodle master for more than a month. From selecting 
powder, kneading, soaking up to stretching noodles, this less-than-5-minute video was edited by more than 200 
shots - The dough is scrapped and the shot needs to retake where angle is wrong when adding water; Retake 
again where it was out of focus when adding water; Retake again where the lens has not been adjusted yet but the 
kneaded noodles had no gluten......The filming was repeated for 3 days. After going public, Ziqi Li quickly spread 
all over the Internet during the outbreak of the short video industry. From Weibo, Bilibili, TikTok to YouTube, she had 
millions of fans and over 100 million likes. Audience from all over the world have seen a different kind of China 
through her eyes.
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From unknown to the public to being well-known, Ziqi Li admitted that she has never changed. “Am I 
supposed to become crazy?” Putting aside the various praises on the Internet, she used the word “laity" 
to describe herself. Undoubtedly, in such a fast-moving era, Ziqi Li's utopian life is indeed longed for by 
countless people who are deeply trapped in the world. She has experienced hardships but is still full of 
hope for life. She has the most precious power in the world. "I'm very lucky, because my efforts can be 
seen by others."

The whole world has witnessed the romance of Chinese 
traditional culture

Instead of “lying down”, 
embracing changes calmly

At the same time, she developed the ability to tramp 
over mountains and through ravines. In May, she 
was clad in a white dress, watching the peach 
flower blossoms in the mountains and picking fresh 
flowers to make hydrosol; In August, she went to 
the deep bamboo forest alone to obtain materials 
for the bamboo sofa, which is indispensable in the 
midsummer season; In October, she harvested her 
barn full of grain for the coming winter... "There are 
so many things to photograph in the countryside, 
but not enough time!" Ziqi Li sighed. Compared with 
Western culture, which promotes the disparity between 
man and god, Chinese culture upholds a cosmological 
view of "the unity of human and nature", which 
regards nature and mind as a whole. Whether it is 
the rhythm of the nature, or the luxuriant scene of the 
silent growth of everything, it is the embodiment of the 
"great beauty" of nature. This is exactly what Ziqi Li, 
who has travelled over the mountains, tried to find and 
present. 

In the wave of globalization, facing the gradual 
homogeneity of various cultures, coupled with the 
weakening of the authenticity of information by the 
Internet, it is not easy to spread Chinese civilization. 
As for Ziqi Li, Chinese traditional culture has long 
permeated mountains, rivers, lakes, seas, and day and 
night. Whether it's a pair of cloth shoes or a delicacy 
cooked in ancient ways, these things that condense 
local civilization are all around us. "I was born in 
China and grew up in China. I have inherited Chinese 
traditions since I was little.“

On Ziqi Li's WeChat public platform, there is a 
section called "Intangible Cultural Heritage", which 
includes her inheritance of China's intangible cultural 
heritage since she took short videos. From ancient 
papermaking, hand-made silk quilts, the Four Treasures 
of the Study to Shu embroidery, Ziqi Li has to watch 
a large number of documentaries before filming each 
time, and write down the skills mentioned by each of 
the craftsmen, and sometimes even learn from them 
directly in person.

Whenever there is a need to buy handmade raw 
materials, she keeps inquiring the seller until she is 
thoroughly familiar with the production principle, 
process and precautions. When filming a short 
video about Shu embroidery, self-study doesn't work 
out, so she specifically consulted Meng Dezhi, the 
national inheritor of Shu embroidery. Ziqi Li dyed 
the fabric with the indigo she planted, and then 
selected the manuscripts, loaded materials, wired and 
embroidered. She chopped a thread into more than 
60 silks. After a long time, she finally completed this 
work. Video shooting related to intangible cultural 
heritage is extremely laborious, and the video 
production of "Wooden Movable Type Printing" took 
nearly 4 months. In the video, Ziqi Li carefully depicts 
the even-sized birch-leaved pear wood blocks.

In "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon" directed by Li 
An, Li Mubai and Yu Jiaolong discussed swords in 
the bamboo sea. Oriental architecture and orchestral 
music are mixed in the film and firm chivalry and 
tenderness go together. Everyone praised this film 
for properly sketching the artistic conception of 
Chinese traditional culture. And in Ziqi Li's video, 
she walks among the  mountains of Sichuan, looking 
at the changes in four seasons from the classical 
wooden architecture. Isn't it a romantic sentiment that 
belongs to China alone? She told us frankly: "There 
is selfishness. I want more people to see the beauty of 
Chinese traditional culture."

In this era dominated by the Internet and traffic, “short 
video bloggers” are no longer an emerging profession 
with halo. From food, beauty to fashion clothing, 
countless young people are competing on these 
subdivided segments, struggling to move towards the 
“top”. Some young people think that they should “lie 
down” and say no to rat race, but “lying down” has 
nothing to do with Ziqi Li.
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The whole world has 
witnessed the romance of 
Chinese traditional culture

As a blogger who became popular in the first 
year of short videos, Ziqi Li has also suffered 
numerous criticisms. Some say she always relies 
on the hype of her team, while others criticize 
her for portraying rural life too pretentious. Some 
even question her original intention... "Grandma 
heard some negative comments and told me 
that it is fine to give up if its too hard. But I got 
through it.“

In May 2017, Ziqi Li, who was overwhelmed 
by public opinion, chose to temporarily stop 
updating Weibo. She issued a long statement 
and told fans that she would not be easily 
knocked down. When she was 6 years old, Ziqi 
Li was abused by his stepmother. Despite being 
in despair, she never shed a tear. Later, when 
her father passed away, she continued to live 
with her grandparents. Ziqi Li's grandfather is 
a rural cook. She learned all kinds of life skills 
from her grandfather since she was a child. She 
is proficient in carpentry, farm work, and sewing 
clothes. She has never tried "lying down", and 
her life was not easy. At the age of 14, Ziqi Li 
was forced to drop out of school and went to the 
city for work. She used to work as a waitress, 
sleep on a park bench, only eat steamed buns 
for two months, and even work as a DJ in clubs. 
However, she always had faith in her heart and 
longing for a better life. This desire  makes her 
feel "not empty". "The skills in your eyes may 
just be other people's life instincts." Ziqi Li said. 
Perhaps because of the persecution of life, or the 
inner vigour, she is always full of energy, and 
this energy also brings hope to the people in 
front of the screen.

In Ziqi Li's opinion, there are many different 
ways of life, and only the one you like is the 
best. 

"I never thought of conveying a specific lifestyle 
and philosophy to the public. I can't represent 
everyone." In the eyes of thousands of fans, 
Ziqi Li seems to master “every kind of skills”. 
But in her profile, there are always only eight 
plain charaters written in Chinese: "There is a 
girl in the Li’s family, and she is called Ziqi . In 
her utopia, the courtyard is full of exotic flowers, 
thyme, mint, centellae herb, ivory eggplant, 
sweet pepper... Every crop has endless stories 
and countless cooking methods. In the context 
of Chinese culture, the original meaning of 
"beauty" is also derived from the sweetness 
of food. As stated in "Analytical Dictionary of 
Characters : "Beauty, meaning sweet, deriving 
from big sheep.“ This aesthetic norm, which 
uses taste and touch as the way of perception, 
becomes precious after a long time. Ziqi Li 
has photographed the stars, hit chestnuts, and 
climbed over snow-capped mountains. This 
love of self, life and nature is not only Ziqi Li's 
inheritance of traditional culture, but also a mark 
of her efforts. 

The quiet years in the small mountain village of 
Mianyang, Sichuan continue to pass like flowing 
water. In the days accompanied by love, Ziqi 
Li's life is full of poetry and brilliance, which is in 
sharp contrast with the "lying down" culture that 
prevails among young people in today's era. 
“It’s not difficult to realize the ideal of “returning 
to nature ”, but not everyone has the power 
rooted in the soil.” A lifetime is very long, and I 
don’t want to stick to a single identity. Who can 
foresee the future?” Ziqi Li embraces all changes 
frankly, and uses her own life to show the unique 
power of contemporary Chinese young people.
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